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Message from the Sheriff

When I took the oath to lead the LASD, I invested
the time necessary to consider what team of leaders
would have the breadth of experience, and the character and compassion to work together and lead this
great organization in our commitment to 21st century policing. As a result, an unprecedented series
of personnel changes were announced in 2016. We
have a new Undersheriff, and new Assistant Sheriffs, as well as a new Chief of Staff in the Sheriff’s
Office. We are about to appoint a civilian Chief Financial and Administrative Officer.  

Cybercrime is one of the greatest threats facing our
country, and has enormous implications for our national security, economic prosperity, and public
safety.

This change brings new energy, fresh ideas and momentum, and a renewed commitment to our public
that I believe will continue to set the standard for law
enforcement on the major issues of our time. These
challenges include the rise in mental illness and addictions in society and combatting complex emerging crimes such as domestic terrorism, human trafficking and cyber crimes.
Public trust remains our currency and we have
worked hard to establish partnerships and systems
that help us raise our professional standards, and
increase the training and tools necessary for our
deputies to meet their daily challenges. Our combination of early and in depth assessments of critical
incidents for Patrol and Custody operations allows
for internal and external review and problem solving.
Deputies are receiving training and gaining skills to
strategize and de-escalate situations and reduce the
need to use force, even as 911 calls involving individuals suffering from mental illness surged to more
than 18,000.
The Board of Supervisors approved ten Mental Evaluation Teams (MET) and we anticipate our ability to
add more teams in 2017. Each team is comprised
of a deputy and mental health clinician that has
each received specialized training to evaluate and
de-escalate the most difficult and high risk 911 calls.  
LASD Critical Incident Training was funded in 2016
for nearly two thousand deputies to enhance their
ability to manage critical incidents using de-escalation techniques.

In 2016, our Fraud and Cyber Crimes Bureau started
a new investigative unit called, the “Emerging Cyber
Trends Unit.” The mission of this unit is to impact
cybercrime by focusing on internet, dark web, crypto currencies and the unique methods of operation
used by today’s tech savvy criminals. This unit liaisons with federal law enforcement cyber teams for a
holistic approach in our nation’s cybercrime fighting
efforts.
While 2016 was a time of great change and accomplishments, it was also a time of tremendous sorrow
for the men and women of the LASD. On October
5th, Sergeant Steve Owen, a 29-year LASD veteran
of the Department, was murdered while responding
to a burglary call in Lancaster. That same month,
Sergeant Al Lopez, a 26-year LASD veteran, suffered a fatal heart attack while en route to assisting
his deputies who were in pursuit of a stolen car in
the city of Compton. We feel the loss every day, as
we do for all of our fallen deputies. Every year, we
honor life saving acts of service by our deputies at
our annual Valor Awards. However, when we lose
someone, we are also reminded that the character
of our Department is defined as much by how a deputy lived his life, as how he died.
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“Moving Forward”

Since the LASD launched the Los Angeles Regional
Human Trafficking Taskforce, our Human Trafficking
Bureau and its 35 local, state and federal partner
agencies and non-profit groups rescued 143 victims
of human trafficking including 105 minors.

Message from the Sheriff
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“Moving Forward” is certainly how I would describe
2016 for the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department (LASD). It was a year of dramatic change for
an organization as large and complex as the nation’s
largest sheriff’s department.

On behalf of the 18,000 men and women of the
LASD, thank you for supporting law enforcement.
We hope that as you read about our accomplishments in 2016, that you sense the pride of this organization whose mission is, and always will be, public
safety.

Jim McDonnell, Sheriff
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OUR MISSION
to enforce the law fairly and within constitutional authority;
to be proactive in our approach to crime prevention;

Our Mission • Our Core Values • Our Creed 
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to enhance public trust through accountability;
to maintain a constitutionally sound and rehabilitative approach to incarceration;
to provide a safe and secure court system;
to maintain peace and order;
and to work in partnership with the communities
we serve to ensure the highest possible quality of life.

OUR CORE VALUES
With integrity, compassion, and courage, we serve our communities -protecting life and property, being diligent
and professional in our acts and
deeds, holding ourselves and
each other accountable for our
actions at all times, while respecting
the dignity and rights of all.
Earning the Public’s Trust Every Day!

OUR CREED
My goals are simple.
I will always be painfully honest,
work as hard as I can,
learn as much as I can,
and hopefully make a difference
in people’s lives.
					

Deputy David W. March • EOW April 29, 2002
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Facilities Planning Bureau
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True to their mission, the Facilities Planning Bureau
had a successful year of efficiently meeting the operational needs of the Sheriff’s Department with facilities
planning and project management requirements. With
the goal of maximizing facility operations and assets,
this team of planners, project managers and support
staff strive for efficiency and excellence in ongoing efforts to assist the numerous divisions and bureaus of
our vast agency. These personnel process a variety
of projects including office renovations, lease agreements and shared-use projects with other government
agencies.
The synergy of teamwork between the four sections
which fall under the umbrella of Facilities Planning
Bureau, Project Management, Planning, Contract and
Leasing, and Fiscal, achieved many accomplishments
in 2016; one example of this is the County Services
Bureau Dispatch Center Renovation Project.
The renovation was designed to improve functionality, security and aesthetics of the former Los Angeles
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County Office of Public Safety Dispatch center, located
in the Hall of Records building basement, in downtown
Los Angeles. A new console layout was conceptualized and included updates such as modern dispatch
workstations, new data/phone systems, energy-efficient LED lighting fixtures, and a new public transaction window. These installations brought a professional appearance to a high-traffic point of interaction with
customers and greater security for County Services
Bureau staff. The result was a complete transformation from a long-neglected and outdated office, into a
modern, efficient and polished workspace.  The project was delivered using a Job Order Contract under
the management of the Internal Services Department,
and came in under budget and three weeks ahead of
schedule.
Illustrations of other recent and notable achievements
are the restoration of the Hall of Justice, construction of
the new South Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station, improvements to revive the Biscailuz Regional Training Center,
and renovation of the former Lennox Station to relocate

Operation Safe Streets Bureau offices.  The Homicide
Bureau offices were newly-leased and remodeled, and
the STARS Center’s available space was maximized
by occupation with new Department offices upon the
relocation of others to the Hall of Justice.
The logistical efforts of coordinating renovation,
improvement and movement made Departmentwide
by Facilities Planning Bureau are not often known
or recognized, yet their methodical planning and
strategic approach to relocate stations, units and
bureaus are invaluable for the smooth transition of them into new, efficient workbases.
Presently, the extensive Jail Plan, designed to bring
existing secured housing facilities up to date and
construct replacement facilities, is underway. Plans
for having an Emergency Vehicle Operations Center on Pitchess Detention Center facility grounds
are also in forward motion, along with the Rancho
Los Amigo South Campus Project for restoration of the Downey-based office space and bureau

relocation, and a newly-designed patrol station to
replace the Santa Clarita Valley facility.

Administrative Services Division

Administrative Services Division
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Administrative Services Division

One of our most endeared efforts is the relocation of
the Department’s memorial wall, to be moved from
the STARS Center to the Biscailuz Regional
Training Center. Its creatively designed wall will
face the grinder and feature the names of over 500
law enforcement personnel who lost their lives while
serving the residents of Los Angeles County. This
tribute, so close to our hearts, will serve as a standing reminder of the men and women of all Los Angeles County-based law enforcement agencies who
gave the ultimate sacrifice in the line of duty, and
acknowledge their compassion and courage.
Facilities Planning Bureau is proud to be a part of
these worthwhile projects which enhance and support
our team members, both on the front line and behind
the scenes, who work cohesively for the overall benefit
of the Department, as well as those who live and work
in the areas we serve.
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The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department
participates in a federal program which allows for the
acquisition of federal excess property at no cost to us.
This program, commonly known as the 1033 Program,
is administrated by the Defense Logistics Agency and
the Law Enforcement Support Office.   In the 1960s,
the Sheriff’s Department created a unit tasked with
the acquisition and management of property acquired
through this program. The property is assigned a
demilitarization code by the federal government,
the most common of which is tracked under federal
ownership for one year; the balance of items remain
permanent property of the federal government despite
being transferred to local, civilian law enforcement

agencies on a “loaned” status, and are subject to recall
at any time.

distributed throughout the Sheriff’s Department for law
enforcement use.

Initially dubbed the Federal Excess Property Unit,
the Sheriff’s unit assigned to handle this collateral
became known as the Asset Acquisitions Team,
responsible to acquire and issue 1033-related
equipment to Department personnel and units,
and to support the law enforcement mission. The
property consists of valuable tools and much-needed
equipment, some of which is considered high
value. Pursuant to the program, an average of $4
million-worth of equipment is acquired annually and

In conformance with Sheriff McDonnell’s vision of
overall increased accountability, additional systems
were developed and implemented within the Asset
Acquisitions Team and related programs.
Staff
focused on the restructure and organization of the asset
acquisitions process, as related to the 1033
Program’s policies and practices, and conducted a
self-initiated assessment of its strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats.
Increased accountability and supervision, updating equipment issue
receipts with cross-indexed approvals, implementing

additional checks and balances for the acquisition of
property in use by Department units and personnel, and
modernizing inventory tracking systems and protocols
were some areas identified for enhanced operations.
The Asset Acquisitions Team unit is staffed by one
sergeant, one deputy sheriff generalist and one law
enforcement technician. This powerful staff of three
made tremendous strides in 2016 to improve and
further implement checks and balances for the
distribution of 1033 property throughout the entire
Department, as well as improve the accountability of all
1033 property.

Administrative Services Division

Administrative Services Division
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Administrative Services Division
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Homeless Services Team

Community Partnerships Bureau

Countywide SERVICES Division

The most impactful activity implemented by the task
force during the 2016 El Niño season was direct outreach conducted jointly with the Homeless Services
Team and the Homeless Services Authority’s emergency response team. The teams applied a community-centered, compassionate and educational approach
during contacts with the homeless. They warned of
the dangers of impending El Niño storms and immediately connected them with support services offered
by Homeless Services Authority personnel, who were
on hand to provide shelter information and referrals to
social services.
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The Community Partnerships Bureau’s Homeless Services Team, falls under the supervisory umbrella of
Countywide Services Division. Working in collaboration with the County of Los Angeles Chief Executive
Office and the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority during 2016, we coordinated and implemented
a plan called the Homeless Encampment Protocol.
Under this plan the team partnered with various service providers, patrol stations and county agencies to
connect the homeless population with resources, assistance and housing options.

team conducted an initial assessment of the site and
developed a collaborative response designed to address the specific concerns of the community and the
needs of the displaced population. Resources from
various county agencies, such as the Departments of
Public Works, Military and Veterans Affairs and Mental Health, along with numerous service providers and
public and private shelters worked together to provide
a long-term solution. Over the past year, the team conducted over 100 homeless outreach operations and
contacted more than 700 displaced individuals.

The Homeless Encampment Protocol plan specifically
directs a coordinated response to these encampments
in the unincorporated areas of Los Angeles County and
any of our contract cities. Together with the Homeless
Services Authority and the Chief Executive Office, the

This plan is the collaborative effort resulting from a
response to the stormy 2016 El Niño season, which
lasted from late December, 2015 through March, 2016.
During that critical time, sheriff’s personnel assigned to

These teams played a key role in presenting the emergency evacuation cards in outreach missions, which
occurred between 24 and 72 hours before predicted
rainfall. Together, the Homeless Services Team and
Homeless Services Authority staff implemented 53 outreach missions during the most at-risk months of the El
Niño season, and over 530 displaced individuals living
in encampments were contacted during that time.
The Homeless Services Team now assists other county departments in addressing the broader problem of
sheltering the homeless throughout and during the
rainstorm seasons. The team persistently disseminates up-to-date information to the homeless population regarding the enhanced County Winter Shelter
program already available to them during the cold
weather season.  During significant impending storms,
the shelters may be open 24 hours per day and remain
open for additional time. The team is vital in getting
information to the homeless population in and around
the County’s waterways.
The collective work of the Homeless Services Team,
other County resources and private entities successfully provided safety, shelter and outreach services to
the often forgotten homeless population.

Countywide SERVICES Division
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the team represented the lead law enforcement agency for the El Niño Homeless Encampments Task Force,
which was created by the County of Los Angeles Office
of Emergency Management. The task force’s main duties were to conduct outreach missions along the riverbeds and flood control channels within Los Angeles
County, and distribute specialized evacuation cards
to warn the homeless living in these encampments of
drowning risks.
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Countywide Services Division
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Operation Warmth 2016

County Services Bureau

Countywide SERVICES Division

Operation Warmth is another example
of the strength, compassion and team
work displayed by the men and women
of our great Department.

During the patriotic observance of Veterans Day, 2015,
Sergeant Martha Kennison reflected on the number of
military veterans living homeless in Los Angeles County. She worried that loneliness and a possible sense of
defeat or a bleak outlook could be emotionally defeating
for them, and it may be exacerbated by their exposure to
heavy climatic changes brought by El Niño that winter.

homeless populations they serve, many of which are
military veterans. With the support of her captain, Britta
Steinbrenner, and her County Services Bureau partners,
the good sergeant launched the “Operation Warmth”
project. She enlisted the assistance of her LASD partners -all 18,000 of them- and asked them to participate in her humanitarian effort by donating outerwear.

Sergeant Kennison realized the impact she could make
on these men and women by offering them a coat. The
benefit of a giving them a simple article of clothing would
be two-fold: The veterans would be warm and protected from inclement weather, and it would, hopefully
brighten their spirits to know someone considered their
welfare important. The success of this project could
translate to health of the community on many levels.

That season, Operation Warmth 2015 saw almost 2,800 pieces of clothing donated for
adults and children.
Sergeant Kennison recognized the wide success of the project and decided to implement it in the 2016 winter season.

The idea was put into action by contacting shelters
throughout the county; Sergeant Kennison discovered
they were in desperate need of jackets and coats for the
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In the second year, Operation Warmth
2016 saw almost 3,000 pieces collected from receptacles placed in county
buildings. Each article was thoughtfully folded, boxed and labeled for delivery.
Between Saturday, January
23, 2016, and Tuesday, January 26,
2016, County Services Bureau personnel distributed the clothing to various shelters throughout the county.

Countywide SERVICES Division
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Countywide Services Division

Since the patrol jurisdiction of County Services Bureau
provides law enforcement services in six major county
hospitals, 85 libraries, and 320 county facilities, their
outreach was quite large. Posters, emails, and good, old
fashioned word of mouth were used to promote the project.
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PARKS BUREAU
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by concerned patrons. In keeping with our mission,
Parks Bureau personnel addressed these concerns
by conducting numerous benevolent outreach operations in partnership with personnel from Community
Partnerships Bureau, the Los Angeles County Department of Parks and Recreation, Los Angeles Department of Mental Health, Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority, and People Assisting the Homeless.

In 2016, a growing trend of homeless people frequenting the areas in and around the parks and recreational areas was identified.  This caused concern for the
displaced people in need and inhibited enjoyment

Deputies worked with service providers and mental
health experts to make contact with homeless individuals in and around the parks to offer shelter, medical and mental health treatment, and other oppor-

tunities to relocate to a safer environment. In many
cases, the recipients were extremely appreciative
of the outreach. Dedicated staff from the Parks and
Recreation and Public Works departments gathered
leftover debris and trash left by the homeless to improve the cleanliness of the area for park patrons.
One specific homeless outreach operation at the Whittier Narrows Recreation Area uncovered a large encampment hidden within a wooded area of the park. There,
twenty people were located living in makeshift cardboard
houses and tents, some with small gas stoves next to
large mounds of paper and trash, which created an ex-

treme fire hazard.  The living areas had human feces
and rotting food spread throughout the grounds, which
posed obvious health risks. The illegal encampment
was dismantled and cleaned, and the occupants were
directed to mental health and rehabilitative services.
During homeless outreach operations, deputies
made contact with over 100 homeless individuals,
with more than half accepting some form of help.
The strength and compassion displayed by Parks Bureau staff during homeless operations in 2016 and
every day is another example of our commitment to
strengthen public safety, while helping those in need.

YEAR IN REVIEW 2016

Parks Bureau personnel are committed to providing a safe and drug-free environment for people who
visit any of the 180 Los Angeles County Parks, nature trails, wildlife sanctuaries, lakes, and golf courses. The steadfast men and women assigned to this
bureau work together with the Los Angeles County
Department of Parks and Recreation, to ensure safety and access to all parks and recreational areas.

Countywide SERVICES Division

Countywide SERVICES Division
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Countywide Services Division
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CIVIL MANAGEMENT BUREAU
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After submitting a Board Letter to the County Board
of Supervisors, the Civil Management Bureau received
authorization to spend $3.1 million to renovate and modernize offices at five county courthouse locations, such
as Santa Monica, Compton, Inglewood, Norwalk, and
El Monte. The renovated and ergonomically designed
work stations will facilitate ease of equipment use, increase expediency through efficiency, and provide a
fresh professional outlook to the offices.  These aspects
allow staff to better provide their renowned, high level
of quality civil law enforcement services to the public.

During the year, our community-oriented policing outreach was increased with the development and distribution of a civil process informational pamphlet. The
brochure was created to highlight and explain often
technical civil law terminology and processes in layman’s terms. The pamphlet was so relevant, useful
and well received that it was distributed to individual
Sheriff’s Department stations, as well as to local municipal law enforcement agencies and the general public.
The Civil Management Bureau saw extensive development progress in the long-awaited and highly-desired
Automated Civil Enforcement System (ACES). This
new computerized system was in the planning and
development stages for the past three years, and will
replace the current system, Modified Automated Process and Accounting System (MAPAS), which is more
than 25 years old. ACES will allow the Civil Management Bureau staff the ability to explore new technology
to provide state-of-the-art tracking, management and
processing.
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The Civil Management Bureau is one of five bureaus
which fall under the umbrella of the Court Services
Division and is responsible for civil law enforcement
services throughout the county of Los Angeles. Its
staff of approximately 350 personnel include a captain,
two lieutenants, 12 sergeants, 57 deputies, and 272
professional staff, who work out of 20 branch offices
throughout Los Angeles County. This hardworking bureau, which arguably produces more civil process than
any other county in the nation, experienced several
significant developments in 2016.

COURT SERVICES DIVISION

COURT SERVICES DIVISION
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Court Services Division
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COURT SERVICES CENTRAL BUREAU
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The Court Services Central Bureau is made up of six
courts in and around the Civic Center area of Los Angeles, including the Central Arraignment Courthouse,
Central Civil West Courthouse, Clara Shortridge Foltz
Criminal Justice Center, East Los Angeles Courthouse,
Metropolitan Courthouse, and the Stanley Mosk Courthouse.
Central Bureau takes pride in its emergency preparedness, as evidenced by a commitment to ongoing training at each of its courthouses. As an example of these
preparation efforts, deputy personnel participated in
specialized active shooter training, provided by Special Enforcement Bureau, Emergency Services Detail
personnel. The scenario was that of an assailant who
entered a courthouse through a weapons screening
entrance and barricaded himself in a courtroom.

COURT SERVICES DIVISION

COURT SERVICES DIVISION
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Court Services Division

The training, which occurred on February 12, 2016,
involved Central Bureau deputies as part of the training cadre; they provided guidance in the scenario to
their close-working partners, including other deputy
personnel, security officers and security assistants.
This helped to familiarize them with the emergency
preparedness response vehicle, a modified golf cart
available to respond to events in the downtown courthouses and their vicinities.
Instruction from Emergency Services Detail personnel
came in the form of demonstration and hands-on application to guide personnel on the appropriate and most
current methods used to clear locations for suspects
and to render first aid during a medical emergency.  
The simulation of evacuating injured personnel and
practicing emergency drops and lifts from the courthouse rooftop with Air Rescue 5 made the training feel
even more realistic.
The emergency preparedness response vehicle was
the brainchild of Deputy Milburn Robinson, assigned
to the Stanley Mosk Courthouse. He believed a mobile emergency response platform would be of great
service during a Civic Center emergency, and to follow
through with this idea, Deputy Robinson worked to acquire the golf cart from surplus at the County’s Internal
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Services Division. Once he acquired the golf cart, he
held fundraising events throughout Central Bureau to
raise the funds necessary to enhance its capabilities.
Deputy Robinson’s dedication and resourcefulness
provided a great benefit to Central Bureau and he is to
be credited for this achievement.

The vehicle is equipped to respond to situations such as the
aftermath of an earthquake, active shooter incidents, search and
rescue operations; and carries
tools for basic firefighting, rendering emergency first aid and setting
up command posts. Because of
its compact size and agility, the vehicle can be maneuvered with ease
through the crowded Civic Center area and over a variety of terrain.
Central Bureau personnel made emergency preparedness a priority in
2016. Through future training and preparation, and the enterprising of
deputies like Robinson, our personnel will stand ready for a variety of
emergency situations.
p23

COURT SERVICES DIVISION

The security officer at the front entrance of the building
advised deputy personnel that the woman had left the
building. As Deputy Chavez walked outside to ensure
she was gone, he recognized the bright pink shirt the
woman wore, as she appeared ready to jump to the
driveway below, about 20 feet down.
Deputy Chavez walked toward the desperate woman.
As he approached the security rail, she turned around
and yelled for him to get away. The social worker also
tried to speak with her and persuade her to come back
over the rail, but the desperate woman still wept and
said her life was not worth living without her children.
Even though she would not listen to reason, Deputy
Chavez continued talking to her and urging her to get
down. Sergeant Bates, in the meantime, requested
additional deputy personnel, and local police and fire
response to the scene.
It was a critical moment when the woman stopped talking and appeared to focus on the ground below and
bent her knees. Deputy Chavez realized the woman
was about to jump head first to the cement below and
harm herself, so he quickly reached out and grabbed
her shirt to prevent her from doing so.
In that moment, Deputy Chavez leaned against the
security rail with all of his weight to keep hold of the
woman. Together with Deputies Joseph Oblea, Roberto Roman, Juan Santiago, and Daniel Steele, they rescued the woman, gained control of the woman’s arms
and handcuffed her to the security rail. Deputy Santiago went over the security rail, stood on the cement
ledge and placed his leg over hers to prevent her from
falling off the ledge, meanwhile Deputy Steele calmly
communicated with the distraught mother.
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Minutes after 9:00 a.m. on Thursday, June 23, 2016,
deputies rushed to Department 420 in response to the
report of an irate woman. The woman had arrived late
for her court date, causing her case to be rescheduled for another day. She became enraged when she
learned she would not regain custody of her children
that day. Sergeant Daphine Bates and Deputy Javier
Chavez arrived at the courtroom and found a social

worker speaking with the mother and attempting to
calm her down. The social worker was successful and
convinced her to leave the courthouse.

COURT SERVICES DIVISION

COURT SERVICES EAST BUREAU

Deputies from the Edelman Children’s Court saved
a distraught woman from harming herself after she
missed court and was refused the custody of her children.

Once local police and fire arrived at the scene, the rescued woman was transported to a local hospital for a
mental evaluation. Thanks to the quick thinking and intervention by the deputies, the mother was not injured
and lived to see her children another day.
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On a daily basis, an average of 95 crews drive an impressive 9,200 miles and transport over 4,000 inmates.
These professional driving teams are responsible for
transporting inmates to over 30 different courts, situated throughout the 4,752 square miles of Los Angeles
County. Court Services Transportation Bureau personnel not only transport inmates to and from court, but
also from county jail facilities to state prisons and state
hospitals. Court Services Transportation Bureau plays
a vital role in assisting the Custody Division in transportation of inmates throughout the county jail system
to ensure each jail facility is used to its maximum potential.

A crew dedicated to transporting inmates to and from
the Mental Health Court at Department 95, which
handles cases involving defendants being evaluated
to determine their state of mental health, remained in
place.  The crew was specifically assembled to facilitate numerous trips between Department 95 and local
jail facilities. As a result, the number of inmates seen
by mental health staff increased, the court heard more
cases or referred others for further evaluation, and the
heavy caseload was reduced.

In 2016, the bureau had several positive developments
which vastly improved its level of service. Possession
of the last 13 buses were taken, purchased through
the Carl Moyer Grant and sponsored by the Air Quality
Management District. In 2011, Court Services Transportation Bureau participated in a grant which pur-

The task of transporting female wheelchair-bound inmates was changed to improve efficiency.  In light of a
daily challenge to transport large amounts of male and
female wheelchair-bound inmates, coupled with a limited fleet of ADA-approved vehicles, ensuring punctual
transportation to various courts became a concern.
The duty of collecting the female wheelchair-bound
inmates in particular was difficult, as transportation
crews must first respond to Century Regional Detention Facility. To address this concern and improve efficiency, the routes and crews were reviewed and reevaluated. Routes were reconstructed which resulted
in a dependable plan for on-time arrival.
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chased 37 new Motor Coach Industry Prison Transport
buses equipped with an engine which met the stringent emissions output guidelines set by the Air Quality
Management District. These 37 buses produce half
the emissions compared to the emissions produced
by the older buses. Through this program, 37 more
environmentally friendly vehicles are now placed on
the roadways of California, which significantly reduce
emissions.

COURT SERVICES DIVISION

COURT SERVICES TRANSPORTATION BUREAU

As part of the duty of providing security for all Los Angeles County courthouses, courtrooms and prisoners,
the Sheriff’s Department is mandated to transport inmates to court, as well as other custody facilities. The
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, Court Services Transportation Bureau is an integral part of this
jurisdiction, comprised of over 270 employees who
work diligently to see that all inmates make their court
appearance in a timely manner.

In 2016, Court Services Transportation Bureau overcame challenges through positive changes, ensuring
service provided to the many courts and custody facilities in Los Angeles County is second to none.
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Court Services Division

Court Services West Bureau encompasses 16 of
the 38 courthouses within Los Angeles County
from Catalina Island to Lancaster, and from Santa
Monica to San Fernando. During 2016, West Bureau provided services to nearly 6 million court
patrons and processed over 150,000 inmates.
During the year, there were a number of notable accomplishments by West Bureau staff members. Deputies Wesley Guthrie and Jeremiah Fletcher, assigned
to the Antelope Valley Court, were moved by the loss
of five police officers and the injury of nine others in an
ambush shooting on Thursday, July 7, 2016, targeting
Dallas Police and Dallas Area Rapid Transit Authority
Department personnel. Deputy Guthrie wanted to offer
condolences in a personal way and decided to create
a memorial plaque in honor of the slain officers.   He
and Deputy Fletcher invested nearly 60 hours in constructing a Texas-sized, wooden token of their sympathy. The plaque measured 6½ feet x 6 feet and was
in the shape of Texas with stars and stripes painted
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on it, with one of the stripes representing a thin, blue
line and the names of the fallen officers written inside.
The men made a special trip down south to personally deliver and present their thoughtful gift to representatives from the affected agencies. Sergeant
Jeffrey Slutske accompanied them on the trip and
they traveled off-duty and at their own expense.
Deputies Jason Weil and Rene Valencia became true
lifesavers on Wednesday, August 3, 2016. While
the deputies transported a female inmate to Century
Regional Detention Facility, she suffered a medical
emergency and stopped breathing. The deputies immediately pulled over on the freeway shoulder and
administered CPR, until fire department personnel arrived. The inmate was transported to a local hospital
and survived. For their actions, which resulted in the
saving of an imperiled human life, Deputies Jason Weil
and Rene Valencia were nominated for the Lifesaving
Award.

Exceptional lifesaving measures took place once again
on Tuesday, October 11, 2016, when Deputies Joseph
Bennett, Danny Delgadillo and Ivan Delatorre, prevented a suicidal woman from jumping from the fifth
floor landing at Long Beach Courthouse.  As the woman dangled from the railing, the deputies grabbed her
arms and held her body weight. She released her grip
and was pulled to safety over a five-foot glass partition.  
For their actions which resulted in the saving of an imperiled human life, Deputies Joseph Bennett, Danny
Delgadillo and Ivan Delatorre, were nominated for the
Lifesaving Award.
Only a few weeks later, a third lifesaving intervention occurred at Chatsworth Courthouse. It was
noon on Monday, October 31, 2016, when a supervising line deputy and a sheriff’s security officer
shot a man as he attacked his estranged wife with a
butcher’s knife.   The deputy and security officer wit-

nessed the stabbing in front of the building and an
officer-involved shooting occurred.   The victim was
transported to a local hospital, where she recovered
from her life-threatening injuries. For their actions and
display of great courage, the deputy and security officer were nominated for the Medal of Valor award.
Court Services West Bureau credited 29 personnel
members for their efforts to reduce overtime costs,
saving approximately $435,000 during a two-month
period at the end of Fiscal Year 2015-2016. Financial
relief to curtail overtime came with the cooperation of
sworn staff who volunteered to work mandatory positions as part of the “Cadre of Administrative Resource
Personnel” program, known as CARP. This prevented
the need to hire overtime caused by personnel vacancies, while filling minimum staffing levels with outside
personnel who worked for saved time instead of paid
overtime.
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These agreements were intended to build on the progress our agency already made in years prior, in terms
of reducing violence and suicidal behavior in jail facilities. They represent the single most sweeping jail and
prison reforms in the nation, to date. As the implementation of provisions under the reform continued, the Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department made tremendous strides to provide an even safer, more caring and
more compassionate custody environment
for individuals with mental health issues in
its custody than ever before. The Custody
Compliance and Sustainability Bureau is
one component of this historic endeavor.
Custody Compliance and Sustainability Bureau evolved from the Mental Health Task
Force, designed to respond to previous reform efforts with the United States Department of Justice. The bureau’s main function is to implement policy effected by the
settlement provisions, monitor compliance
with those provisions and facilitate the exchange of proof of compliance between the
court-appointed monitors and custody division units.
The Jail Mental Health Teams fall under the supervisorial
jurisdiction of the Custody Compliance and Sustainability Bureau, and its staff routinely patrol Custody Division
facilities in deputy-clinician teams to provide a resource
for inmates to access care. In September, 2016, the
teams were highlighted in a national cable television
show which featured the Los Angeles County jail system
and was hosted by award-winning journalist Lisa Ling.
In July, 2015, the Custody Compliance and Sustainability Bureau began assessment of compliance with
the United States Department of Justice agreement.
The majority of provisions stipulated by the agreement
apply to all custody facilities within our jail system, and
many apply to the Los Angeles County Department
of Health Services, to optimize medical and mental
health care provided to inmates. The Custody Com-
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There are a few provisions which also apply to
all Court Services Division custodial facilities and
all station jails. As of the third quarter of 2016,
the Department achieved substantial compliance with 27 percent of the agreement, and partial compliance with 38 percent of the agreement.
On Wednesday, August 24, 2016, the Custody
Compliance and Sustainability Bureau received
the finalized compliance measures from the Office of Inspector General for the Johnson agreement. There were 36 provisions with multiple subsections, and assessments of compliance with
these provisions commenced in September, 2016.
Since then, there are 12 provisions in substantial
compliance and 3 provisions in partial compliance.
This equates to the Department being in substantial
compliance with 33 percent of the
agreement, and in partial compliance with 8 percent of the agreement.
On Tuesday, November 15, 2016,
the finalized compliance measures
were received from the court appointed monitors for the Rosas portion of
the settlement. There are 104 provisions with 440 compliance measures.
Monitoring on these provisions commences on Sunday, January 1, 2017.
It is anticipated compliance monitoring
for the recently settled Greater Los Angeles Agency on Deafness lawsuit will also be assigned
to the Custody Compliance and Sustainability Bureau.
Even after a successful implementation of all current and
impending settlement provisions, the Custody Compliance and Sustainability Bureau’s mission will not end.
Personnel will continue to assess compliance with the
elements of the reforms, coordinate with the respective
facilities to identify corrective action where appropriate,
and ensure the gains made are sustained into the future.
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pliance and Sustainability Bureau provides a liaison
to court appointed monitors on behalf of our agency.

CUSTODY Services Administration Command

CUSTODY COMPLIANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY BUREAU

Between the years 2014 and 2015, the Department
entered into three court-enforceable settlement agreements which addressed the conditions and treatment of inmates within the Los Angeles County Jail
System: United States of America versus County of
Los Angeles (United States Department of Justice),
which primarily focused on inmates with mental illness in custody; Alex Rosas et al. versus McDonnell et al. (Rosas), which primarily focused on use
of force and grievances; and Peter Johnson et al.
versus County of Los Angeles (Johnson), which addressed the welfare of inmates with disabilities.

Although 2016 was a challenging year for all Custody
Division facilities and units in managing daily operations in addition to implementing the settlement requirements, their personnel have worked hard towards
achieving compliance. The Custody Compliance and
Sustainability Bureau, as one such unit, continues to
manage the Department’s compliance efforts and provide support and training to LASD personnel.
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Custody Support Services celebrated its first full year
as a new bureau of Custody Operations in 2016. This
budding bureau, fulfills the variety of traditional responsibilities of policy, research and planning, incident review, and data reconciliation. It is in the course of developing a set of system-wide policies and procedures
for processing inmate grievances, force compliance
and personnel risk management. Custody Support
Services Bureau also oversees the Custody Innovation and Technology Unit, which identifies and uses
advanced technologies to create time, money and resource savings for the Department, to raise levels of
safety, care, security, and risk management.
The new bureau, which falls under the administrative
umbrella of Custody Services Division, provides senior
executives with a clear and consistent method of policy
implementation, which includes correctional best- practices, the latest technologies and innovations and verifiable reconciliation of reportable critical incidents.  The
hard work and dedication of Custody Support Services
Bureau personnel creates a smooth flow for Custody
Services Division operations by increasing their efficiency through the introduction of various technologies
and reducing liability through product evaluation and
development. Through critical incident reporting, the
bureau also provides a valuable resource to assist division leadership with fiscal prudence and the managerial oversight of our nation’s largest county jail system.
All efforts of Custody Support Services Bureau are
geared toward system-wide efficiency and safety.  The
hundreds of policies revised and developed throughout
2016 work to ensure a continuity of service and clear
standard of performance, division-wide. The many
products tested and developed by personnel improve
facility safety and the inmates quality of life, and reduce operational costs with increased serviceability
and longevity.

During 2016, Custody Support Services Bureau collaborated with the Los Angeles County Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk to develop a voter outreach program
for inmates incarcerated within the Los Angeles County jail system. A comprehensive event action plan was
developed and bureau personnel worked closely with
community advocacy groups such as the Sybil Brand
Commission, the American Civil Liberties Union and
the League of Woman Voters, to guarantee all eligible,
incarcerated citizens wishing to participate in the election were afforded the opportunity. The program was
highly successful and provided all eligible inmates the
opportunity to have their voices heard for both the primary and general elections.
The advancement of Custody Services Divisions’ Body
Scanner Project continued in 2016 with six body scanners deployed and 211,348 body scans conducted. The
use of body scanners within custody facilities proved to
be a significantly effective method of performing inmate
searches and locating contraband. The scanners are
an important component in preventing illegal narcotics and other contraband from entering secured areas.
Facility construction projects related to the installation
of additional body scanners at the Inmate Reception
Center will continue in 2017, as funding sources are
identified and obtained.
The division’s Inmate Grievance Coordinator is tasked
to work with managers and each jail facility’s Inmate
Grievance Team. These teams are responsible for
collecting, tracking and processing inmate requests,
inmate grievances and appeals. In 2016, new policies and procedures were established for the Department to comply with the provisions set forth in the

In 2016, the Office of Inspector General provided a
comprehensive report titled “The Deputy Sheriff Trainee Probationary Period.” This report was in response
to an audit conducted by the Audit and Accountability Bureau and submitted to the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors. In response to this report, the
Divisional Compliance Lieutenant established the Probationary Employee Committee, tasked with identifying best practices, policies and curriculum changes
which would define and implement a meaningful probationary period for LASD employees. The committee
met several times and is collaborating with the Office
of Inspector General to revise current policy and implement necessary measures in order to sustain proper
probationary employee oversight.
The Custody Innovation and Technology Unit deployed
an improved Electronic Uniform Daily Activity Log and
iPad Scanners which dramatically improved the recordation of California Code of Regulations Title 15 inmate
security checks. Kiosks using iPads, available for inmate use, are currently being tested for functionality
and work flow.  These kiosks represent the division’s
efforts to improve inmate services and address inmate
requests and grievances in a timely manner.
The Custody Innovation and Technology Unit expended tremendous efforts in 2016, developing web-based
Complaint Report and Use of Force Report forms.
These forms will allow employees to complete documentation more efficiently through auto-population
technology and eliminate duplication of data entry into
administrative databases. These advances represent
the ability to collect statistical force data in real-time,
significantly improving identification of trends, problem
issues and implementation of corrective actions.
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settlement agreement from the United States District
Court case Rosas et al v. McDonnell, case number
12-00428 DDP.
Some responsibilities held by the
Division Inmate Grievance Coordinator include routinely reviewing and analyzing inmate grievances,
coordinating the review of inmate grievance appeals,
and ensuring grievances are properly collected,
tracked and completed within established timelines.
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Custody Support Services Bureau

in 2016 and approved for use in 2017. The polymer
shoe is recyclable, five times more durable and was
developed at the same unit cost.  A final example is the
evaluation and authorization of a safety cutter which
provides security personnel with the immediate means
to rescue an inmate in the event of an attempted suicide by hanging. This product dramatically improves
response capabilities during critical incidents of selfharm and helps to protect our mentally ill inmate population from irrational behavior.

One example of product testing is the new inmate mattress cover approved for use in 2016. This clear cover
reduces the ability for contraband to be hidden within
the mattress, provides a more durable product at a reduced cost and has a less-frequent replacement cycle.
A second example is the new inmate shoe, developed
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The De-Escalation and Verbal Resolution Training
(DeVRT) program is a custom-designed instructional
course for law enforcement personnel working with an
incarcerated population moving within the Los Angeles
County jail system and directly addresses its growing
needs. The 32-hour course examines core concepts of
personnel working effectively with inmates diagnosed
with mental illnesses or disabilities, or becoming involved in situations within the correctional environment
which warrant the use of de-escalation techniques and
communication strategies.

5. An ability to apply de-escalation techniques and
communication strategies in the workplace through
the use of role-playing techniques in the classroom.
6. An ability to recognize and manage behavioral issues that may be indicative of a risk of suicide or violence and apply de-escalation strategies and communication techniques in resolving those issues.
7. An ability to make appropriate decisions regarding
intervention strategies for addressing the needs of
mentally ill inmates and suicidal inmates.
8. To develop competence in working with mentally ill
inmates that supports the mission of the Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department that is training based.

Emphasizing practical, real-life applications designed
specifically to meet the need of the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department jail system, deputy personnel
are expected to demonstrate a mastery of the following
objectives:
1. An understanding of the role of mental health issues
within corrections.
2. An awareness of the important role that law enforcement personnel have in the care and management
of mentally ill inmates.
3. An understanding of LASD’s policy and procedures
that specifically addresses working with inmates that
suffer from a mental illness and suicide.
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4. An understanding of the concepts of communication techniques, de-escalation strategies, signs and
symptoms of mental illness, mood, psychotic, and
trauma related disorders, the role of addiction and
co-occurring disorders among the inmate population, the importance of medications, and understanding of suicide and suicide prevention strategies, ADA and developmental disabilities.

Since the inception of the DeVRT program in August,
2015, almost 2,000 deputy personnel received training. The initial training was offered to personnel working in the Los Angeles-area facilities including Men’s
Central Jail, Twin Towers Correctional Facility, Inmate
Reception Center, and Century Regional Detention
Facility. Now, between three and four courses are
taught monthly, and all newly-assigned deputies attend
the DeVRT course prior to working their first custody
assignments, incorporated as part of jail operations
training. The DeVRT training program is projected for
deployment in 2017, for deputy personnel working at
Pitchess Detention Facilities North, South, and North
County Correctional Facility.

As part of the course, selective assessment protocols
are integrated into the training to assess learning outcomes, namely student learning. These assessment
protocols provide instructors with insight into the training in real time, but also generate useful information
about the utility and efficacy of the training upon completion.

In addition to live role-playing scenarios, students participate in interactive, computer-generated training using an interactive judgment simulator. The simulator
contains several interactive situations requiring the
student to engage in communication strategies and
de-escalation techniques, as well as decision-making
strategies to resolve the issue.

Throughout the course, students participate in roleplaying exercises with scenarios similar to situations
likely to be encountered in a correctional setting. The
scenarios pertain to effectively interacting with individuals with and without a mental illness. Each scenario
has a multitude of possible outcomes or root problems
to work through and discover, such as an inmate refusing to exit the shower area, an inmate in distress or
an inmate refusing to exit the cell. Each role playing
scenario follows a script consisting of possible or suggested responses by the actor, a root problem for the
student to discover through the use of effective communication, and a desired outcome. Actors say key
phrases to provide students with cues to help them
hone in on the underlying problem, and each scenario
activity is followed by a debriefing with the instructors.  
If a student is not adequately progressing through a

Another unique aspect of DeVRT training is the inclusion of a presentation from the National Alliance on
Mental Illness. During this interactive session, students
hear stories directly from persons living with mental illness, many of whom were incarcerated or had contact
with law enforcement at some point in their life; family members and loved ones living with a person dealing with a mental illness also share their experiences.
This compelling presentation puts a personal face on
the topic of mental illness and offers students a new
perspective on interaction with our mentally ill inmate
population.
Feedback on the course has been positive and it is
envisioned this reputation will spread as training progresses.   In turn, this training will benefit our agency
and personnel and help foster trust with the communities we serve.
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suitable resolution in a scenario, the instructor will call
a time out and provide instruction of how to better proceed.

CUSTODY Services Administration Command

De-escalation and Verbal Resolution 
Training (DeVRT) Program

and Public Safety Psychology are an integral component of the training. Most importantly, they are
present and available throughout the entire course.

The DeVRT training program is taught using a teamteaching approach with sworn personnel and licensed
psychologists. Working alongside sworn personnel,
two licensed clinical psychologists trained in Police
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Custody Investigative Services is comprised of five
support units: Operation Safe Jails, which gathers
internal gang intelligence and provides jail security;
the Jail Investigations Unit, which conducts investigations of all inmate in-custody crimes; the Jail Liaison, an intermediary communications unit between
all law enforcement agencies and the inmate population; the Custody K-9 Detail, composed of five canines responsible for narcotic and pruno searches
throughout Custody Division; and, Custody Investigative Services special operations; and the Jail Task
Force, which investigates crimes and intelligence directly related to the Los Angeles County jail system.
Using Department resources and investigative
techniques, Operation Safe Jail personnel successfully intercepted and acted on actionable intelligence throughout 2016. Many of these cases resulted in the seizure of narcotics within the
jails, and prevented a substantial amount of narcotics from being smuggled into the jail system.
In an effort to curb the clandestine production of jailmade alcohol called pruno, Custody Investigative Ser-
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Custody Investigative Services managed yet another
year of exceptional success and growth. This review details only a brief summary of the hard work and dedication
of our staff, resulting in a more safe and secure custody
environment, as well as our surrounding communities.

the Jail Liaison Unit successfully reduced the number of K-10 inmates by approximately 25 percent.
vices personnel conducted a four-week pilot Pruno
Search Operation within Custody Division. The Pruno
Task Force consisted of four dedicated teams who
were credited for the seizure of approximately 320 gallons of pruno, which resulted in over 100 criminal filings. In addition to the seizures, a subsequent analysis correlated a drastic reduction in inmate violence.
Over the course of the year, Jail Investigations Unit
detectives received nearly 7,000 reports from all
jail facilities and courts. These investigations resulted in hundreds of case filings and referrals including 348 involving assaults on employees.
During 2016, the Jail Liaison Unit interviewed, investigated and classified approximately 2,300 inmates for proper classification assignment. Using
standards set by the Restrictive Housing Panel,

The Restrictive Housing Program moved forward,
on its way toward full implementation. The Restrictive Housing Panel convened for the first time in
January, 2016. Over the course of the year, approximately 500 inmates were presented to the
panel for classification; approximately 23 percent
of them were reclassified to general population, reducing the K-10 population by nearly 100 inmates.
The number of seizures made by the Custody K-9
Unit saw a 100 percent increase, as compared to
those recorded in 2015. During 2016, this unit was
credited with the detection and seizure of over 1,000
gallons of pruno, several pounds of marijuana, and
hundreds of grams of other narcotics and paraphernalia. In addition to independent searches, the Custody K-9 Unit was a critical element in most other Cus-

tody Investigative Services operations, such as the
Pruno Task Force, in visitor screening and in the service of Special Investigations Units search warrants.
The Contraband Watch Program continued to yield positive results. Throughout the year, Custody Investigative Services monitored over 15 contraband watches,
resulting in the recovery of weapons, several ounces
of narcotics and other contraband. As a result of their
diligence, a number of inmates and conspirators were
criminally charged and received gang enhancements.
In collaboration with other Custody Investigative Services support units and outside agencies, the Jail Task
Force successfully executed 39 warrants and conducted dozens of surveillance operations. The search
warrant seizures resulted in the location of thousands
of dollars in drug money, hundreds of dollars in counterfeit bills, several kilograms of narcotics, ammunition,
assault rifles, and other firearms, culminating in multiple arrests.
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For the Inmate Reception Center, the year 2016 was
anything but ordinary. As incidents across the United States sparked a nationwide conversation about
the role of law enforcement in modern society, the
Inmate Reception Center found itself undergoing
its most dramatic transformation in recent history.
The year presented a unique opportunity for staff to
examine and reevaluate long-standing practices, seek
unique solutions, re-imagine past methods, and usher
in a new era of custodial processing, implementing technologies and procedures to maintain the elevated standard of service for which our facility and employees are
known. The guiding principle was to balance the constitutional duty required of us, which is the safety of the inmates with whom we are entrusted, while enhancing the
safety of our most important resource - our employees.
The work began at booking front, where body scanners were installed. This was the most substantial
change in intake procedures since 1889. The ability to safely scan inmates for contraband significantly reduced critical interactions between deputy
personnel and inmates most sensitive to intrusive
search techniques, such as mental health inmates.
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Procedures and advanced training, such as the De-Escalation and Verbal Resolution Training Program, were
also put into action to allow personnel to readily identify
inmates in immediate need of mental and medical care,
and to provide such services early in the intake process.
Medical personnel were fully integrated into the intake
process to work in tandem with deputy personnel at both
booking front and in the clinic. This integration enabled
both teams to work as one, communicate effectively
and see issues from different angles, providing dynamic solutions which were never before available. This
paradigm shift from reactive to preemptive was aimed
at reducing the overall need for dramatic intervention,
such as the use of force and emergency medical care.

Safety enhancements were rapidly established
throughout the facility; from acrylic barriers to protect
staff, to frequent riot and fire drills aimed at fine-tuning
our readiness. This massive implementation allowed
personnel to perform their duties with a heightened
sense of security. A profound overhaul of our training
program, coupled with a data-driven analysis of trends
to address specific issues throughout the facility became necessary.  New handcuffing, escorting, containment, movement procedures, and equipment were introduced, and exhaustively practiced during in-service
training.
Along with the changes, the Inmate Reception Center welcomed a record number of new uniformed personnel, which were approximately a third of our workforce. These bright, energetic, new faces brought a
refreshed sense of duty and efficiency to our facility,
and embraced the new way of thinking with eagerness
and ownership. This enthusiasm was seen throughout
the year during Baker to Vegas, the first annual Run
to Remember, various unit activities, and fundraisers.
Our staff raised a significant amount of money benefitting
charities such as 999 for Kids, the March of Dimes, the
Special Olympics, and the Police Unity Tour. These accomplishments were cause for great celebration, so we
took it to the dance floor during our annual holiday party.

The year also marked major milestones for us, both sad
as well and joyful ones. In March it marked the tenthyear anniversary of the loss of our beloved Deputy Maria “Cecy” Cecilia Rosa. In September, we took time
to celebrate the life of Deputy Cecilia “Cece” Hoschet,
who was tragically taken the year prior. Taking time
to reflect and remember our fallen partners brought
us closer than ever and restored our sense of unity.
As the unit approaches its fortieth anniversary, our personnel are as committed as ever to the quest for excellence. We have new found pride, cohesiveness, and
a sense of purpose in everything we do. More than
ever, the Inmate Reception Center continues on the
vanguard of innovation and efficiency.
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MEN’S CENTRAL JAIL
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Quality of life issues were addressed and steps were
taken to meet or exceed state and federal mandates regarding inmate access to care and programs. High security inmates who participated, gained access to newlyimplemented programs, such as a group chapel service,
group recreation time and group roof time. A step-down
program was also created to assist in the transition
of the high security inmates into general population.
Other great changes during 2016 included the division
of the outdoor recreation area on the roof into two areas.
This allowed more inmates of various classifications to
be accommodated for time outside of their cells. The
High Observation Positive Environment dorm, appropriately known as the HOPE dorm, was developed with

the goal of assisting our mental health inmate population transition back into the general population and
eventually, society. Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender inmates benefited from our new Community
Oriented Policy Services, which created an open line
of communication between staff and LGBT inmates.
On a lighter note, the Running Man Challenge brought
out hidden talents in some of our staff. The levity was
welcome and, despite busy work schedules and lives,
there was time to remember others in the first annual Run
to Remember Los Angeles half-marathon and 10K run,
to honor fellow first responders killed in the line of duty.  
Many staff members and their families participated, and
all who took part encountered memorable experiences
from the sites, tributes and people throughout the run.
The Men’s Central Jail Baker to Vegas team proudly
placed third in the Invitational Division of the worldrenown race. It was a great time for everyone who
worked together, as the running team did all the leg
work (pun intended) and the support team kept it together. In September, our crew participated in the annual
Plane Pull competition, supporting Special Olympics.
The team used their brawn to pull a 62-ton commercial
plane and helped raise $125,000 for charity. The per-

sonal contributions of the team members also included
blood donations to Children’s Hospital in Los Angeles.
Building great working relationships often involves socializing outside of work. Several worked at building
camaraderie during an Angels baseball game and a
year-end holiday party. They injected comradery into
work relationships and were great morale boosters.
Staff got to know each other a little better, meet others’
family members and enjoy some quality time together.
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Our personnel remained steadfast in a commitment to
perform their duties in the highest professional manner.
Part of this commitment included improving responses
during incidents with recalcitrant and mentally challenged inmates, a process developed through attendance of De-escalation and Verbal Resolution Training
Program (DeVRT) courses. This training proved itself
highly beneficial, with almost 400 employees using these
skills to prevent almost 600 force incidents and over ten
verbal resolutions to inmate cell extractions. The training also allowed personnel to save the lives of several
inmates because they recognized the signs of someone
in physical distress, unresponsive and not breathing.
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The North County Correctional Facility (NCCF) was
formally dedicated by President George H. W. Bush
and Sheriff Sherman Block on Thursday, March 1,
1990. This campus-designed complex, resting on
37 acres of land, provides over 961,000 square feet
of space, and includes five housing pods built to
accommodate 2,064 inmates. Since 1990, housing capacity was adjusted as the number of people remanded to custody within Los Angeles County increased;
the current level of inmates housed is 4,295.
This versatile facility is equipped to house all security levels up to and including, K-10. The current
NCCF inmate population averages 3,900 inmates,
of which approximately 60% have high security levels. Facility personnel continually assess operational protocols as ongoing adjustments are made
to the size and makeup of its inmate population
based upon the changing needs of the Department.
A significant adjustment made to facilitate the changing
population was to alter the bed design. At the direction

ward, the bus was engulfed in flames.  It was because
of Custody Assistant Jesse Hernandez and his actions
none of the occupants were seriously injured or killed.
Another person of character to be recognized is Deputy Vincent Romero, who initiated the annual 24-hour
vigil at the Shayne Daniel York Memorial Park, located
in front of East Facility. Deputy Shayne Daniel York
was mercilessly shot and killed on Thursday, August
14, 1997 during a takeover robbery by gang members,
after they discovered he was a law enforcement officer.

Having the bunks secured to the dorm floors rendered them immobile for use as barricades, which
prevent staff from entering in the event of a disturbance or medical emergency. The significant improvements were creatively manufactured by Custody Assistants Scott Lang and Anthony Tohill, and in
2016, their product became desired at other custody
facilities. Soon, the “Bunk Project” became a huge
undertaking, but with the support of Captain Michael
Davis, NCCF Special Projects personnel, and Custody Assistants Lang and Carrillo Pedraza produced
1,200 triple bunks for NCCF and other facilities.
During 2016, there were several events and accomplishments where NCCF personnel showcased their
character, compassion, and courage. One such person was Custody Assistant Jesse Hernandez who,
while off-duty, rescued 42 occupants from a smokefilled, burning bus. For his swift, heroic actions, Custody Assistant Hernandez was awarded the Meritorious Conduct Medal – Gold. It was just a year earlier
on Sunday, October 19, 2015, that Custody Assistant
Hernandez saw the flaming charter bus as he drove
through Hacienda Heights on the SR 60 highway.
He stopped to investigate and saw the front door appeared stuck with panicked passengers behind it,
frantically looking for another exit. Custody Assistant
Hernandez made attempts to open the door, but it did
not budge. He located the outer release latch and
forcefully opened the door, allowing occupants to escape the bus. To ensure no one was left behind, Jesse
boarded the smoke-filled bus to check; shortly after-

Deputy Romero and Sergeant Robert Heins assisted
in fundraising efforts for signs and communicated with
state transportation agency personnel for the contracting of the production of memorial highway signs. On
Wednesday, August 10, 2016, the stretch of Interstate
5 highway between Newhall Ranch Road and Hasley
Canyon Road was dedicated with two memorial signs
marking the roadway. On the day of the dedication
event, it was clear to see Mr. York was touched by the
memorial highway sign dedication to his lost son.
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North County Correctional Facility

of Captain Anselmo Gonzalez in 2014, a pilot project
was initiated, in which a newly-designed triple bunk was
created and secured to the dorm floors.  The benefits
of this bunk swap opened up dayroom floor space, improved visibility throughout the dorms, improved safety
for personnel and tactical intervention capability, reduced the likelihood of inmates being injured from falls
off the top bunk, and eliminated over 400 double bunks.
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Since June, the Moderate Observation Housing program at North Facility successfully
integrated a mental health population without
any incident of force or any assault on staff. The
program began with one dorm of 80 inmates and is
in the process of expanding to a full module of 320
inmates. Expansion of this program requires the
participation of Department of Mental Health staff
to provide the health care services for this specific
population.
With the employment of innovative
De-escalation and Verbal Resolution Training
(DeVRT), North Facility was successful in assuring personnel assigned to the Moderate Observation Housing module were prepared to assist this
particular population of mental health inmates.
With the addition of mental health staff, additional administrative office space was necessary to
accommodate new personnel and provide an area
within the module for private inmate evaluations.
Additional positions within the module were identified
to staff it appropriately, and ensure compliance with inmate safety checks, additional radio car runs, and the
safety of the mental health personnel.
In June, an Inmate Video Visiting System was
installed, allowing Department of Mental Health
doctors and coordinators to conduct interviews remotely, as well as to facilitate visits from family and
friends, seven days a week. The implementation of
the visiting system accommodates those who live
too far to drive to Castaic to visit family members, and
encourages inmates to remain at the facility, in lieu
of being transferred to Twin Towers Correctional
Facility to be closer to their families.

In March, North Facility personnel participated in
Cesar Chavez Community Service Week, a
humanitarian event to fill boxes with food for the Los Angeles Regional Food Bank. Proudly, over 200 pounds
of canned foods and boxed goods were collected or
purchased with money raised by North Facility staff.
On Saturday, August 6, 2016, North Facility faculty hosted the first annual Wayside Honor Ride, in
which over 100 motorcyclists, classic car and hot rod
enthusiasts participated for charity. The ride began on Pitchess Detention Center grounds and concluded in the city of Camarillo. Once participants arrived in Camarillo, classic motorcycle collector Daniel
Schoenwald generously opened doors to them,
allowing them to view his personal collection of over
100 rare and classic motorcycles. North Facility raised
just under $3,000 for the Wounded Warrior Project and
the family of slain Dallas Officer Lorne Ahrens.  It was
a great day for a great cause with a fantastic outcome!
In remembrance of Sergeant Steve Owen, a
pancake breakfast fundraising event was held. With
the support from numerous units partaking in the
flapjack meal, over $1,300 were collected and
donated to benefit the Owen family.  
On Saturday, October 15, 2016, the annual Fun in
the Sun Chili Cook Off took place at the Jack Bones
Equestrian Center. Bragging rights for North Facility’s
“Pirate of the Chilibe’an” chili booth came in the most
creative category, for which the chefs received second
place. By participating and providing the event with
six volunteers, North Facility earned $1,000 toward the
2016 Charitable Giving Campaign.
Over the course of 2016, North Facility saw many
changes including numerous inspections and oversight
from multiple entities. Personnel continue to adapt and
exceed expectations while displaying a high level of
professionalism, dedication and work ethic.
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In addition to the number of facility changes to benefit
the inmate population, North Facility personnel participated in charitable acts of giving, to benefit those less
fortunate outside our facility walls.

CUSTODY Services Division GENERAL POPULATION

Pitchess Detention Center North Facility

Pitchess Detention Center North Facility is a
maximum security complex capable of housing
1,600 inmates. The facility’s current population is
comprised of pre-sentenced and sentenced male inmates with a variety of security levels and classifications. In 2016, North Facility established a Moderate Observation Housing dorm and began housing
a mental health population.   This dorm is the first of
its kind to be implemented outside of Twin Towers
Correctional Facility.
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tice Initiative, commanded national focus. The need
to understand and report data related to the inmate
population became more critical than ever before. The
responsibility to gather, analyze and report this data
was undertaken by the PMB Data Analysis Team.

One essential component of inmate population management is the analysis and understanding of population trends within the jail system. Equally essential to the evolution of our custodial practices and
continuation of jail reform efforts, is the understanding of inmate demographics and population trends.

In an effort to augment and enhance the data traditionally collected by Custody Support Services Bureau,
the Population Management Bureau Data Analysis
Team gathers monthly population data including: Demographic breakdowns, such as age and ethnicity;
facility-specific jail information; population reduction
efforts, such as inmate participation in credit-earning
programs; and trends related to specific inmate needs,
such as mental health treatment. This information is
incorporated into a series of demonstrative graphs and
charts, and published as the Custody Division Quarter-

Throughout 2015 and 2016, many initiatives which
studied the use of incarceration in the United States,
such as the MacArthur Foundation’s Safety and Justice Challenge and the White House Data-driven Jus-
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Population Management Bureau

In July, 2014, the Population Management Bureau
(PMB) was created to centralize all management
functions related to the classification, housing and
alternative-to-custody-placement of the inmate population within the Los Angeles County Jail system.
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Q3 2016 Age Demographics
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Snapshot of Homeless in LASD Custody, 2016

Data is from the Correctional Services Daily Briefing
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Population Management Bureau Continued

Other

ly Report and Custody Division Year in Review. These
reports are posted on the LASD.org website under the
“public data sharing” tab. By publishing this data on
the public website, an unprecedented amount of information is made available at the touch of a button
to Department members, researchers, the media,
and any member of the general public who wishes
to learn about the Los Angeles County Jail system.
In addition to generating reports to aid in the
management of the inmate population, the Data
Analysis Team works with other Department units
and other county justice and health partners. This
interaction provides data related to specific segments of the incarcerated population to aid in coordinated treatment and/or jail diversion efforts. For
example, understanding the pre-trial population is
critical during countywide discussions related to bail
reform. The population of incarcerated individuals who will return to homelessness upon release
from custody is also of large countywide interest.
To further understand and address the needs of the
inmate population, a contract was formed with researchers and statisticians from the University of
California at Irvine to develop the Los Angeles Stat-
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ic Risk Assessment instrument. This tool will estimate the likelihood of an inmate being rearrested or
reconvicted after release from jail. It is anticipated the
risk of recidivism will be measured to fall within one
of five categories:   Low risk to reoffend, moderate
risk to reoffend, high risk to reoffend for drug crimes,
high risk to reoffend for property crimes, or high risk
to reoffend for violent crimes. The scores will be
used to direct inmates toward appropriate in-custody
programing, and prioritize inmates into community-based alternatives to custody programs.
The majority of inmates who enter the Los Angeles
County jail system return to our communities after
serving their court-ordered sentences. These people
are our neighbors, we sit next to them at the local diner
and stand behind them at the grocery store. By understanding their needs motivations and risks to recidivate, we are better-equipped to provide training, treatment and services to these inmates, assisting them
toward successful reentry into our communities

%
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; 53; 3

The goal of Population Management Bureau is to enhance public safety by providing inmates with the assistance they need to become productive members
of society, and reducing the risk they will commit new
crimes upon release.
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Century Regional Detention Facility originally opened
its doors in 1994 as a male inmate, low security level
housing facility. In March, 2006, it reopened as a women’s jail facility with a maximum housing total of 2,383
inmates, which fluctuated between 1,500 and 2,250
inmates over the past ten years due to an increase in
specialized housing.
The facility is staffed by 9 lieutenants, 38 sergeants,
21 Bonus-1 supervising line deputies, 233 generalist
deputies, 158 custody assistants, and 30 professional
staff members.

We remember Custody Assistant Cory Stejskal, whose
stay on earth ended in December, 2016. The loss of
our friend who worked alongside us throughout the
years left a lasting impression; Cory’s life touched everyone and he is greatly missed.
There was quite an overturn of staff during 2016. We
welcomed 111 newly assigned deputies and custody
assistants, and saw 86 of our hard working staff move
on to patrol assignments, inter-departmental transfers
and retirements.

Unit training personnel work meticulously with unit
personnel, our unit Force Compliance Team and
Custody Training Unit staff on every aspect of handling inmates, including situations with those who
are recalcitrant, passive resistive, in medium observation housing and high observation housing, and
keep-aways. All three units work in conjunction to
cover the entire scenario from beginning to end, including tactics, planning, radio traffic, deputy and
supervisor responses, documentation, videotaping,
policy adherence, and risk management aspects.
This capital training is organized and detailed, and
offered valuable experience to all who participated.
Proudly, the first Century Regional Detention Facility
Baker to Vegas team since the facility’s reopening
was formed.  The team mugged in the relay,  finished  
thirteenth in the Mixed Invitational Category and
109th overall.
To facilitate the large number of newly promoted supervisor assigned to the unit, the Supervisor’s Mentoring Program was implemented. Each newly promoted
supervisor is assigned a peer supervisor mentor to assist them in orienting to custody policies, procedures,
unit orders, and responsibilities of their new position.
With the passage of Assembly Bill 109 in October,
2011, inmates are housed at the facility longer than
ever before. Because of increased lengths of stay,
gender responsive programs continued to serve the
needs of its incarcerated female offenders. One such
program addresses issues such as abuse, violence,
family relationships, substance abuse, and co-occur-

ring disorders. Inmates are assigned a counselor
and participate in 36 hours of group therapy per week
and receive help during the transition from custody to
drug treatment facilities with rehabilitation programs.
Working with Education Based Incarceration and other
bureaus, an orientation module was created to introduce new inmates to the facility and explain their rights.
Inmates receive a questionnaire to evaluate their levels of education, psychological health, medical status,
life skills, family and personal history, drug abuse or
dependency, and are asked if they wish to participate
as an inmate worker. After the evaluation, inmates are
assigned to the most appropriate module corresponding with their needs for the duration of their stay.
Weekly town hall meetings helped improv communication between inmates and personnel. With meetings
conducted several times per week on each shift, a total of 361 town hall meetings were conducted in 2016.
Personnel use this opportunity to educate family members of mentally ill inmates on available resources and
provide a forum in which family members can speak
with medical and mental health professionals. This personal exchange with the families distinctly increased
cooperation and trust from the inmate community.
The High Observation Housing Step-Down Program
was created in October. Directed to serve the mentally
ill population, it meets Department of Justice recommendations for mentally ill inmates and their need for
increased access to programs. Qualifying inmates are
identified and housed with cellmates and are given an
opportunity to participate in recreational programs outside of their cells for approximately eight hours per day.
Since its creation, an average of 40 inmates housed
in the Step-Down Program participate daily. Program
curricula include studies in life skills, coping skills,
yoga, and courses developed by Education Based Incarceration personnel. This forward-looking program
allows those requiring high observation to participate
in programs not typically available because of safety
restrictions. The goal is to introduce them to group
activities and transition them to Medium Observation
Housing and even general population.
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CENTURY REGIONAL DETENTION FACILITY

To maintain tactics, skills and the highest level of
professional performance, a variety of training opportunities were offered throughout the year. One of
these specialized courses was the recently-instituted,
hands-on, dynamic force training. A variety of role
playing scenarios in this course take place in an empty
module with a red man actor to make training more
authentic.
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The responsibility of the Business Management Unit
is to coordinate and process requests for assets from
the Inmate Welfare Fund submitted from various units
within the Department. It is staffed by sworn and civilian personnel who manage the Inmate Welfare Fund,
monitor revenue generating contracts and publish a
monthly business book.
On a daily basis, our staff strives to demonstrate strong
character, competence, compassion, and courage
in their performance of their duties. Character and
competence are of vital importance, as the Business
Management Unit maintains constant stewardship of
millions of dollars in the Inmate Welfare Fund. The
business of administrating, accounting and protecting
these assets is not taken lightly, and it is a source of

pride within the unit that this money is entrusted in our
care, and proficiently and accurately managed.  
Business Management Unit personnel fully comprehend the meaningful work they perform on behalf of
the Inmate Welfare Fund and see the efficacy of the
Inmate Services Bureau programs with compassionate
eyes. Our staff fully grasps and embraces the greater
focus on education and rehabilitation, as opposed to
the one-dimensional vision of warehousing inmates,
which inevitably promotes recidivism. Their humanity
guides them and they readily recognize what it means
to redeem inmates and help restore them as productive members of society.
In support of sworn personnel maintaining order within
our jail system, Business Management Unit personnel

During 2016, a particularly important focus for the Business Management Bureau was the negotiation of an
inmate phone contract. With over six million minutes
of phone time being used and over 395,000 inmate
telephone calls placed per month, this was of high consideration. As the phone contract neared expiration,
there was a need for it to be renegotiated. Staff spent
a large portion of the year conducting research on improving the phone system, as many outside units and
agencies rely on phone calls placed through the phone
system for investigative purposes. A reliable inmate
phone system was also desired for the positive effect it
has on the inmate population, which rely on it daily for
communication.
As a result, inmate communications expanded beyond
the standard wall-mounted telephone to more current
technology. Soon, inmates may have access to email,
increased video visiting, handheld tablets, music
streaming capabilities, and electronic libraries. These
options are being explored by Business Management
Unit staff who are gathering input to ensure our inmate
population and our Department are equipped to move
forward into the future.
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pursue the development of innovative concepts and
products. Their objective is to assist in creating a safer,
more productive custodial environment for staff, as well
as for inmates.
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Business Management Unit
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The Education Based Incarceration Unit, under the command of the Inmate Services Bureau, is responsible for all inmate educational
and career technical education/life skills programs within Custody Services Division. The
Education Based Incarceration programs are
designed to provide inmates with life changing
skills and education, which will help them to
succeed upon reentry into society.

Students who participate in these programs have rich
opportunities to engage in structured academic or
vocational classes, and creative activities and performances. Many of the inmates were never exposed to
live music or understood why music can be so appealing. Music and art alleviate the stresses of everyday
life and help to relieve the challenges of life behind
bars. Even more so, the arts may help the inmates
improve their mental health while incarcerated.

If valued qualities of character, compassion and
courage are not present in a student’s family or
circle of friends, the program, in many ways, will ask
them to go against the normal practices or behaviors
found within those environments, and instead, be courageous and creative. The goal of Education Based
Incarceration is to help inmates move forward with programs and practices, both geared toward transforming
lives by eliminating high-risk behaviors and criminogenic thinking. Our
knowledgeable and intuitive staff engage inmates in programs and practices aimed at increasing productivity
and success in their communities,
and with their families.
Academic high school courses are
provided through the services of
three charter schools: Five Keys
Charter Schools, John Muir Charter Schools and New
Opportunities. The courses offer the inmates opportunities to work toward earning a high school diploma.
Many of the inmate students were part of the Class
of 2016. In fact, the Education Based Incarceration
high school education program led to over 100 inmates
earning their high school diplomas. Graduating while
incarcerated is no small feat; the process may take
six years or more, and for many students, the path to
earning their diploma was paved with detours and distractions. Their perseverance, patience and dedication
were keys in creating change.
As a testament to the quality and benefit of the high
school programs, some of the graduates, upon release,
were accepted into college. On the level of personal
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During 2016, exponential growth was seen of
our educational programming to embrace higher
education. The North County Correctional Facility, in partnership with nearby public community
college, College of the Canyons, began offering college level courses for students enrolled
in the Education Based Incarceration program.

development, some of the
inmates opened new lines
of communication with onceestranged family members.
The Career Technical Education programs are provided to inmates through a
contract supported by the Inmate Welfare Fund. In support of vocational learning, there a colorful variety of
courses offered, such as: Masonry, construction, culinary arts, and welding.

Another portion of the Career
Technical Education contract
supports personal growth by
providing life skills classes in
parenting, anger management,
substance abuse, financial literacy, and job readiness skills.
In addition to the contracted
programs and classes offered
through the charter schools,
many other providers offer lifechanging programs. Although the Education Based
Incarceration Unit oversees all inmate programs, the
courses offered may vary from facility to facility because of building design, classification of inmates and
security levels. Many of the programs are tailored toward a specific group of inmates, including those with

Many inmates within the Los
Angeles County jail system are
realizing the old saying “less is
more” applies to some of their
tattoo choices. The Tattoo Removal Service gives inmates a
visible change for the better and
receives overwhelmingly positive
feedback from participants. The
tattoo clinic, along with Education Based Incarceration program’s academic, vocational and
life skills training stands as one
of the Department’s most powerful means of helping
inmates secure employment, gain community
acceptance
and reduce their likelihood of recidivism.
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disabilities and mental health impairments. We
also provide Gender Responsive Programs for
female inmates and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, and Questioning inmates.

Education Based Incarceration Unit

From the program’s
inception, 1,944 inmates were treated
with tattoo removal,
with 5,022 treatments
administered at the
downtown
facilities
alone. At the Pitchess Detention Center facilities,
1,421 inmates were treated, receiving 3,389 total treatments. Having unsightly and poorly placed tattoos removed helps inmates get out of jail with a fresh start
and allows them to leave the past in the past, literally.
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The Religious and Volunteer Services Unit is responsible for ensuring the religious and spiritual needs of
the inmate population housed within the Los Angeles
County jail system are met. With nearly 2,000 religious representatives available to administer services for the spiritual needs of approximately ten religious beliefs, our staff counted more than 60,000
hours of volunteer service provided in this setting.
The Returning Hearts program began in 2007 as a
component of a broader parenting program for incarcerated men, designed to coach them with methods to
be better fathers by focusing on personal growth, accountability and good decision making skills. It is also a
medium for incarcerated fathers to reconnect and bond
with their children, work on personal relationships and
foster family reconciliation. In 2016, the program had
one of the highest attendances in its history. Because
of its reception and success, a similar program called
Hannah’s Gift was designed for incarcerated mothers.
After a brief hiatus, the Healing Hearts/Restoring Hope
program returned to the Men’s Central Jail. Healing
Hearts is an innovative program built on connecting
two unlikely individuals: A convicted criminal and a
victim of a crime. The 12-week venture, facilitated by
a chaplain, was fashioned to promote empathy and
compassion through reflection and self-exploration.  It
culminates in an encounter between an inmate and the
parent of a murdered child, during which the inmate
hears firsthand how the crime impacted the parent’s

In addition to continued support of current programs, a
number of initiatives were specifically built around compassion for our inmates, namely the Inmate Reception
Center Chaplaincy Program. The program was introduced this year with much excitement in having on-site
chaplains provide support when inmates are processed
into our jail system. Inmates have immediate access
to chaplains for emotional and spiritual support at the
time of initial processing, as well as continued access
to chaplains during incarceration. By ensuring chaplains
are visible and accessible
at the time of processing,
awareness of the chaplaincy program is cre-

ated and relationships with the chaplaincy are established, which bridge over to the custody environment.
The men and women who generously volunteer their time and energy to minister to the incarcerated were honored during our eighth annual barbecue event. These kind and benevolent
patrons certainly exemplify the mission statement
of the Office of Religious and Volunteer Services:
Through the Religious and Volunteer Services
Unit, qualified and devoted individuals provide programs and services to inmates and their families,
which enhance their lives during incarceration, and
support them upon reentry into the community.
The Religious and Volunteer Services Unit staff are especially proud of strides made throughout 2016, ensuring inmates were able to express their religious freedom, practice their faith while incarcerated, and have
access to the support, advocacy and compassion.
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life and the lives of others.  This program is also beneficial to victims of crime, giving them an opportunity to be
heard and show compassion toward others. More than
any of our programs, this one is built on the strength
of character, personal compassion and courage.
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Los Angeles County Fire Camp 23
Inmate Fire Training Program
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Negotiations with the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation were completed in September,
2013, and resulted in the transfer of up to 528 N3 offenders to the five Los Angeles County fire camps resulting in the restoration of 528 traditional jail beds for
use by the general offender population. These camps
operate in partnership with the California Department
of Corrections and Rehabilitation and provide a large
labor pool to complete a variety of community oriented work projects when inmates are not fighting fires.
Offenders incarcerated within the Los Angeles County jail system sentenced under the Assembly Bill 109
guidelines and classified under the N3 population are
eligible to participate in the fire training and placement
program. Eligible offenders are screened for current
and past violent crimes using various methods. Offenders who pass the first screening process are sent
to Medical Services Bureau for a medical screening,
and upon receiving initial clearance, they may participate in the fire training program.   Eligible female offenders are transferred to the California Institute for

Women in Chino for training in physical fitness and
wildland fire fighting.  Female offenders who complete
the program are transferred to Conservation Camp
13 in Malibu. Eligible male offenders are temporarily housed at Pitchess Detention Center East Facility while they participate in the fire training program.
The fire training program consists of two phases which
qualify the offender as a wildland firefighter.  The first
phase is 30 to 45 days of physical conditioning, and
the second is 80 hours of attendance at the wildland
firefighter academy, taught by Los Angeles County
Fire Department personnel using their curriculum.
Phase One consists of arduous physical training
under the direct supervision of custodial personnel assigned to the Fire Camp Training Unit. Offenders are required to hike three to six miles per
day in the hills and fire trails surrounding the 2,600
acre Pitchess Detention Center grounds in Castaic.
Wildland firefighting is not only physically demanding,
but also mentally challenging.  These firefighters must
always be alert to changes in fire behavior, weather,
terrain, locations of other crews, working in close proximity to heavy equipment, water dropping aircraft, and
actual fire.   The offender must always be mentally
alert to these factors when working on the fire line.
Not all offenders graduate the fire training academy
and go onto a fire camp.   To become a grade certified wildland firefighter, the offender must demonstrate
competence working as part of a fire crew.   Competence is demonstrated in the offender’s ability to work

alongside other crew members to successfully complete their assigned mission. It is also demonstrated in
the offender’s knowledge of fire behavior, fire line safety, proper use of fire tools, fire line construction, common fire terminology, and proper fire shelter deployment. They must demonstrate a genuine passion to do
the best job they possibly can, even in the face of extreme danger, and display character rising to the level
the public expects of a Los Angeles County Firefighter.  
After 30 days of conditioning, offenders take a physical agility test to assess their upper body strength, leg
strength and ability to carry a 25-pound pack on a timed
hike. Any offender who cannot achieve an acceptable
score on the test may be remediated. Those unable
to complete the course with an acceptable score after
their second 30-day conditioning period are disqualified
from the program and returned to general population.
Phase Two consists of an intense 80-hour training
program encompassing fire behavior, fire line safety,
the use of hand tools, and daily written tests, with a
strong emphasis on teamwork and dedication to serving the community. Once fully trained, these offenders are transported to Holton Conservation Camp 16
and become part of a fire crew housed at one of the
four male camps within Los Angeles County. They
respond to fire incidents and other natural disasters
as directed by the fire department, not only in Los Angeles County, but throughout the State of California.
All offenders assigned to a conservation camp fall under the responsibility of the California Department of

Corrections and Rehabilitation; they are governed by
and must adhere to their policies and procedures until
being released. Offenders who successfully graduate
from the fire training program are eligible to receive a
credit reduction of two days for every single day served.
Since the inception of the Inmate Fire Training Program, the Fire Camp Training Unit has trained and
graduated 944 offenders, with 671 of them assigned
to a fire camp.  Seventy female inmates were trained
at the Central Institute for Women and transferred to
Camp 13 in Malibu. Upon release, offenders are eligible for hire as part of a wildland firefighting crew with
the U.S. Forest Service or Cal-Fire.
The working goal to provide “fire-ready” offenders
to the various fire camps within Los Angeles County
is on-going. In an effort to enhance and strengthen
the wildland firefighting force, plans are in motion to
expand the training program to bordering counties.
In a humane and holistic approach to the offender,
there is the goal to instill camaraderie and pride in accomplishment of learning new skills. A new outlook and
confidence are sure to follow as these offenders complete their sentences and rebuild their lives. Feelings
of success in overcoming a rigorous and demanding
training course and experiences of putting it into action
are powerful boosts. The ability to realize challenging,
long-term goals such as completing the Inmate Fire
Training Program course will render great assistance
to these offenders when they reenter society and feasibly aid in the reduction of recidivism.
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The Fire Camp Training Unit was created in 2012 in
response to Assembly Bill 109 wherein the responsibility for the custody of inmates whose last conviction was a Non-serious, Non-violent and Non-sexual
(N3) offense was transferred from the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation to the appropriate counties. In an effort to create bed vacancies within the Los Angeles County jail system for
more serious offenders, the use of fire camps became the most viable option to provide housing for
the qualified offenders, referred to as N3 offenders.
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A continuum of care is provided at the facility for inmates with mental illness on four levels. The Correctional Treatment Center, which provides forensic, inpatient care; High Observation Housing, for inmates
with a severe acute mental illness; Moderate Observation Housing, for inmates with a mental illness who are

Overall, the FIP Step-Down program allows for the
successful improvement in care and conditions for
these patients. Inmates spend less time waiting for
bed space, while increasing the likelihood they may
eventually benefit from lower levels of care, such as
Enhanced Mental Health service area dorms. These
inmates receive additional one-on-one treatment, increased out of cell time, watch educational movies,
and participate in recreational activities like table tennis.
When this program was established, deputy personnel
who exhibited the highest levels of maturity, professionalism and compassion were identified and accepted
the assignment to work with FIP Step-Down patients
with pride. They are expected to work cohesively with
mental health professionals to ensure a steadfast implementation of program guidelines. The success of
the program depended heavily on their professionalism and diligence.

unable to function in general population housing; and
general population for inmates on psychotropic medication.
Currently, the High Observation Housing units house
approximately 800 inmates diagnosed with acute mental illness. With this specialized population of inmates,
personnel were challenged to create a program which
provided alternative care to address inmates requiring
forensic, in-patient hospitalization, known as the Forensic In-Patient Program (FIP). With thoughtful creativity
and innovative ideas apart from a traditional paradigm
of standard jail facilities to address these needs, the
program developed into the FIP Step-Down Program.
The FIP Step-Down Program was designed to address
individuals having acute mental health symptoms
which severely and negatively impacted their ability to
accept traditional forms of treatment. These symptoms
hinder the ability of mental health professionals to provide appropriate treatment; and patients often display
isolative behavior or grossly-impacted communicative
abilities which inhibit meaningful support. Deputy personnel and Department of Mental Health professionals
recognize the need to create an environment for these
individuals who did not require inpatient hospitalization,
though appear to need an alternative level of care from
those housed in standard High Observation Housing.
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The FIP Step-Down Program is a transitional step
down for inmates who were reclassified from the Correctional Treatment Center – FIP to High Observation
Housing. Inmates pending transfer to FIP were also
placed in this program prior to hospitalization, due to
the successful one-on-one treatment they received.

The FIP Step-Down pod houses up to thirty inmates,
with an active waiting list for additional inmates into the
program. Its effective service was provided to 62 patients, out of which only one required further forensic,
in-patient care.
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Twin Towers Correctional Facility 

Twin Towers Correctional Facility is the world’s largest jail, as well as the nation’s largest mental health
facility. More than 3,000 patients diagnosed with a
mentally illness are housed in the facility, representing 20 percent of inmates incarcerated in Los Angeles
County. In an effective partnership with the Department of Mental Health, focus is centered on providing
appropriate housing, treatment and programming for
these inmates.

CUSTODY Services Division SPECIALIZED PROGRAMS

Forensic In-Patient Program

The success of the program would not have been possible without the commitment and dedication of each
team member. Deputy personnel worked cooperatively with mental health professionals and coordinated
with them to identify and address potential problems
in order to implement the program successfully. Patients assigned to the FIP Step-Down Program receive
the treatment, therapy and support most beneficial for
them in a consistent continuum of care. The FIP StepDown Program clearly demonstrates its effectiveness
and a continual need for this type of programming.
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The Wayside Farm School is a vocational farming program managed through a nationally-recognized nonprofit education management corporation. The school
was created as a collaboration between jail staff operations personnel, Inmate Services Bureau, Education
Based Incarceration program, and the Jail Enterprises
Unit. In this program, inmates learn important aspects of
agricultural academics and receive hands-on, vocational experience. The intention of the program is to teach
practical work skills to inmates who, once released,
will have marketable skills to seek gainful employment.
The Wayside Farm School uses seven different agricultural sites on Pitchess Detention Center grounds.
It created one of the most integrated agricultural educational programs in Southern California by teaching
inmates the business and labor sides of the industry,
directly involving them in a variety of marketing skills
and farming operations.  The curriculum and field work
includes soil development, land management, greenhouse management, community garden venues, and
grape and fruit tree orchards. Cultivation of herbal
gardens and large-scale hay and cover crop production are included in the program, as well as learning to
use and repair various types of irrigation systems, from

large-scale wheel lines, to drip lines, flat lines and tape.
Produce harvested from the farm is sold on-site to
employees, while inmates learn about the aspects
of selling produce and food safety. Weekly agricultural team meetings are held to discuss program issues, solicit support, and to share ideas, knowledge, and information.   In addition to the benefits
of learning to operate and manage a farm, the inmates are afforded an opportunity to repay their
debt to society through hard work and instruction.
The Wayside Sheriff’s Museum also saw significant
progress. The new showplace for Pitchess Detention Center and Sheriff’s Department artifacts will be
the former residence for Wayside captains, designated to house Ranch unit commanders back in the
early days of the Wayside Honor Rancho. The building was abandoned in the early 2000s and repurposed in 2016 for the museum. Grounds surrounding the new museum will be upgraded, as well, and
will be where the American Legion Star Post #309
memorial wall is transferred from the Pitchess Detention Center Weapons Training Range grounds.
Revamping the structure and landscaping will be completed with inmate labor through vocational programs.
Each work day, 150 inmates housed at South Facility
work on crews and provide valuable services throughout the 2,700-acre Pitchess Detention Center facility.
In exchange for repaying their debts to Los Angeles
County with labor, these men gain valuable knowledge
and learn skills for life outside of custody.
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Last year proved to be quite productive at the Ranch with
two large productions breaking ground. The vocational
farming program, known as the Wayside Farm School,
got off to a great start, and the construction of the Wayside Sheriff’s Museum moved forward successfully.
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The Face Behind Fraud – Miss Hazel

Detective Suarez met Miss Hazel while investigating
an unassociated fraud case, in which a trust account
associated with Miss Hazel was associated with multiple questionable, fiscal transactions.   Upon contacting her, Detective Suarez learned Miss Hazel was the
victim of fraud.
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off, but I knew it was futile because sometimes the
need for justice is a much stronger motivator than the
mere desire to spend a few extra hours at home.

At the end of a recent workday I conducted my closing
ritual, which is to walk through the offices of the Fraud
and Cyber Crimes Bureau. The detectives who normally occupied the office were gone for the day, turning a typically bustling office into an oddly silent void.  
Sound is magnified in this environment, and I heard
the hum of florescent lighting and the sound of fingers
tapping on a keyboard coming from the far end of the
office.  
Without seeing the typist, I already knew the source of
the tapping was Detective Cheryl Suarez who stayed
late quite a bit those days. She was trying to beat
a deadline with an undetermined date for a woman
named Miss Hazel. Miss Hazel was the 100-yearold victim of fraud and the deadline Detective Suarez
worked against was not one imposed by policy or by
statute, but by nature. Miss Hazel was near death and
Detective Suarez worked past her shift every day in an
attempt to file the case while Miss Hazel was still alive.   
Statue would have allowed for a posthumous filing of
the case, but ethics and decency demanded some kind
of resolution prior to her passing.

Despite the fact Miss Hazel did not have cognitive issues and handled her own financial affairs, the suspect
allegedly substituted himself as trustee of her own trust
and obtained a $650,000 reverse mortgage against
her home. The suspect allegedly used a separate
fraudulent trust to comingle monies in and out of Miss
Hazel’s bank accounts, and purchased rental property
in an attempt to obscure his actions. The suspect is
accused of stealing a total of $1,231,090 from Miss Hazel, which represented a century’s worth of savings.
Making matters worse was that the alleged perpetrator
occupied a special position of trust in Miss Hazel’s life,
as her insurance agent, pastor and grandson.
Detective Suarez beat the deadline.  She filed her case
and even arrested the suspect prior to Miss Hazel’s
death. Miss Hazel since passed away and the case

is awaiting action from the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office.   While not fully restored in life,
Miss Hazel passed knowing the justice system would
restore her in death. All the members of the Fraud and
Cyber Crimes Bureau look forward to the next steps in
the criminal justice process and getting restitution for
Miss Hazel’s heirs.
While sad and unfortunate, Miss Hazel’s predicament
was not unique, but represented one of hundreds of
victims contacted by Fraud and Cyber Crimes Bureau
detectives annually for similar investigations.
The Fraud and Cyber Crimes Bureau is made up of
dedicated men and women just like Detective Suarez who investigate fiduciary elder abuse, real estate
fraud, identity theft, cybercrimes, and major fraud. In
2016, Fraud and Cyber Crimes Bureau wrote over 615
warrants, made 187 felony arrests, responded to over
1,000 requests for assistance, and processed forensic
examinations on over 2,100 different devices.
Our staff are strongly committed to the restoration of
justice and loyally serve the residents of Los Angeles
County. All are unique and among the best investigators on the Department.
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Fraud and Cyber Crimes Bureau

Captain Christopher Cahhal
Fraud and Cyber Crimes Bureau

I walked over to Detective Suarez’s desk, engaged in
a little small talk and casually looked at her computer
screen. I saw she was on page 36 of what would ultimately be 200 pages of typewritten documents. Part
of me wanted to tell her to go home and enjoy her time
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Arcadia Double Homicide Investigation
Detectives began a newsworthy, internationally-televised investigation on Friday, January 22, 2016, when
they responded to investigate the circumstances surrounding the double murder of two children. Two
brothers, aged 15 and 16 years old, were found beaten
to death in their Arcadia home. Shortly after learning
their uncle, Deyun Shi, was suspected of committing
the murders and was in flight to Hong Kong, the Hong
Kong Police Force was notified through diplomatic
channels.   Their officers acted quickly to detain Shi
upon his landing and collected evidence crucial to the
murder investigation.
Sheriff’s Homicide Bureau detectives and Federal Bureau of Investigation special agents flew to Hong Kong,
where Hong Kong Police Force personnel arranged for
them to clear customs expeditiously. They facilitated
the release of Shi and provided transportation to the
airport, making the transfer of Suspect Shi to American
authorities seamless.
At this time, Suspect Shi awaits further legal proceedings.

41-Year-Old Cold Case Solved with Familial DNA
After 41 years, science rewarded patience and diligence; DNA evidence collected by Sheriff’s homicide
investigators in 1976 at the scene of a notorious crime
confirmed the identity of a killer.

It was Friday, January 30, 1976, when 32-year-old Karen Klaas, the ex-wife of renowned singer Bill Medley,
became the victim of a brutal sexual assault and was
strangled in her Hermosa Beach home. She was discovered when two female friends came to check on
her welfare after a missed appointment. Sadly, Mrs.
Klass suffered a coma for five days before succumbing
to her injuries.
Hermosa Beach police officers responded first to the
scene. It was the exceptional presence of mind, years
ahead of DNA evidence, that investigators collected a
towel found near the victim at the scene and recovered
biological evidence from her body. Biological evidence
collected from both sources proved to hold the key to
identifying the murderer and solving the crime.
The two friends who found Mrs. Klaas provided vital
information about the man they saw exit the victim’s
home at the time of the incident. Based on their police
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Homicide Bureau personnel kept busy during 2016 with
responses to 247 murder investigations, 29 deputyinvolved shootings and 21 officer-involved shootings.  

interviews, a composite sketch and a plaster bust depicting the suspect were created and circulated to the
media.

Troyer was identified as the suspect who raped and
murdered Karen Klaas. He was 29 years old at the
time of the crime.

Through tips, leads, and the investigative process,
detectives identified and focused on five possible suspects, but no evidence was discovered linking them to
the crime. At that time, there were no additional suspects and all investigative leads were exhausted.

Although the suspect, who lived a prolific life of crime,
was shot in a 1982 officer-involved shooting in Orange
County after escaping from a prison, and died prior to
having his DNA collected, he did not escape identification. The use of a familial DNA search is the only
reason Suspect Troyer was identified and underscores
the significant benefit this crime fighting tool offers to
modern law enforcement.

In 1999, Sheriff’s Homicide Bureau Unsolved Unit detectives reexamined the case and requested DNA processing of the towel containing the biological evidence.
A DNA profile was obtained from the evidence on the
towel and submitted to the Combined Offender DNA Index System. There was no match. Samples obtained
from the previous suspects were also submitted for
comparison to DNA recovered from the scene and the
victim’s body. Again, there was no match.
As DNA technology advanced, a new type of search,
known as familial DNA, was developed. Detectives
were hopeful and a familial DNA search was conducted in 2011, but again, no match was obtained.
The search was repeated in 2016, but this time it yielded a match to the familial line and led detectives to
identify the donor of the DNA recovered from both the
crime scene and the victim’s body. Kenneth Eugene
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The Vermont Corridor
In an area of southern Los Angeles, a very distinct community just west of Interstate Highway 110 has come
to be known as the Vermont Corridor. With its namesake, Vermont Avenue, recognized as the east border,
the Corridor’s borders stretch from Van Ness Avenue
to the west, El Segundo Boulevard to the south, and
Vernon Avenue to the north. It contains both incorporated and unincorporated areas which are patrolled by
law enforcement personnel from the South Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station, and the Los Angeles Police Southeast and 77th Divisions. This area long possessed a
reputation, backed by statistics, for having a high concentration of gang members, gang activity and gang
violence.
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Investigators identified numerous murders and violent
assaults believed to be committed by members of these
criminal street gangs over the past several years.
Based upon an increase of gang violence in the early
portion of 2015 within the Vermont Corridor, the Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department Homicide Bureau, in conjunction with the Los Angeles Police Department, with support from the LASD Major Narcotics
Division and the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s
Office Hard Core Unit, formed the Vermont Corridor
Task Force that summer. These agencies worked in
cooperation to put forth resources to prevent additional
violence in this area and identify individuals responsible for recent and past assaults.
Over the course of more than 14 months of diligent investigations, the suspects involved in the murders and
violent assaults were identified and 38 arrests were
made.  Other criminal acts were also identified during
this lengthy investigation; all suspects involved were
arrested by the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, Los Angeles Police Department and the United
States Marshals Service, and were charged by the Los
Angeles County District Attorney’s Office.
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Moving Forward
After more than two decades of being housed in the
Commerce facility, the Homicide Bureau business offices were transferred to their new address in Monterey
Park. Moving began in April, 2015, and was no simple
task. It took many months to see that approximately
16,000 case files and 200 pallets of evidence were
safely moved to the 6,000-square-foot warehouse with
their integrity intact and organized.

Personalizing the new location to showcase some of
the bureau’s diligent and well-respected work went
along with the relocation. Archival and contemporary
photographs of homicide detectives, historical cases,
renowned suspects, and informative narratives were
mounted, and hung to line the hallways and squad
room floor.  They are nostalgic and fascinating, but remind us of our ever-present mission of bringing justice
to victims and their families.

Good Tidings
Despite keeping a steady pace of investigations, Homicide Bureau personnel made sure the end-of-year holiday season brought the happiness of gifts to children in
need, as part of their charitable giving campaign. Unit
personnel donated nearly 40 new gifts to help in the
friendly “Stuff A Chopper” challenge presented to our
agency by the Los Angeles Police Department. The
toys were hand-delivered to the helipad at Biscailuz
Center by Captain Katz and staff members, who witnessed the large success of the event.
Compassion is a feeling shared daily in this line of
work, and it was readily seen in tandem with a giving
spirit when staff participated in a philanthropic effort.
Approximately 70 toys worth $10 each were collected
for a local, non-profit victim advocacy group and donated to children in need.
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Investigators confirmed the acts of violence in and
around the Vermont Corridor were the result of an ongoing gang war between members of three particular
criminal street gangs. The agencies developed information that two of the gangs had an alliance and
waged an active gang war against at least six of the
third gang’s factions.
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Homicide Bureau Continued

Another compassionate cause saw the kindness of bureau personnel who participated in the County Services
Bureau “Operation Warmth” clothing donation project.
A total of 15 plastic bags were stuffed with about 100
pieces of warm coats, jackets, sweaters, and hats for
donation to homeless military veterans and local shelters in need during winter. It was a satisfying way to
end the year.
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Being recently established in November, 2015, the year 2016
brought new opportunities and major growth for the Human Trafficking Bureau and the Los Angeles Regional Human Trafficking
Task Force. With its core group of partner agencies, the Coalition
to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking, the Offices of the United States
Attorneys, and Homeland Security Investigations, the task force established itself as a leader in the nationwide fight against both labor
and sex trafficking of human beings.

+9

The Human Trafficking Bureau added nine investigative positions,
including the ranks of lieutenant and sergeant, which facilitated the
formation of a second team dedicated solely to investigating trafficking cases.   In addition to the expansion from within, the task
force added five state and local law enforcement agencies which
dedicated investigators to co-locate with the team at the Sherman
Block Building Headquarters.

In an effort to further develop a victim-centered approach when interacting with children of trafficking, the taskforce
designated a room in the building where recovered victims could shelter while detectives glean essential information
about the crimes. Later in the year, the room was entitled “Don’s Space” in honor of retired County Supervisor Don
Knabe, a leader in the county government’s stand against trafficking.
In further partnership with the Integrated Leadership
Team from the Los Angeles County Probation Department and the Department of Children and Family Services, the Safe Youth Zone campaign was launched to
designate certain safe spaces throughout Los Angeles
County where trafficking victims can find emergency
refuge from their exploiters.   Police and fire stations,
and other government facilities were identified and
designated as safe zones for minor victims. The corresponding signage and media message established
the zones throughout the county.

The Sexual Assault Felony Enforcement Team examined crimes involving sex registrants and internet
crimes against children, and posted more than 400
cases investigated and 80 arrests made. Additionally,
a campaign to educate parents and children about the
crime of sextortion and the perils associated with sending explicit images of one’s self through the cyber world
was prominently displayed in several media releases.

In 2016, the Human Trafficking Teams rescued more
than 95 victims, including 62 juveniles, from the hands
of their exploiters. Investigators logged more than
370 arrests and the service of nearly 400 search warrants in support of their investigations.
In June, Sheriff McDonnell announced the partnership
between Pet Prescriptions and the Los Angeles Regional Human Trafficking Task Force.
“Bringing in therapy dogs to work with our victims and
detectives allows us to build upon one of the most
unique emotional bonds, that of us humans and dogs”,
explained Sheriff McDonnell, at the June 7, 2016,
press conference when the program was unveiled.
The professionals at Pet Prescriptions volunteered
their therapy dogs to provide emotional support in furtherance of our victim centered approach. The team
from Pet Prescriptions showed how man’s best friend
could provide the kind of emotional support to victims
of human trafficking and set the tone for the victim’s
recovery at a critical point in the case.
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With the first full year of enforcement efforts accomplished and the addition of experienced investigators,
the noteworthy casework multiplied with each passing
month. As investigators honed their skills directed at
both street and cyber enforcement, the case and corresponding arrest numbers grew.

The Los Angeles Regional Human Trafficking Task
Force continued to strive toward becoming a national
model in contra-human trafficking efforts.   With the
productivity resulting from the co-located model of
both governmental and non-governmental agencies,
the vision of this premier collaboration became reality.

The First Responder Protocol for commercially, sexually-exploited youth, progressed beyond the pilot program and was implemented throughout all sheriff’s patrol jurisdictions. Training for patrol deputies affected
by the protocol was held at the new Liberty Community
Center in Whittier, and established procedures for law
enforcement and county social services personnel to
follow when working with juvenile victims of sex trafficking.  
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Due to the increase of anti-police sentiment across
the nation, Major Crimes Bureau investigators have
seen an increase in cases involving threats against
Department personnel. Recently, a man assumed a
false identity and mailed several threatening letters to
a North Patrol Division Sheriff’s station. Alarmingly, the
suspect threatened to kill deputy personnel by detonating an explosive device inside the lobby of the patrol
station.

DETECTIVE Division

Major Crimes Bureau detectives uncovered the suspect’s true identity, located and arrested him. The suspect was charged and eventually convicted of making
felony criminal threats. This investigation, most likely,
saved the lives of both Department members and the
public.

Major Crimes Bureau is comprised of several investigative, surveillance and apprehension teams which
specialize in the investigation of organized crime, vice,
cargo theft, series and pattern robberies, crimes related to health care and illegal pharmaceuticals, and
kidnapping. It also partners with federal law enforcement agencies such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms,
and the United States Federal Marshal’s Office to combat organized crime and arrest dangerous fugitives.
Many successes were realized in 2016 during the
skilled investigations of several high-profile incidents. Some of those cases included kidnapping
for ransom, extortion with threats of death or bodily
injury, solicitation for murder, threats to public officials and Sheriff’s Department personnel, pattern
and series robberies, stalking/terrorists threat cases
which met specific criteria, the coordination and investigation of all Amber Alerts, bank robberies, and
all escapes and erroneous inmate release cases.
As surveillance operations are also within the Major
Crimes Bureau jurisdiction, several homicide, armed
robbery suspects and violent sexual offenders were
apprehended. Investigators conducted extraditions
and transported people in custody from other states
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back to Los Angeles County for trial. In 2016, Major
Crimes Bureau detectives investigated over 400 criminal cases and conducted 197 extraditions.
Proudly, the hard work conducted by several Major
Crimes Bureau detectives was acknowledged by the
Peace Officers Association of Los Angeles County with
the Centurion Award for Excellence in Investigations.
The detectives were recognized for their diligence in
probing a complex, sensitive and urgent murder for
hire case, in which an incarcerated man solicited to
have the victim in his current kidnapping trial killed.

Using a multitude of resources from our Department
and other agencies, a complex and intricately timed
operation was initiated. The three suspects were arrested and charges were filed against each of them for
Solicitation to Commit Murder. The life of the victim
was saved.

Major Crimes Bureau continues to be the benchmark
for conducting complex and confidential criminal investigations. Their steadfast dedication ensures that
investigators from the bureau will continue to provide
the communities of Los Angeles County with the very
best in law enforcement service. Major Crimes Bureau
will enter 2017 with continuing professionalism and a
renewed effort to serve the residents of Los Angeles
County.

DETECTIVE Division

Major Crimes Bureau 
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for investigators to assume the victim’s identity. Investigators employed highly technical methods to secure
evidence and confirmed the diabolical plan for murder
was set in motion. Investigators documented 17 overt
acts, which established and proved a murder conspiracy existed among the three identified suspects.  

At the beginning of the case, the suspect awaited trial
for kidnapping and assault charges, and was under investigation for at least two gang-related murders. The
suspect enlisted his girlfriend and a fellow gang member to assist in his quest to have the victim murdered.
The investigators embarked upon a lengthy and complex investigation. They developed an elaborate plan
to thwart the prospective murder, while securing sufficient evidence to ensure a thorough investigation was
submitted for filing consideration and conviction.
The plan called for the use of social media sites to communicate with the suspects in the murder scheme and
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The Narcotics Bureau mission is to investigate and enforce narcotics laws involving the possession, use, sale,
manufacturing, distribution, and transportation of controlled substances. Service to our communities and overall
improvement in the quality of life for Los Angeles County residents are the cornerstones of work performed by the
members of the bureau. Because of their dedication to duty and pride in workmanship, our bureau holds a reputation within the law enforcement community as a premier investigative force, and is recognized for its commitment to,
and partnership with the communities we serve.
The Narcotics Bureau is comprised of more than 30 specialized teams who worked diligently throughout 2016 and
produced a long string of investigative achievements.
The Domestic Highway Enforcement Team
The Domestic Highway Enforcement Team is comprised of Department personnel who often work closely
with federal investigators from the Drug Enforcement
Administration and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The team was formed to proactively patrol the Interstate 5 (I-5) highway corridor, specifically looking for
narcotics smugglers, drug proceed smugglers, stolen
vehicles, and missing or exploited children.
As a result of one such enforcement stop, team members identified two suspects wanted by local and federal authorities for a series of takeover bank robberies
conducted throughout Los Angeles County. Known as
the Palm Tree Bandits because their hats depicted images of a palm tree, these suspects were arrested and
federally indicted.
In 2016, Domestic Highway Enforcement Team members seized more than 500 pounds of methamphetamine, over 100 pounds of cocaine, over 50 pounds of
heroin, multiple firearms, over $1.4 million, and made
139 arrests.
The Southwest Border Task Force
The focus of the Southwest Border Task Force is to
identify, disrupt and dismantle transnational drug trafficking organizations which manufacture, transport
and distribute narcotics from Columbia through Central America, Mexico, the United States, and Canada.
These investigations often involve high-ranking members of Mexican drug trafficking organizations.  
In 2016, investigators from this team took the lead
on several wiretap investigations which focused on
multiple drug trafficking organizations operating in
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Southern California.
Nealy all of these organizations had ties to the states of Sinaloa, Jalisco and
Michoacan, Mexico. These organizations supplied local street gangs with narcotics for further distribution.
The investigation culminated in the service of 29 arrest and search warrants in Los Angeles, San Diego,
San Bernardino, and Kern counties, two out of state
warrants and the arrest of 19 suspects. In total, 394
pounds of methamphetamine, 151 kilograms of cocaine, 13 kilograms of heroin, 27 firearms, and more
than $3.2 million were seized.
Marijuana Eradication Team
The mission of the Marijuana Eradication Team is to
dismantle and eradicate major marijuana grow operations throughout the Los Angeles County area. During
2016, team members conducted 26 major marijuana
eradication operations and eradicated over seven tons
of marijuana plants.
In one operation, investigators served a search warrant
at an industrial property located near the Lancaster
Sheriff’s Station. Approximately 9,000 plants, equating to 500 pounds of finished marijuana, were removed
and more than $250,000-worth of growing equipment
was seized as evidence.

This task force is comprised of investigators from the
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives, Drug
Enforcement Administration, Federal Air Marshal Service, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Long Beach Police Department, Los Angeles Police Department, Los
Angeles Port Police, Orange County Sheriff’s Department, United States Department of Homeland Security,
United States Customs and Border Protection, United
States Coast Guard, and United States Secret Service.

In another investigation, detectives received information from a resident regarding narcotics activity in their
neighborhood. This prompted an undercover operation, which led to the service of a search warrant at a
local drug house. Detectives arrested a suspect for
selling marijuana and for possession of cocaine while
armed.  Two handguns and an AR-15 rifle were also
recovered from the location. This is an example of detectives partnering with the community they serve in a
joint effort to combat narcotics sales and distribution.

During 2016, team members conducted interdiction
operations which resulted in the seizure of approximately 6.5 tons of marijuana, 58 pounds of methamphetamine, 76 kilograms of cocaine, approximately
$165,000, and three vessels.
Twelve suspects were indicted on federal drug smuggling charges.

Multi-Agency and Joint Federal Task Force Teams
Narcotics Bureau personnel work with other local,
state and federal agencies in a joint effort to combat
upper-level drug trafficking
organizations
operating
inside and outside of Los
Angeles County. In 2016,
one of our High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
teams conducted operations which resulted in the
seizure of over $800,000,
432 pounds of methamphetamine, 65 kilograms
of cocaine, and ten pounds
of heroin.

Sheriff’s Regional
Investigators
In 2016, sheriff’s station
narcotics teams were reorganized into seven regional
narcotics teams, including
the Antelope Valley Region,
Northeast Region, Northwest Region, Central Region,
San Gabriel Valley Region, Southeast Region and
Southwest Region. Collectively, these teams serve all
23 sheriff’s stations in Los Angeles County.
The teams meet the needs of the community by identifying, investigating, arresting, and prosecuting narcotics offenders in the regions they serve. The teams
serve search and arrest warrants which lead to the
seizure of large quantities of narcotics, narcotics proceeds and firearms.
In one investigation, detectives served a search warrant at a drug house operated by local gang members.
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The operation resulted in the arrest of three gang
members for the distribution of phencyclidine. Four
loaded handguns were recovered, three of which were
reported stolen.
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Narcotics Bureau

tation corridors. The Los Angeles Border Enforcement
Security Task Force supports existing efforts to identify,
investigate, prosecute, and dismantle criminal organizations.

The California Multi-Jurisdictional Methamphetamine
Enforcement Team seized 788 pounds of methamphetamine, 115 kilograms of cocaine, 30 kilograms of
heroin, 16 firearms, approximately $1.9 million, and
made 79 arrests.
In one investigation, detectives tracked a suspect to a
location where high powered firearms were being illegally purchased and transported out of the country. A
total of 11 firearms were seized, including eight AR-15
type rifles and one .50 caliber BMG rifle.  A total of four
suspects were arrested on weapons charges.

Los Angeles Border Enforcement
Security Task Force
The objective of the Los Angeles Border Enforcement
Security Task Force is to protect national security and
enhance public safety. This is done by conducting operations to enforce state and federal laws focused on
the seaport complex within and near the Los Angeles/
Long Beach harbor gateway and surrounding transporp75
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The Taskforce for Regional Autotheft Prevention,
coined TRAP by its acronym, was established in 1993
under the direction of the Countywide Criminal Justice
Coordination Committee, with the Sheriff designated
as the Regional Coordinator. The task force consists
of regional investigative teams from various law enforcement agencies throughout Los Angeles County.

ber of personnel. In view of this fact, Assembly Bill
1404 was enacted and raised the Department of Motor Vehicles allotment for the taskforce to two dollars
per registered vehicle. On Friday, May 8, 2015, the
Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors approved
the ordinance and on Friday, January 1, 2016, TRAP
began receiving the additional, welcomed funds.

The core mission of TRAP is to reduce the incidents
of auto theft in Los Angeles County by coordinating
deterrence through investigation and prosecutorial
programs involving criminal justice agencies and
private sector business leaders.

With this additional funding, the strategic plan for
TRAP was set in motion to allocate newly received resources, not only to better address the changing trends
of auto theft, but to address the deployment of new
personnel, technology and investigative methodology.

Since its inception, funding for TRAP was authorized under Section 9250.14 of the California Vehicle
Code. The code redirected one dollar of the licensing fees paid for each vehicle registered in Los Angeles County, to be used to fund the taskforce operating budget. This subsidy allowed TRAP to begin
operations with more than 50 investigators from law
enforcement agencies throughout the county. The
budget funded salaries and employee benefits, equipment costs and all associated operating expenses.

Budget
With the adoption of an ordinance created by Assembly
Bill 1404, the budget for TRAP was effectively doubled.
Prior to the new ordinance, the annual budget was approximately $7 million per fiscal year; in the new fiscal
year, the budget grew to just over $14 million per fiscal
year.

Over the past 22 years, while the number of registered vehicles in Los Angeles County rose only slightly,
operating costs including employee salary and benefits outpaced the growth in the taskforce budget.  
As such, for nearly ten years, TRAP ranks steadily
declined, as the budget could not support the num-

Personnel and Team Configuration
The additional funding allowed TRAP to expand from a
three-team configuration to a five-team configuration,
and provided better geographical coverage.  The five
current teams, South, West, East, North, and Central,
are manned by 37 investigators and supervised by
five sergeants; expansion plans include the addition of
two full-time crime analysts and one Law Enforcement
Technician.

Training/Education
In 2016, TRAP brought its anti-theft vehicle message to the general public through the partnerships
established with the law enforcement agencies we
serve, as well as through social media. TRAP designed, produced, and distributed thousands of
anti-theft flyers and rearview mirror hangers to the
public through our law enforcement colleagues.
Technology and Equipment
With the shift in paradigm as it relates to auto theft,
new technology and equipment are needed to address
these emerging trends; this will continue into the foreseeable future as criminals adapt to changing conditions and technology. Some pieces of equipment obtained and being developed include a Magneto Optical

TRAP staff recognized the mid-1990s models of an imported brand of vehicle had the highest level of theft in
Los Angeles County and accounted for approximately
45 percent of all vehicle thefts. With this in mind, a
mission began to create change through prevention.
More than 1,500 anti-theft devices were obtained
and distributed to owners of the brand of vehicle.
Two ‘One Minute’ Training Bureau videos featured information provided by TRAP, specifically
directed to present patrol personnel with the latest trends in auto theft and most current investigative techniques employed by TRAP detectives.

DETECTIVE Division

Taskforce for Regional Autotheft Prevention (TRAP)
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Device, used to raise obliterated serial numbers without the need for caustic chemicals, the new Bait Car
Fleet Program, which is a more efficient and effective
method of addressing auto theft trends without large
personnel resource commitments, and the development of the Generation III Bait Car, which is to include
more advanced hardware and software technology.

Our tenured investigators are committed to working
collectively with all law enforcement agencies in combating auto theft, and are well versed in conducting
long term investigations of complex auto theft rings. As
subject matter experts, they provided training to over
1,000 station detectives and field personnel, and hosted three 24-hour auto theft classes during the year.
With the current trend of cyber-based auto theft growing exponentially, enhanced training for our investigators was necessary to meet developing crime
trends. Therefore, all new and existing investigators
were trained in fraud, identity theft and cyber-related
criminal investigations, and as new auto theft trends
were noted, TRAP detectives were provided with the
requisite training to meet their investigative needs.
Achievements
As a highlight of 2016, TRAP was awarded the prestigious Centurion Award for excellence in a Multi-Agency
Investigation. The award was given by the Peace Officers Association of Los Angeles County recognizing
the bureau for its lifetime achievement in investigating,
combating and prosecuting vehicle theft crimes, and
educating the business industry and public in preventing auto theft.
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Audit and Accountability Bureau

mendations have been implemented resulting in the
improvement of policies, procedures, and practices of
the department.
Another component of the AAB is the Special Projects Team, wherein special projects are authorized as needed by the sheriff or his designee.
The AAB Audit Recommendation Follow-Up Team
monitors the progress of audit recommendations, including results from internal audits and external audits conducted by the Los Angeles County Office
of Inspector General (OIG) or other entities.
Following the completion of an audit, the Follow-Up
Team requests the status of recommendations as well
as updates, and/or a corrective action plan from the

auditee. Their progress
is monitored by the AAB
and the results are reported for executive action and/or
future audit development.
The Shooting Review Committee (SRC)
is convened at the request of the Critical Incident
Review Panel (CIRP), or at the request of the sheriff,
when a department member is involved in a third or
subsequent shooting, or any shooting incident necessitating an immediate review and analysis for risk management, tactical, and training concerns. The SRC
completed 57 shooting reviews of department personnel, which involved a total of 189 shooting incidents,
resulting in further department training and updated
policies and procedures.

In an effort to identify department policies
and procedures, adapt
practices
in
need
of
improvement, the AAB will
continue to engage in regular
discussions with the OIG and the
Constitutional Policing Advisors (CPA) to identify risk issues, which may require further evaluation
by the AAB. Continued collaboration with the OIG
and the CPA allows the AAB to become aware of issues, outside of existing agreements, which currently
pose the greatest challenges to the department. As
such, the AAB will continue to be forward-thinking and
proactively seek ways to evaluate, reassess, and review department policies and practices to facilitate process improvement.
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It is important that the department is in compliance with
its policy and procedures, along with all applicable laws
and all legal agreements. In 2014, to ensure compliance, Sheriff McDonnell established the Audit and Accountability Bureau (AAB) to assess and develop key
information for department management. The mission
is to maintain accountability, promote transparency,
facilitate decision making and improvements, identify
deficiencies in policies and procedures, and adapt best
practices in an ever-changing law enforcement environment. AAB conducts internal audits, special projects, and reviews deputy-involved shootings to ensure
accountability and promote best practices at all levels of the department. AAB provides an independent,
objective, and thorough analysis designed to assess
and improve the department’s policies, procedures,
and practices. AAB supports the department in accomplishing its objectives by undertaking systematic,
disciplined auditing of the effectiveness of the department’s risk management, internal controls, systems
and processes. In order to achieve this, AAB assists in
bringing transparency and accountability to the department’s operations and management. AAB is granted
departmental internal oversight authority by, and reports directly to, the sheriff.

Executive Offices
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The AAB conducts audits in accordance with
Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards.
As part of these standards, the AAB must maintain organizational independence and objectivity.
In particular, audits are authorized by the sheriff
or his designee; the AAB shall not have direct
responsibility or authority over any of the activities or operations they review and AAB is prohibited from developing department policies and
procedures.
Since the bureau’s inception, the AAB completed
27 Department-wide audit reports, resulting in
158 recommendations. The audit reports are
utilized as a management tool by department
executives to assess the organizational efficiency
under their command. These audits are also
published on the department’s website,
www.lasd.org under the Public Data Sharing section. Of the 158 recommendations, 75 recomp78
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Sheriff’s INFORMATION Bureau

In an effort to ensure each of our patrol stations and
other bureaus within the Department participated in
dispersing messages on social media platforms, personnel from the Electronic Communications Triage
Unit conducted classes and offered instruction on the
procedures and discipline of these powerful Department platforms. The staff of one deputy and two social media dispatchers monitored all Department accounts to ensure quality and creativity were balanced
with accuracy, consistency in posting, and appropriate
well-thought-out content. They also conducted audits,
evaluated relevancy and effectiveness of accounts and
postings, and measured analytical trends.

Sheriff’s Information Bureau is comprised of a team of
motivated sworn and professional staff members. The
bureau kept busy during 2016 by performing a variety of duties, tasks and events. The ten units within
the bureau include Operations, the Awards program,
24-Hour Media Desk, Electronic Communications Triage, Film and Media Projects, Graphic Arts, International Liaison, Photography, Secretariat, and Special
Events.   The team worked fluidly together and managed hundreds of varying and dynamic responsibilities
in furtherance of the Department’s brand and mission.
Ultimately, the unit works to improve public transparency and manage the image and reputation of the Department as one of the
premier law enforcement
agencies in the world.
For a majority of 2016,
Sheriff’s
Information
Bureau was under the
leadership of Captain
Christopher Reed who
ushered in Captain Jeff
Scroggin and handed
over the reins near the
end of the year.
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The Film and Media Projects Unit coordinated approximately 40 press conferences, including the annual Gun
Destruction event, and 22 media availability events for
major detective bureaus and assisted several patrol
stations. Deputies responded to investigation scenes
to interface with media, processed over 40 intellectual
property and filming requests for documentaries, docuseries, television shows, news magazines, and commercial products, and organized Department participation in positive public outreach events and programs,
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last quarter of 2016. In addition, 3,858,367 impressions were made with Twitter and 390 messages were
delivered through Nixle.
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Crew members staffing the 24-Hour Media Desk received thousands of internal and public phone calls,
processed public comments, delivered thousands of
executive, public and media messages through various mediums, liaised with media sources daily, and
performed countless television, radio and telephone
interviews in multiple languages. News, information,
positive press stories, and photographs delivered
through the @LosAngelesCountySheriffDepartment
Facebook® account numbered 1,069 posts, and 1,363
tweets on the @LASDHQ Twitter site. To offer perspective on the weight our agency carries, as it pertains to
a universal reach and the importance of each message
sent, the Department reached an average of 6,799,040
people through all LASD Facebook accounts in just the
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such as Dodgers baseball cards, the Fairplex Los Angeles County Day parade, and the Los Angeles Police
Department Swing-A-Thon, to name a few.
Public Information Officers played an integral role in assuring the message
and vision of our agency was
carried to the public through
a consistent and clear voice.
Monthly interviews were arranged for Sheriff Jim McDonnell at various television
and radio stations, and the
unit maintained professional
relationships with local, national
and international media outlets.
The bureau’s fierce advocacy for our
agency, its reputation and its people was
made evident through the events, contacts, and positive stories. Deputies also handled Department statements and messaging on matters of importance or
public concern.
Staff from the Graphic Arts Unit were in high gear with
43 creative productions including the Year in Review
publication, Valor Awards, Peace Officers Memorial
Ceremony, the Sheriff’s annual holiday card, recruitment graphics, and poster boards for press conference displays. Professionals trained in forensic art re-
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sponded to 293 calls for service and handled 67 cases
requiring composite drawings, 17 composite drawings
for outside law enforcement agencies, 196 specialty
assignments which included age progression, photographic line-ups, animation, digital, and video work,
13 diagrams, 15 subpoenas, 111 cases for Homicide
Bureau investigations, and 165 cases for Detective Bureau, station detectives and other agency bureaus.

The Sheriff’s Information Bureau personnel performed
an extensive list of dynamic duties, tasks and services;
many which are unseen and unknown, but highly impactful in the management of our agency’s reputation,
protection of our intellectual property, dispersal of information, organization of meaningful events, and nearly
all internal and external communications.
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Torch Run, Special Olympics Torch Run, Years of Service, Military and Veterans STAR Post 309 Tree Planting Memorial, and the Sheriff’s Day Luncheon were
coordinated between the Special Events staff, Awards
Program Unit and bureau staff. Their acute attention
to detail, along with a professional approach to events
involving diplomats, government and elected officials,
notable figures, and celebrities delivered seamless
and polished results. In addition, their tireless work
continued throughout 2016 with the coordination of
graduation ceremonies for five Deputy Sheriff, four
Custody Assistant, eight Sheriff’s Security Officer, and
two Explorer classes; four promotional luncheons; one
executive photography event; the Sheriff’s Captain
and Director Summit; the Hall of Justice Time Capsule
Ceremony; and the Deputy Shayne Daniel York and
Deputy Thomas H. Pohlman Highway Memorial Dedications.

The International Liaison Unit is the foreign relations
component of Sheriff’s Information Bureau. The unit
fulfills the Department’s consular access and arrest notification obligations codified in international law.  International Liaison Unit personnel review and coordinate
requests from foreign governments and law enforcement for best practices exchanges with Department
subject matter experts. During 2016, unit staff organized more than 40 unique visits to the Department,
spanning six continents, and assisted with nearly 50
requests from Department members for interpretation. One of the requests for interpretation included a
high-profile double homicide investigation, in which the
suspect fled to Hong Kong, People’s Republic of China. International Liaison Unit personnel were key in
expeditious communication with foreign police for the
suspect’s extradition to the United States, and with interpretation during a press conference seen worldwide
immediately following the suspect’s return. With two
full-time and one part-time staff members who collectively speak a total of ten languages, the International
Liaison Unit certainly reflects the diversity of the Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department and the communities we serve.
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Sheriff’s Information Bureau Continued

Under the most unfortunate of circumstances, Sheriff’s
Information Bureau personnel assisted in coordination
of funeral services. The coordination of the attendance
of guests, Department executives, dignitaries, and media are sensitively approached to create a memorable
and meaningful ceremony for our fallen comrades,
their families, coworkers, and friends. In the aftermath
of losing two beloved coworkers in the line of duty,
Sheriff’s Information Bureau staff woefully, yet dutifully,
assisted in organizing events for Sergeant Steve Owen
and Sergeant Al Lopez.

Standard, annual events such as the Holiday Doll and
Toy Presentation, Holiday Open House, Holiday School
Presentation, Lifesaving Awards, Valor Awards, Peace
Officers Memorial Ceremony, Peace Officers Memorial
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It was Saturday, November 30, 2002, when Deputy
David Alan Powell began his patrol shift, just as he
had hundreds of times before; unfortunately, it had the
worst ending.
Deputy Powell was assigned to Lakewood Sheriff’s
Station. That fateful day, he and assisting deputies responded to a “shots fired” call in Norwalk, a city which
borders the city of Artesia. Moments later, a Sheriff’s
helicopter spotted a man running toward a house in
the 12000 block of 167th Street, in Artesia. When the
deputies arrived, they learned the man forced his way
into the home, with a woman possibly still inside.
In fear of a hostage situation developing, Deputy Powell and others put themselves in harm’s way and attempted to force their way through the front door. Gunshots rang out as the suspect fired four rounds from
inside the house, one of which grazed Deputy Powell’s arm and went through his chest. Fellow deputies
dragged Deputy Powell to a safe area, where he was
treated by Los Angeles County Fire Department paramedics. Deputy Powell was transported to a local hospital where he later succumbed to his injuries.
The life of another law enforcement hero was tragically cut short. Deputy Powell was 42 years old. He is
survived by his wife, Emma, their four daughters, and
eight grandchildren.
Lakewood Station personnel and Sheriff’s Department
members vowed to never forget their fallen partner
and his family. In the 14 years since Deputy Powell’s
passing, deputies and friends established a tradition
of gathering at his home to honor their lost friend by
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Even with all the well-meant deeds to ease some
everyday struggles of running a household after the
tragic life changing event of Deputy Powell’s death, no
effort can repay the sacrifice he made in his service to
the public. Deputy Powell’s family, friends, relatives,
and partners committed to honoring the tradition again
this year and gathered on the day after the fourteenth
anniversary of his death.
It was Thursday, December 1, 2016, when droves of
former coworkers, friends, family, and newer generations of Lakewood Station deputies who never even
met Deputy Powell, dropped by throughout the afternoon. They came together at Dave’s home to continue
this tradition of love, honor and tribute to the memory
of a hard-working man, loving husband and adoring father who will never be forgotten.
The return for these deeds was unforgettable in seeing
the face of Deputy Powell’s widow, Emma, who was
thrilled with the display and all smiles. “I was amazed
at how selflessly and generously these guys come out
on their day off, even for a little while. They are all
God’s special angels, in my book. David was a wonderful man and he touched many lives; I know he’d be
proud of what his partners are doing today.”
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14th Annual Holiday Home Decoration in 
Honor of Fallen Deputy, David Alan Powell

making sure it is decorated for the Christmas season,
which was Deputy Powell’s favorite holiday. These
Santa’s helpers also prove their hard-working effort as
a labor of love and display of respect by completing a
“honey-do” list for Mrs. Powell. They committed to take
care of anything in need for her, including home repairs, chores and general upkeep of the house. They
even completed some remodeling in various parts of
the house.
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“This is, by far the brightest part of my Christmas season.  For the first couple of years, I hated to see November coming. This brightens a lot of that very hard
anniversary for my family. I love my LASD family.”
Thank you, David. We appreciate you, we miss you
and we salute you. Rest in peace.
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The Honorable Michael D. Antonovich, Los Angeles County Supervisor, Fifth District and Mr. Dan York, father of
slain Los Angeles County Deputy, Shayne Daniel York, delivered inspirational, heartfelt and moving words of comfort to guests and those who lost a loved one in the line of duty. Shayne York was 26 years old when he was shot
in the back of the head, execution style, during a takeover robbery at a Buena Park hair salon on Thursday, August
14, 1997. He succumbed to his injuries two days later, on Saturday, August 16, 1997.
The commemoration was held in the tree-adorned Memorial Park at the Sheriff’s Training Academy and Regional
Services (STARS) Center in Whittier. The memorial service opened with a dirge from a drum and bagpipe corps.
The ceremony continued with musical elegies performed by members of law enforcement and the release of white
doves on behalf of the fallen officers.

Lamentably, the names of the following officers were added to the Memorial Wall:
Officer Ricardo “Rickey” Galvez, Downey Police Department
EOW 11/18/2015
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47th Annual Peace Officers’ Memorial Ceremony

Sheriff Jim McDonnell presided over the 47th Annual Los Angeles County Peace Officers’ Memorial Ceremony on
Wednesday, May 18, 2016. This annual ceremony commemorates the lives of peace officers who died in the line of
duty while serving the residents of Los Angeles County. Many federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies
along with dignitaries, family members, friends, and co-workers of the fallen officers were in attendance.
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Sergeant Thomas J. Fonte, Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department
EOW 10/02/1990
Deputy Otto R. Ellinger, Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department
EOW 12/06/1934
Lieutenant Arthur W. Bethel, Los Angeles Police Department
EOW 07/13/1941
Officer William A. Guidera, Monterey Park Police Department
EOW 09/09/1927
Officer Ralph Miover, Los Angeles Police Department
EOW 04/11/1925
Individual bronze plaques memorializing the names of the six officers were added to over 500 law enforcement officers whose names are inscribed on the Memorial Wall in honor of their dedication to duty and the ultimate sacrifice
they made.
During a special moment of the ceremony, Sheriff McDonnell accepted the Memorial Torch and lit the Memorial
Flame at the Los Angeles County Peace Officers’ Memorial Wall in tribute to the fallen officers.
The Memorial Torch was delivered by department members after a three-day Memorial Torch Relay Run totaling 339
miles. The Memorial Torch Relay Run commenced at the recently-renovated Los Angeles County Hall of Justice
and traveled to each mainland Sheriff’s station over a three day period.
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This historically important and visually stunning structure is not only beautiful, but stood for decades as the
functional centerpiece of the Los Angeles County criminal justice system. For 60 years, the beloved icon held
offices for the Sheriff’s Department, District Attorney,
Coroner, Public Defender, and Tax Collector; housed
Los Angeles County jail inmates; and held Los Angeles
County courts. It saw the progression of Downtown
Los Angeles, evolving from frontier-era into a modern
metropolis.
The very year the “Hall,” as many nostalgically referred
to her, was completed, a time capsule was placed into
a cornerstone in the southeast side of the building and
people thronged to the area to watch. A copper box
was entrusted to hold various period documents and
photographs, local periodicals, and a 48-starred American Flag, and inserted into the dedicated area. It was
Monday, January 26, 1925, when Los Angeles County
Chief Mechanical Engineer William Davidson laid the
last brick to dedicate the building and put the box to
rest for 88 years.
After the devastating 1994 Northridge earthquake,
the Hall of Justice sat vacant for 25 years because of
structural concerns. But in 2012, preservation, renovation and structural improvement efforts began and
reawakened her beauty. Progressively and methodically, her walls were repurposed, her framework was
strengthened and her elegance was restored. It was
during refurbishment and retrofitting in 2013, the time
capsule emerged into the light of the 21st Century.
Since July, 2015, the Hall of Justice was reestablished
as the headquarters building for both the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department and the Los Angeles
County District Attorney’s Office.
At an event on Thursday, July 7, 2016, a new time
capsule was dedicated and ceremoniously placed into
the same cornerstone by Sheriff Jim McDonnell and
District Attorney Jackie Lacey, to rest there until 2116,
when it will be opened to the light of another generation
of justice keepers.
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Distinguished guest speakers included Michael D. Antonovich, Los Angeles County Supervisor for the Fifth
District, and Assistant Executive Officer David Howard,
Los Angeles County Executive Office.
“When the first time capsule was laid to rest here 88
years ago, William Traeger was the Sheriff of Los Angeles County, the ‘Charleston’ dance was all the rage,
World War I was less than a decade behind us, and
electricity in homes was just becoming common,” noted Sheriff Jim McDonnell.
“We, as a people, a community and a law enforcement
agency have made great strides since 1925. It is our
hope that the next generation to open the new time
capsule will appreciate its contents, and recognize our
accomplishments and the difference we made with our
community.”
To represent the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department, a duplicate Sheriff’s badge, challenge coin, written message from Sheriff McDonnell, various pictures,
and blueprints of the Hall of Justice were placed into
the new time capsule; and on behalf of the Los Angeles
County District Attorney’s Office, a challenge coin, note
from District Attorney Jackie Lacey, 2013-2014 biennial report, and an organizational chart dated February,
5, 2016, were contributed.
The contents of the original time capsule were cataloged and put on display at the event, along with new
and historical patrol vehicles, including a 1931 Ford
Model A.
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Sheriff Jim McDonnell and District Attorney
Jackie Lacey Lay History for Future 
Generations at 2016 Hall of Justice 
Time Capsule Placement Ceremony

The historical Hall of Justice was built in 1925. At that
time, the Art Deco edifice was the largest building in
Los Angeles County, standing 14 stories high and
sized 550,000 square feet, its construction was quite
the media and public spectacle.
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“This is a great day to remember the past, appreciate
the present and contemplate the future,” District Attorney Jackie Lacey said.
“Our colleagues who preceded us fought for justice
and enforced the rule of law. Today, we are trying to
follow their lead but we also want to make the criminal
justice system better for the people we serve and for
those who will be here decades from now to open this
time capsule.”
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Sheriff Jim McDonnell and Santa Claus Visit
Children’s Early Education Center 
in East Los Angeles
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Sheriff Jim McDonnell; Branch Managers Hector Romero and Sylvia Portillo, Securitas Security Services USA,
Inc.; Commander Cheryl Newman-Tarwater, Custody
Services Division Specialized Programs;
Commander Henry Romero, Custody
Services Division; Captain Chris Perez, East Los Angeles Station; Captain
Diana Holloway, Century Regional Detention Facility; and Director Clarece
Weinraub, Five Keys Schools and Programs, joined Santa Claus at the event
and helped pass out the gifts.

About 150 kids received vintagestyle cloth dolls and wooden toys
handcrafted by male and female
inmates of the Los Angeles County jail system, and modern toys
handpicked by Securitas Security Services USA, Inc. staff especially for this event.
The vintage-style handmade toys consisted of dolls for
little girls, with hand-sewn faces and hair with unique
dresses, crafted by female inmates at the Century
Regional Detention Facility; and wooden toys for little
boys, constructed and hand-painted in three-dimensional cars, trucks and helicopters by male inmates at
the Pitchess Detention Center.

The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department’s Toy
Program began over 56 years ago as a work project
for women in the Los Angeles County jail system. It
was an effort to bring joy to underprivileged children
during the holiday season and remains a tradition today. Thanks to the generous donations of materials
by community members and Department personnel
to create them, 1,000 cloth dolls and approximately
100 wooden toys were made.
The remaining dolls and wooden
toys crafted by the inmates were
distributed to underprivileged or
physically-challenged children
throughout Los Angeles County.

For almost as long as the Toy Program has existed,
retired deputy Charles “Bobby” Beals volunteered to
play the character of Santa Claus. The snowy-white
beard with curliecued mustache, apple-red cheeks and
hearty laugh were spot-on to match the iconic image of
the universally-recognizable holiday gift-giver. His perfect likeness impressed the entire room of kiddies and
made the adults look twice. Bobby Beals –no, Santa
Claus- handed out toys to delighted boys and girls
who attended the education center, as he did for more than 50
years.
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Santa Claus made an appearance at the Brooklyn Avenue Early Education Center in East Los Angeles on
Friday, December 16, 2016 and handed out toys to
over 150 excited boys and girls.
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Sheriff McDonnell Honors Department 
Members at 2016 Valor Awards

The 34th Annual Valor Awards Ceremony proved to be
the best and most memorable ceremony to date. It
began with the pomp and circumstance of the Drum
and Bagpipe Corps which filled Galen Center with an
atmosphere of honor, hope and celebration.
Early in the ceremony was a warm and heartfelt tribute
in memory of Sergeant Steve Owen. Sergeant Owen’s
heroics stood out among the many other recipients who
were also recognized for their acts of valor, despite the
danger they faced. A video presentation highlighting
Sergeant Owen’s life and career was shown, and included highlights from the 2014 Valor Awards ceremony. He received the Meritorious Conduct-Gold award
for saving a kidnapping victim and capturing two armed
robbery suspects in Lancaster, 2013. His wife, Arson/
Explosives Detail detective, Deputy Tania Owen, and
the Owen family attended.
United States Air Force Staff Sergeant Spencer Stone,
a military Purple Heart award recipient, attended the
event as an honored guest and was the keynote speaker. In November, 2015, Staff Sergeant Stone aided in
disarming a gunman and prevented the massacre of
dozens of passengers on a Paris-bound train.
Among the recipients of awards were deputies from the
Special Enforcement Bureau Special Weapons Team.
They rescued hostages held at gunpoint by a dangerous assailant at a Downey restaurant on Thursday,
September 10, 2015. For their tremendous courage,
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heroism and determination to save the victims, and
with full knowledge of the risk involved by engaging an
armed suspect, Sergeant Kamal Ahmad, Deputy Darell
A. Edwards, Deputy Gonzalo Galvez and Deputy Ricardo Munoz were awarded with this year’s highest
award, the Medal of Valor.
On Sunday, October 18, 2015, an off-duty custody assistant came upon a crash scene on California State
Route 60 in Hacienda Heights. A charter bus was on
fire and quickly filling with smoke.  Without hesitation,
Custody Assistant Jesse Hernandez took quick action
and opened the jammed door of the bus, saving the
lives of 42 people trapped inside. For his tremendous
bravery and great heroism while placing himself in
immediate life-threatening peril, Jesse Hernandez received the Meritorious Conduct Medal —Gold.
Deputy Javier Tiscareno, who donated a portion of his
liver to help save the life of his partner, Deputy Jorge
Castro, was awarded the Humanitarian Medal. These
acts of bravery and selflessness culminated a small
portion of the many good works performed by Department members every day which often go unnoticed by
the general public.
In 1982, the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department
Valor Awards Program was established to officially and
publicly recognize the exceptionally heroic acts performed by members of the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department.
These awards signify courage, acts of heroism while
saving the life of another, traumatic physical injury while
performing their job, preservation of human life, personal commitment, and sacrifice to help others.  Deputy sheriffs are called upon to fluidly handle unexpected,
challenging and dynamic situations. They do not shy
away from uncertainty and work hard to make peace
for others, often times at personal risk. Every day, the
men and women of the LASD perform their duties in
a professional manner. Today, however, this program
honors those who extended themselves extraordinarily
beyond what was required or asked of them.

Recipients of the 2016 Valor Awards:
Medal of Valor

Meritorious Conduct – Silver

		

Sergeant Abel Jimenez

		

Deputy Adrian Rendon

		

Sergeant Robert J. Blunt

Deputy Marlin Conde

		

Deputy Fernando Galvan-Aguilar

Deputy Eric J. Valdez

		

Deputy Gordon L. Baker

		
		
		
		

Deputy Andrew H. Alatorre

Deputy Jordan J. Hempstead
Sergeant Kamal M. Ahmad

Deputy Daniel D. Gonzalez
		

Deputy Luis S. Lezama

Deputy Eduardo Muniz

Deputy Darell A. Edwards

		

Deputy Albert Macias
		

		

Deputy Ricardo Munoz

Meritorious Conduct -- Gold
		

Deputy Hugo Barajas

		

Deputy Andrea E. De La Cruz

		

Deputy Patricia Casas

		

Custody Assistant Sylvia G. Granados

		

Deputy Jaime H. De La Cerda

		

Custody Assistant Jessie Hernandez

		

Deputy Dwayne O. Javier

David Allis, Retired Deputy
Deputy Manuel Navarro

Deputy Gonzalo Galvez
Deputy Roger E. Para

Deputy Robert D. Seminaris
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Sheriff Jim McDonnell honored 33 Department members, one retired deputy and one California Highway
Patrol officer at the 2016 Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department Valor Awards Ceremony. The event
was held at the University of Southern California Galen
Center arena, and elegantly narrated by special guest
and master of ceremonies, David Ono, anchor of ABC7
Eyewitness News. Mr. Ono narrated many harrowing
incidents over the years, faced by the men and women
of the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department while
faithfully serving the citizens in over 4,000 square miles
of Los Angeles County.
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Deputy Daniel R. Leon

Purple Heart Medal
		

Deputy Edmundo Perez

		

Sergeant Christopher J. Fernandez

		

Deputy Richard C. Adams

Humanitarian, Lifesaving and Line of Duty Medals
		
    

		
		
		

Sergeant Burton L. Brink
Officer Scott P. Riley,
California Highway Patrol
Deputy Javier Tiscareno
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Valor Award RECIPIENTS

Executive Offices
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Century Station
Award Medals

This award is the highest honor a member of the
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department can
receive. It is awarded to persons who distinguish themselves by displaying great courage,
above and beyond the call of duty, in the face of
immediate, life-threatening peril and with full knowledge of the risk involved.
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Purple Heart Medal

Lifesaving Medal

This is awarded to Department members who, through
no fault of their own, sustain a traumatic physical injury as a result of a violent encounter with the criminal
element, a high-risk law enforcement function, or an
accident, and continue to perform their job.

This is awarded to Department members whose
actions result in the saving or preservation of a
human life that otherwise would have expired without
the Department member’s direct involvement.

Meritorious Conduct Medal
- Gold

Meritorious Conduct Medal
- Silver

Line of Duty Medal

Humanitarian Medal

This award is the second highest award a Department
member can receive. It is awarded to persons who
place themselves in immediate peril and perform an act
of heroism and/or save the life of another person.

This award is the third highest award a Department member can receive. It is awarded to persons who, when
confronted by circumstances beyond the normal course of
their duties, place themselves in potential peril while performing an act of heroism or while saving or attempting to
save the life of another.

This is awarded to Department members who, sustain serious or career debilitating injuries during the
performance of job related functions such as a violent
encounter with the criminal element, a rescue operation,
a hazardous materials exposure, a riot, a traffic or
other accident, they may be formally recognized by
presentation of the Department approved Line of Duty
Award and a uniform pin.

This is awarded to Department members who selflessly
perform acts of personal commitment and sacrifice to
help others. The Humanitarian Award may be awarded to
non-Department members who save or attempt to save the
life or prevent the serious injury of a Department member.
These acts are exceptional, ongoing and extraordinary, and
are considered well above commonality.
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Medal of Valor

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
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Executive Offices
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Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station

Deputy Hugo Barajas joined the Department in 1999. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to Men’s Central Jail, Industry Sheriff’s Station, and Walnut/
Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

DEPUTY PATRICIA CASAS
Deputy Patricia Casas joined the Department as a Custody Assistant in 2005 and was
assigned to Men’s Central Jail. In 2007, she graduated from the Academy, and was
assigned to Century Regional Detention Facility, Court Services Division (Compton
Superior Court) and Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station, where she is currently
assigned.

DEPUTY JAIME H. DE LA CERDA
Deputy Jaime De La Cerda joined the Department in 2006. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to Court Services West Bureau (LAX Court), Court Services
Central Bureau (ELA Court), West Hollywood Sheriff’s Station, Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s
Station and Community Partnerships Bureau, where he is currently assigned.
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On Monday, August 3, 2015, Deputies Hugo Barajas, Patricia Casas and Jaime De La Cerda, all assigned to
Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station, responded to an emergency rescue call in which a woman arrived home and
found her husband completely submerged in their swimming pool.
Deputy Casas was the first to arrive at the home.  She ran to the yard and found a man at the bottom of the deep
end of the pool. Deputy Casas, without hesitation, removed her gun belt and jumped into the water. She tried
desperately to pull the man from the pool on her own, but he was too heavy. She quickly got out of the pool and
called for assistance via her portable radio.
Within minutes, Deputies Barajas and De La Cerda arrived and also jumped into the pool. Together, they
grabbed the man and struggled to pull him to the surface, but were hindered by the depth and slope of the
pool floor.   Cognizant of vital time, the deputies raced to pull the man to the shallow end, out of the water, and
succeeded after several attempts.
Personnel form the Los Angeles County Fire Department arrived and began treating the man. He was
transported to the hospital in critical condition and placed on a ventilator. Unfortunately, the man passed away the
following day.
Later that evening, the on-duty fire captain called Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station and commended the deputies for their valiant actions.  He said they did a great job of working together as a team during an extremely difficult
rescue. Although the victim did not survive the tragic event, the heroic actions displayed by the deputies should not be
diminished. They fully understood the danger involved in entering the pool in uniform, and did so while risking their
own lives in an effort to save another.
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DEPUTY HUGO BARAJAS

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
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Meritorious Conduct Medal - Gold

For their tremendous bravery and selfless actions in an attempt to save the victim, Deputy Hugo Barajas, Deputy
Patricia Casas and Deputy Jaime De La Cerda are awarded the Meritorious Conduct Medal-Gold.
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Meritorious Conduct Medal - Gold

Purple Heart Medal

DEPUTY DWAYNE O. JAVIER

DEPUTY EDMUNDO PEREZ

Deputy Dwayne Javier worked for the Los Angeles County Police Department from
2008-2010 before joining the Sheriff’s Department. He has been assigned to the Inmate
Reception Center and Lomita Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.

Deputy Edmundo Perez joined the Department in 1998. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to Pitchess Detention Center-East Facility, Training Academy,
Palmdale Sheriff’s Station, Crescenta Valley Sheriff’s Station, COPS Bureau, Santa Clarita
Valley Sheriff’s Station and Community Partnerships Bureau, where he is currently
assigned.

While returning from a detail at Lomita Sheriff’s Station at approximately 3:30 A.M. on Thursday, July 16, 2015,
Deputy Dwayne Javier travelled on the Harbor Freeway and encountered a five-car traffic collision.  One of the vehicles had spun around during the crash and was now facing oncoming traffic.

During the late afternoon hours of Saturday, February 6, 2002, Deputy Edmundo Perez, assigned to Palmdale
Station at the time, responded to a call for service of a male juvenile stabbed at a bus stop. Updated information
provided the suspect’s description and indicated he was last seen running into a residential neighborhood near the
location of the crime. Deputy Perez searched the area and located the suspect.

Deputy Javier saw the vehicle’s engine was completely engulfed in flames and the passenger compartment was
quickly filling with smoke.  He saw a frantic young woman trapped in the driver’s seat; she was screaming, crying and
desperately trying to get out of the car. Deputy Javier tried to open the car door, but it was jammed. With the smoke and
flames intensifying, Deputy Javier knew the woman’s life depended on him and every moment was crucial to her survival.  
Without hesitation, Deputy Javier used his window punch tool to break the driver’s side rear passenger window.
Despite the obstacles and challenges of the incident, he was able to pull the victim over the driver seat and out
through the rear door.  Deputy Javier and a concerned citizen carried the victim across the traffic lanes to safety.  
Moments after the rescue, the vehicle became completely engulfed in flames.
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PALMDALE Sheriff’s Station
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Lomita Sheriff’s Station

When Deputy Perez stopped his radio car to contact the suspect, the suspect ran away from him. Deputy
Perez followed and advised assisting units of their location. The suspect ran to a house and attempted to
enter the backyard. As Deputy Perez initiated a containment of the area, the suspect doubled-back to the street,
right to where Deputy Perez stood. The suspect ran north, away from Deputy Perez, then stopped, turned toward
Deputy Perez, and fired two rounds from a handgun at him. Deputy Perez did not have any cover or
concealment available and dropped to the ground into a prone position. At that point, he realized he was shot in the
right leg.  Deputy Perez returned fire at the suspect.

Personnel from the California Highway Patrol and Los Angeles County Fire Department arrived shortly
thereafter to handle the traffic collision and extinguish the flames.  The victim was transported to a local hospital for
care.

An assisting unit arrived and stopped parallel to the suspect. The suspect redirected his attention to the radio car
and engaged in gunfire with the deputies inside.  Deputy Perez fired two more rounds, striking the suspect.  The
suspect fell to the ground, and Deputy Perez ran to take cover behind two parked cars. The suspect was disarmed
and taken into custody.

For his tremendous bravery, risking his own safety while coming to the aid of a motorist, and placing himself in
immediate life-threatening peril, Deputy Javier is awarded the Meritorious Conduct Medal-Gold.

Deputy Perez sustained a gunshot wound in the right leg just behind his holster. He was transported to the
hospital and treated for his injury.
Deputy Perez displayed great discipline and remained focused during a dangerous and violent attack. Based on
his encounter with a merciless suspect and the bravery displayed in continuing to perform his duties after sustaining
such a traumatic injury, Deputy Perez is awarded the Purple Heart Medal.
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Meritorious Conduct Medal - Gold

Purple Heart Medal

DEPUTY ANDREA E. DE LA CRUZ

SERGEANT CHRISTOPHER J. FERNANDEZ

Deputy Andrea De La Cruz was an Explorer/Cadet with the Department from
2008 to 2009.   She joined the Department as a Security Officer in 2010 and
assigned to Community College Bureau.
After graduating from the
Academy in 2012, she was assigned to North County Correctional Facility and Temple
Sheriff’s Station, where she is currently assigned.

Sergeant Christopher Fernandez joined the Department in 1991. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to Pitchess Detention Center-North Facility, Inmate Reception
Center, Court Services West Bureau (South Bay), Lennox Sheriff’s Station, Compton
Sheriff’s Station, Operations Safe Streets Bureau, Training Bureau and Recruit Training
Bureau. In 2008, he promoted to Sergeant and was assigned to North County Correctional
Facility, Palmdale Sheriff’s Station and Community Partnerships Bureau, where he is
currently assigned. He served in the United States Marine Corps Reserve for four years
(1988-1992) at Camp Pendleton and was activated for Operation Desert Storm. He also
served in the United States Coast Guard Reserve for four years (1992-1996) and is now a
Reconnaissance Team Leader for an Army National Guard Scout/Sniper Platoon
(2015-Present).

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

CUSTODY ASSISTANT SYLVIA G. GRANADOS
Custody Assistant Sylvia Granados was a Cadet with the Community College
District assigned to Pierce College from 2013 to 2015. Custody Assistant
Granados joined the Department in 2015. After graduating from the Academy, she was
assigned to North County Correctional Facility, where she is currently assigned.

On Saturday, January 30, 2016, as deputies conducted dorm security checks at the North County
Correctional Facility, Custody Assistant Sylvia Granados saw an inmate punch a deputy in the back of the head.
She attempted to pull the inmate off the deputy and they all fell to the ground. While on the ground, the inmate
grabbed the fallen deputy’s portable radio and threw it, preventing notification of the fight and communication with
other personnel.
The inmate continued to punch and kick the deputy while the custody assistant was pushed away by another
inmate.  Additional inmates entered the fight and viciously attacked the deputy, while others attempted to drag him
away. Custody Assistant Granados gave multiple commands for them to stop, which they ignored; they continued
to push her away while continuing their attack on the deputy. Custody Assistant Granados was able to break free
and deployed her Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) “pepper spray.” Several inmates were affected and ran to the rear of
the nearby bunks.
Deputy De La Cruz stood on the lower tier of the stairs when she saw the ambush of her partner on the upper tier.
She immediately ran to assist, but was blocked by several inmates who stopped her from going up the stairs and
rendering assistance. They also blocked the telephones to prevent her from calling for help.
As Deputy De La Cruz tried to go up the stairs, several inmates grabbed her arm, restrained her and grabbed at her
canister of OC “pepper spray” in an effort to disarm her. Their pursuit was unsuccessful; Deputy De La Cruz broke
free, ran upstairs and deployed her spray on the inmates who were attacking the deputy.
Assisting deputies responded and were able to restore order to the dorm. The inmates who conspired in the
attack were identified and processed with related charges.
Despite sustaining injuries and being significantly outnumbered by the inmates, Deputy De La Cruz and
Custody Assistant Granados were able to fight back, subdue the assailants and undoubtedly save their
partner’s life. For their tremendous bravery, tenacity and heroic actions while coming to the aid of a fellow deputy
sheriff during an aggressive attack, Deputy De La Cruz and Custody Assistant Sylvia Granados are awarded the
Meritorious Conduct Medal-Gold.
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At approximately 11:00 P.M. on Thursday, July 16, 2009, Sergeant Christopher Fernandez, assigned to
Palmdale Sheriff’s Station at that time, engaged in a pursuit of a suspected drunk driver who was operating a vehicle
in a reckless and dangerous manner. At the end of the pursuit, the suspect ran from the vehicle prompting Sergeant
Fernandez to immediately coordinate a containment of the area.
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PALMDALE Sheriff’s Station
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North County Correctional Facility

As assisting units arrived, they heard a citizen yell, “I got him over here!” Sergeant Fernandez and assisting units
tracked the source of the voice to an area where the suspect was last seen, and located a citizen in the backyard
of a residence. They quickly realized there was a block wall between the yard in which they stood and the yard
in which they saw the citizen, partially blocking their view. Sergeant Fernandez approached the wall and saw the
suspect positioned on his hands and knees, being detained at gunpoint by the citizen. Sergeant Fernandez advised
assisting units of the situation and jumped over the wall into the neighboring yard.
Sergeant Fernandez took a position next to the citizen, detained the suspect at gunpoint and had the citizen safely
lower his gun.  The citizen turned toward Sergeant Fernandez and unintentionally fired one round from his revolver,
hitting Sergeant Fernandez in the left middle finger.   Sergeant Fernandez immediately felt pain and a burning
sensation in his finger, but he remained composed, assessed the situation and determined no one else was injured.  
Sergeant Fernandez advised assisting units via his portable radio of the shooting and instructed all units to
maintain their positions. He ensured the citizen was no longer holding the gun and ordered deputies to
handcuff the suspected drunk driver. Once the suspect was handcuffed and the incident was under control,
Sergeant Fernandez briefed and relinquished control of the incident to another sergeant.
His injured finger was partially severed and bleeding heavily, and required surgery to repair.   As a result of
the injury, Sergeant Fernandez sustained limited range of motion in his finger and the knuckle fused together
permanently.
Sergeant Fernandez displayed great calm and discipline during a dangerous and dynamic situation. His
composure and selfless demeanor under challenging circumstances helped ensure the safety of the citizen, the
suspect, and responding personnel. The fact he continued to communicate and carry-out his responsibilities in the
arrest of the suspect, despite the fact he had been seriously wounded and before seeking medical attention, is truly
admirable and worthy of recognition. For his bravery and extraordinary execution of his duties after sustaining a
gunshot injury, Sergeant Fernandez is awarded the Purple Heart Medal.
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East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station

Purple Heart Medal

Medal of Valor and Meritorious Conduct Medal - Silver

DEPUTY Richard C. Adams

SERGEANT ABEL JIMENEZ

Deputy Adams joined the Department as a Custody Assistant in 1988 and was assigned
to the Hall of Justice Jail. In 1989, he graduated from the Academy, and was assigned to
Pitchess Detention Center-East Facility, Court Services Division (Criminal Courts Building),
Lakewood Sheriff’s Station and Temple Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.

Sergeant Abel Jimenez joined the Department in 1997. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to Twin Towers Correctional Facility, Inmate Reception
Center, Century Regional Detention Facility, Industry Sheriff’s Station, Parole Compliance
Team and Transit Policing Division. In 2015, he promoted to Sergeant and assigned to East Los
Angeles Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.
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Temple Sheriff’s Station

Deputy Marlin Conde joined the Department in 2008. After graduating from the Academy,
she was assigned to Century Regional Detention Facility and East Los Angeles Sheriff’s
Station, where she is currently assigned. She served in the United States Marine Corps for
eight years (2004-2013) at Miramar Tank Battalion Unit as a Corporal.
On Monday, October 8, 2000, Deputy Richard Adams was working a patrol assignment in the
unincorporated county area of Monrovia, when he along with additional deputies responded to an illegal
shooting call near the intersection of Euclid Avenue and Shamrock Avenue. As deputies investigated the
call, three gunshots were heard coming from the south side of their location.   The first shot fired hit Deputy
Adams. Missing his ballistic vest by inches, the bullet struck him in the left side of the chest. Deputy Adams
immediately took cover behind his patrol vehicle and broadcast over his radio that he had been shot. He was able
to provide substantial information about the shooting while under duress. His partner managed to drive them both
out of the line of fire when it was safe to do so.  Deputy Adams was transported to the hospital via ambulance and
was listed in serious, but stable condition. The bullet passed through his torso, narrowly missing his aorta by less
than ½ a centimeter. It ultimately pierced his right lung causing it to collapse before becoming lodged in the upper
right side of his chest.

DEPUTY JORDAN J. HEMPSTEAD
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DEPUTY MARLIN CONDE

Deputy Jordan Hemsptead joined the Department in 2012. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to North County Correctional Facility, Court Services Central
Bureau (Metro Court) and East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.

DEPUTY LUIS S. LEZAMA

After responding deputies surrounded the area where the shots were heard, they conducted an extensive search
for anyone involved in the shooting. The suspect was located in a nearby home and he ultimately confessed to the
shooting. A .38 caliber revolver and live ammunition were recovered. The suspect subsequently pled guilty to two
counts of attempted murder on a police officer and was sentenced to thirty years in prison.

Deputy Lezama joined the Department in 2007. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to Pitchess Detention Center-East Facility, Men’s
Central Jail and East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.

Although wounded, Deputy Adams displayed a tremendous amount of courage and tenacity by broadcasting the
information regarding the shooting to responding units and exemplified his resolve and dedication to duty.  For his
perseverance and continuing to perform his duties after sustaining such a traumatic injury, Deputy Richard Adams
is awarded the Purple Heart Medal.

DEPUTY ALBERT MACIAS
Deputy Albert Macias joined the Department in 2011. After graduating from the Academy
2012, he was assigned to Twin Towers Correctional Facility and East Los Angeles Sheriff’s
Station, where he is currently assigned.
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East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station continued

DEPUTY DANIEL D. GONZALEZ

Deputy Roger Parga joined the Department in 2006. After graduating from the Academy, he
was assigned to Pitchess Detention Center-North Facility, Pitchess Detention Center-South
Facility and East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.

Deputy Daniel Gonzalez joined the Department as a security officer in 2010.  In 2011, he
graduated from the Academy and was assigned to Men’s Central Jail and East Los Angeles
Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.

DEPUTY ADRIAN RENDON

DEPUTY EDUARDO MUNIZ

Deputy Adrian Rendon joined the Department as a security officer in 2005.   In 2007, he
graduated from the Academy and was assigned to Transportation Bureau and East Los
Angeles Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.

Deputy Eduardo Muniz joined the Department in 2007. After graduating from the Academy
2012, he was assigned to Inmate Reception Center and East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station,
where he is currently assigned.

DEPUTY ERIC J. VALDEZ

DEPUTY MANUEL NAVARRO

Deputy Eric Valdez joined the Department in 1991. After graduating from the Academy, he was
assigned to Men’s Central Jail and East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently
assigned.

Deputy Manuel Navarro joined the Department in 1999. After graduating from the
Academy in 2000, he was assigned to North County Correctional Facility, Twin Towers
Correctional Facility and East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.
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DEPUTY ROGER E. PARGA
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Medal of Valor and Meritorious Conduct Medal - Silver

DEPUTY ANDREW H. ALATORRE
Deputy Andrew Alatorre joined the Department in 2007. After graduating from the Academy,
he was assigned to Twin Towers Correctional Facility and East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station,
where he is currently assigned.

DEPUTY FERNANDO GALVAN-AGUILAR
Deputy Fernando Galvan-Aguilar joined the Department in 2006. After graduating from the
Academy in 2007, he was assigned to North County Correctional Facility and East Los
Angeles Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.
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During the early morning hours of Monday, November 9, 2015, Deputies Albert Macias, Manuel Navarro,
Fernando Galvan, Roger Parga, Andrew Alatorre, and Eduardo Muniz, assigned to East Los Angeles
Sheriff’s Station, responded to a family disturbance call which indicated the suspect threatened to kill his ex-wife
and their three-year-old son.

Sergeant Abel Jimenez, Deputies Eric Valdez, Luis Lezama, Jordan Hempstead, Adrian Rendon, Daniel
Gonzales, and Marlin Conde arrived at the scene.  Using their flashlights, the deputies shone light into the room
and saw the suspect was distraught, pacing back and forth, and held a knife to his neck. The suspect’s shirt, arms
and neck were covered in blood. He told deputies he wanted to talk to his mom and he “knew how this was going
to end.” The deputies could neither see nor hear the little boy and feared he had been harmed.

From the driveway, deputies heard the sound of glass breaking at the back of the house. Deputy Navarro
requested additional assisting units, as he and the deputies at the scene moved cautiously toward the rear of the
residence. The victim ran toward them, yelling and crying hysterically. She told deputies the suspect broke her
window and forced his way into the house, made threats against her, and barricaded himself inside the house with
their son. The victim said she had a restraining order against the suspect for prior domestic assaults, and warned
deputies the suspect appeared to be under the influence of methamphetamine and was known to carry knives.

The deputies formed a plan to breach the door and make entry in an effort to locate and rescue the young boy. An
entry team used a pick, ram and shield to strike the doorframe while deputies near the window maintained contact
with the suspect, giving him continuous orders to put the knife down and surrender. The initial strike created a loud
noise which shifted the suspect’s attention toward them. Sergeant Jimenez ordered deputies to deploy a Taser
through an open window, which proved ineffective. Sergeant Jimenez ordered a second Taser deployment and the
suspect fell on top of the bed. Without hesitation, the deputies made entry and used the shield to pin the suspect
down on the bed and located the boy nearby.
Simultaneously, additional deputies entered the room and rescued the toddler. The suspect was taken into
custody without further incident.

SERGEANT BURTON L. BRINK
Sergeant Burton Brink was an Explorer/Cadet with the Arcadia Police Department
from 1977 to 1982 and a Level 1 Reserve Police Officer with the Monterey Park Police
Department (1982-1989). He joined the Department in 1989. After graduating from
the Academy, he was assigned to Court Services East Bureau (Pasadena Court), Sybil Brand Institute and Temple Sheriff’s Station. In 2009, he promoted to Sergeant and
was assigned to Pitchess Detention Center-East Facility, Crescenta Valley Station,
Altadena Sheriff’s Station and Sheriff’s Information Bureau, where he is currently assigned.

CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL OFFICER SCOTT P. RILEY
Officer Scott Riley entered the California Highway Patrol (CHP) Academy in April
of 1998. After graduating from the Academy, he was assigned to the East Los
Angeles Area. In 2001, he was assigned as a permanent motorcycle rider. While
assigned to East Los Angeles, he was given a variety of specialized duties and was
assigned as a liaison for the Community Oriented Policing (COPS) program. He
was selected as a Field Training Officer and was a member of the Protective Services
Detail. In July of 2009, he transferred to the San Bernardino Area where he earned the
position as the Special Enforcement Officer (SEO).   As the SEO, he improves
community relations by identifying traffic related issues and taking the necessary
enforcement action to minimize the recurrence of those violations.
He also
participates in numerous community meetings, helping members of our communities with their
concerns. He is the President of the local CHP Squad Club and is an active participant of
the CHiP’s for Kids toy drive. He is married with four children and enjoys camping as well
as family outings.
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Medal of Valor and Meritorious Conduct Medal - Silver
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Temple Sheriff’s Station
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East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station continued

The teamwork and communication demonstrated by all the deputies throughout this dynamic encounter was
exceptional. In an effort to save the life of a child, the deputies gave little thought to the threat the suspect posed to
their own safety.
For displaying bravery and a courageous execution of their duties during a challenging situation, Sergeant
Abel Jimenez, Deputies Marlin Conde, Jordan Hempstead, Luis Lezama, Albert Macias, Roger Parga, Adrian
Rendon, and Eric Valdez are awarded the Medal of Valor.
For their selfless actions and placing themselves in potential peril, Deputies Andrew Alatorre, Fernando
Galvan-Aguilar, Daniel Gonzalez, Eduardo Muniz, and Manuel Navarro are awarded the Meritorious Conduct
Medal-Silver.
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Line of Duty Medal

Meritorious Conduct Medal - Silver

On Wednesday, June 13, 2007, Sergeant Burton Brink, who held the rank of deputy at that time, was riding
his marked patrol motorcycle westbound on Interstate Highway 10 when he saw a California Highway Patrol
officer conducting a traffic stop.   As Sergeant Brink positioned his motorcycle to provide backup for the
officer, a vehicle travelling in front of him suddenly turned out of the carpool lane at a 90-degree angle, causing a
violent collision with Sergeant Brink and his motorcycle. Sergeant Brink was thrown from the motorcycle and landed
on the freeway.  His head, left shoulder, ribs, and knee struck the asphalt, and his body skidded into traffic lanes.  
The momentum of his skid was halted by the tire of a stopped vehicle, which narrowly missed him.
Sergeant Brink was transported to a local hospital where he spent three days in the Intensive Care Unit and remained
for three additional weeks. Sergeant Brink sustained extensive injuries, including a collapsed lung, broken ribs,
broken shoulder, and a broken scapula. In addition, his spleen was lacerated, his kidneys were severely bruised
and his knee required two surgeries to repair. He spent the next eighteen months recovering from his injuries.
The CHP officer Sergeant Brink intended to assist, Scott Riley, came to his immediate aid.  He kept Sergeant Brink
conscious and undoubtedly helped save his life by removing his ballistic vest to help him breathe under the weight
of his collapsed lung and other injuries.
The trauma doctor in the Intensive Care Unit said Sergeant Brink sustained a number of serious internal
injuries, and if it were not for CHP Officer Scott Riley coming to his aid, it is likely Sergeant Brink would not have
survived the accident.
Through no fault of his own, Sergeant Brink sustained traumatic physical injuries during the performance of his
duties and endured great physical pain during his recovery and rehabilitation. His determination allowed him to
return to work and continue to perform his job functions.
For his tremendous fortitude, will power, and spirit, Sergeant Burton Brink is awarded the Line of Duty Medal.

SERGEANT ROBERT J. BLUNT
Sergeant Robert Blunt joined the Department in 1988. After graduating from the Academy in 1989, he was assigned to Men’s Central Jail, Industry Sheriff’s Station and
Personnel Administration Bureau, Pre-Employment Unit. In 2007, he promoted to Sergeant
and was assigned to Pitchess Detention Center-East Facility and Walnut/Diamond Bar
Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.
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Industry Sheriff’s Station

DEPUTY GORDON L. BAKER
Deputy Gordon Baker joined the Department in 1990.
After graduating from
the Academy, he was assigned to Biscailuz Center, Inmate Reception Center,
Criminal Courts Building and Industry Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.
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Temple Sheriff’s Station continued

DEPUTY ROBERT D. SEMINARIS
Deputy Robert Seminaris joined the Department in 1981. After graduating from the Academy, he was assigned to Men’s Central Jail, Malibu/Lost Hills Sheriff’s Station, Industry
Sheriff’s Station, Walnut/Diamond Bar Station, Transit Services Bureau and back to Industry
Sheriff’s Station, where he is currently assigned.

RETIRED DEPUTY AND CORPORAL DAVID ALLIS
He
joined
the
Department
in
1990.
After
graduating
from
the
Academy, he was assigned to Court Services Bureau (Pasadena, Long Beach and
Criminal Courts Building) and Industry Sheriff’s Station. In 2015, he joined Ontario Police
Department and was assigned to Patrol, School Resource Officer, COPS Unit,
Hostage Negotiator, Field Training Officer, promoted to Corporal and retired in
2016. He served in the United States Marine Corps (active and reserve) for eight
years and promoted to the rank of Sergeant. He was activated for Operation
Desert Storm and honorably discharged in 1995.
David resides in the city of Corona with his wife Erika of thirteen years. They
have two children, Ryan and Sean, and own a pet hotel business. He is a Board
Member and Treasurer of the Eastvale Law Enforcement and Fire Fighter’s
Association. He also served as a Public Safety Commissioner for the City of Eastvale.
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On Wednesday, February 9, 2005, Sergeant Robert Blunt and Deputies David Allis, Gordon Baker and Robert Seminaris, then-assigned to Industry Sheriff’s Station, responded to a rescue call in Hacienda Heights. The informant
reported a 14-year-old girl screaming and hanging from the side of a cliff. Upon arrival, the deputies learned the girl
slipped approximately 40 feet down a steep canyon and was clinging to an unstable slope; she was within inches
of a treacherous, hundred-foot drop and in need of swift and immediate rescue.

Personnel from the Los Angeles County Fire Department also responded.   A fireman dressed in climbing
equipment shimmied his way down to the girl and tied a harness around her to keep her from slipping further
down the cliffside.  A fire department rescue helicopter arrived on scene and lowered a rescue basket, hoisting the
fireman and girl to safety.  The teenager was taken to a local hospital where she was treated for cuts and abrasions.

Believing the girl was in immediate peril of falling further over the cliff, the deputies quickly formulated a plan
to climb down the side of the cliff, to a ledge parallel to the girl. With the shrewd and impromptu use of a
ladder and garden hose as rescue aids, the deputies formed a human chain in an attempt to reach the girl.
Deputy Allis moved judiciously across the cliff face and got within feet of the victim. He fed the garden hose down
for the young teen to grasp and instructed her to hunker down as close to the dirt as possible and remain calm.

The sergeant on-duty that evening indicated the responding deputies were faced with an extremely difficult
situation. He stated they did a great job of working together as a team during a dynamic and precarious rescue.
There was no doubt in his mind that if any one of the rescuers or the victim would have fallen over the cliff, they
would have all fallen.
For their tremendous bravery and heroic actions, knowingly risking their lives to save the victim, Sergeant
Robert Blunt, retired Deputy David Allis, and Deputies Gordon Baker and Robert Seminaris are awarded
the Meritorious Conduct Medal-Silver.

CUSTODY ASSISTANT JESSE HERNANDEZ
Custody Assistant Hernandez joined the Department in 2012. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to North County Correctional Facility, where he is currently
assigned. Custody Assistant Hernandez is currently serving in the Army National Guard as
an Infantryman (2014 to Present).

On the evening of Sunday, October 18, 2015, Custody Assistant Jesse Hernandez was on his way to North County
Correctional Facility to begin his scheduled work shift. While traveling westbound on State Route 60 through
Hacienda Heights, he noticed a large charter bus stopped at an angle, blocking two lanes. As he drove closer, he
saw flames coming from the rear engine compartment of the bus and immediately pulled his vehicle to the right
shoulder to help.
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Meritorious Conduct Medal - Gold
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Meritorious Conduct Medal - Silver
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Industry Sheriff’s Station continued

As Custody Assistant Hernandez ran toward the bus, he saw numerous occupants inside frantically looking
for a viable exit. The bus driver was trying to open the front exit door from inside, but it appeared to be stuck,
trapping everyone inside.
Custody Assistant Hernandez saw the smoke intensify and knew he had to take immediate action. He looked for
an emergency door release, located the outer release latch and forced the door open. He entered the bus and
assisted the 42 distraught passengers out, then went back into the smoke-filled cabin to confirm everyone was able
to get out safely.
In spite of the obvious threat, Custody Assistant Hernandez entered the burning bus and aided all the occupants to
safety without injuries.  His swift and selfless actions unquestionably helped save the lives of 42 people.
For his tremendous bravery and great heroism while placing himself in immediate life-threatening peril,
Custody Assistant Jesse Hernandez is awarded the Meritorious Conduct Medal-Gold.
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Special Enforcement Bureau

Sergeant Kamal Ahmad joined the Department in 1995. After graduating from the Academy,
he was assigned to Pitchess Detention Center-South Facility, Twin Towers Correctional
Facility and Century Sheriff’s Station. In 2008, he promoted to Sergeant and assigned to
Lennox Sheriff’s Station and Special Enforcement Bureau, where he is currently assigned.
He served in the United States Marine Corps Reserve for six years (1993-1999).

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

DEPUTY DARELL A. EDWARDS
Deputy Darrell Edwards joined the Department in 1999.
After graduating from
the Academy in 2000, he was assigned to Pitchess Detention Center-East
Facility, Pitchess Detention Center-North Facility, Inmate Reception Center,
Century Sheriff’s Station and Special Enforcement Bureau, where he is currently assigned.

DEPUTY GONZALO GALVEZ
Deputy Gonzalo Galvez joined the Department in 1999. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to North County Correctional Facility, Lennox Sheriff’s Station
and Special Enforcement Bureau, where he is currently assigned.

DEPUTY RICARDO MUNOZ
Deputy Ricardo Munoz joined the Department in 1998. After graduating from the Academy
in 2000, he was assigned to Inmate Reception Center, Century Sheriff’s Station and Special
Enforcement Bureau, where he is currently assigned. He served in the United States Army
for eight years (1994-2002) at Ft. Benning, Georgia, and out of the San Pedro National
Guard Unit.

DEPUTY DANIEL R. LEON

On Thursday evening, September 10, 2015, Aero Bureau personnel witnessed an armed carjacking in the City of
Pico Rivera and advised ground units in the area. California Highway Patrol (CHP) personnel initiated a pursuit of
the vehicle. Aero Bureau personnel assisted from overhead by relaying their observations and narrating the pursuit.
The pursuit traveled through several cities and policing jurisdictions, during which the suspect drove recklessly, had
several near-collisions with pedestrians and vehicles, and committed a second carjacking in an attempt to get away.
As the pursuit progressed, the suspect exited of the freeway and travelled southbound on Lakewood
Boulevard through the City of Downey. CHP personnel applied a Pursuit Intervention Technique (PIT)
maneuver which caused the suspect’s vehicle to collide with a parked car.  Officers approached and ordered the
suspect to surrender. The suspect refused to comply and remained in the vehicle.
The suspect suddenly emerged from the vehicle, with a gun in his hand, and indiscriminately fired several
gunshots.  As he continued to run, he fired the gun several more time with no regard for the safety of the officers
or the public. He continued running and entered a local restaurant that was crowded with patrons. Some of the
customers ran for their lives and managed to escape through the front door while the suspect forced several other
customers to remain inside as hostages.
As the incident progressed, the suspect pointed his weapon at the hostages inside the restaurant. Witnesses
who escaped earlier described the suspect as highly-agitated and making statements that he would not go back
to jail. His actions demonstrated willful and complete disregard for the safety of anyone, and they indicated he
was intent on escaping at any cost, including the possibility of harming or killing innocent people in order to do so.
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SERGEANT KAMAL H. AHMAD
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Medal of Valor and Meritorious Conduct Medal - Gold

Deputies gathered intelligence while attempting to contain an extremely chaotic scene and coordinate the
response of Special Enforcement Bureau (SEB) personnel. Sergeant Kamal Ahmad, using CHP and Downey
Police Department personnel, established a crisis entry team in the event immediate intervention became
necessary. Another group of deputies assembled as a second entry team at the rear of the location.
Personnel at the command post established text communication with one of the hostages inside the restaurant,
informing them the suspect was armed and extremely agitated. They learned from another hostage the suspect was
gathering people and moving them into a restroom.
Additional SEB personnel arrived and organized a tactical entry. A team began the deployment of equipment and
personnel, with Deputy Daniel Leon taking a position with a long rifle at a side window, which gave him a view of
the kitchen and seating area. His position was in close proximity to the suspect and provided minimal cover, but
it offered the best vantage point to monitor the suspect’s actions and protect innocent lives. He saw the suspect
gather and move the hostages to various locations and heard the suspect order hostages to close all of the blinds,
intensifying the threat.

Deputy Daniel Leon joined the Department in 1996. After graduating from the Academy in
1997, he was assigned to North County Correctional Facility, Court Services West Bureau,
Lennox Sheriff’s Station, Operation Safe Streets Bureau and Special Enforcement Bureau,
where he is currently assigned.
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Medal of Valor and Meritorious Conduct Medal - Gold

Lifesaving Medal and Humanitarian Medal

As Deputy Leon reported updates from his position, SEB members replaced patrol personnel to facilitate a
tactical response. A crisis entry team was formed at the front of the restaurant and prepared for entry while
communication with the suspect was initiated by cell phone. The suspect said he would not surrender and
hung up. The suspect’s movements and behavior were monitored as the incident quickly progressed. Law
enforcement personnel realized the situation reached a critical level as the suspect became more distressed,
and maintained a position of close proximity to a hostage. The suspect’s closeness to the hostage complicated
matters greatly and left the crisis entry team at a substantial tactical disadvantage.
Believing the hostages were about to be harmed, the suspect was shot and entry was made. Sergeant
Ahmad, Deputies Darrell Edwards, Gonzalo Galvez and Ricardo Munoz moved toward the place where the
suspect was last seen. Simultaneously, an explosive breach to the rear side door was made. A number of
hostages were found inside seeking cover. The suspect was found crawling on his hands and knees
toward the hostages and was still armed with a handgun. He turned toward the deputies and a deputy-involved
shooting occurred. With the threat posed by the suspect neutralized, all of the hostages were rapidly rescued and
evacuated. The suspect did not survive the encounter.
The successful conclusion of this incident is a credit to the entire team on scene. However, the exceptional actions
of the four deputies who moved to put themselves between the hostages and the suspect, with full knowledge they
could potentially encounter an armed suspect who was willing to shoot and kill them, are truly commendable.
For their tremendous courage, heroism and determination to save the victims, and with full knowledge of the risk
involved by engaging an armed suspect, Sergeant Kamal Ahmad, Deputies Darell Edwards, Gonzalo Galvez and
Ricardo Munoz are awarded the Medal of Valor.
For displaying great bravery and decisiveness during a difficult and deadly situation and knowingly
placing himself in immediate life-threatening peril, Deputy Daniel Leon is awarded the Meritorious Conduct
Medal-Gold.

DEPUTY JAVIER TISCARENO 
Deputy Javier Tiscareno joined the Department in 1997. After graduating from the
Academy, he was assigned to Century Regional Detention Facility, Men’s Central Jail,
Lakewood Sheriff’s Station and Twin Towers Correctional Facility, where he is currently
assigned.
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Twin Towers Correctional Facility

DEPUTY JORGE CASTRO
Deputy Jorge Castro joined the Department in 2001. After graduating from the Academy, he
was assigned to North County Correctional Facility, Twin Towers Correctional Facility,
Norwalk Sheriff’s Station and Twin Towers Correctional Facility, where he is currently
assigned.
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Special Enforcement Bureau continued

On June 4, 2015, Deputy Javier Tiscareno, assigned to Twin Towers Correctional Facility, served as a liver
donor to save the life of a fellow deputy and friend, Jorge Castro.
In January, 2014, Deputy Castro was diagnosed with a rare autoimmune disease which attacks the liver’s bile
channels. There is no cure and he was in need of a liver transplant. With none of his family members being a
match, Deputy Castro’s recovery was extremely difficult.  He was placed on a waiting list and by 2015 the disease
had progressed.
While at work one day, Deputy Tiscareno asked his friend how he was doing.  Deputy Castro replied he was fine,
but Deputy Tiscareno could tell something was wrong. Deputy Castro disclosed the details of his illness and the
need of a liver donor. He was disheartened and said a match could not be found, conceding, “I should be dead by
the end of the year.”
Deputy Tiscareno could not fathom the grim thought of losing his friend and, without hesitation, volunteered to be his
donor. He submitted himself to a medical evaluation process, and was determined to be a suitable and compatible
candidate for donation.
Deputy Tiscareno selflessly and courageously underwent an eleven-hour surgery to provide his friend with a
life-saving gift. Approximately sixty percent of his liver was removed and transplanted into his friend. The donation
was accepted and both deputies have since fully recovered.
Although the two men already share a strong friendship, this act of compassion and humanitarianism solidified a
deeper level of bond between them, and has forever connected them.
Deputy Tiscareno’s reverence for human life and devotion to his friend exemplifies the very best in the human spirit.  
For his extraordinary sacrifice, at the risk of his own safety, Deputy Tiscareno is awarded the Lifesaving Medal.
For his commitment and selfless deed to help save the life of another, Deputy Tiscareno is also awarded the
Humanitarian Medal.
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touched, filled every seat to recognize the young law
enforcement officer who represented goodness and
was killed for it.

On a clear, sunny day, fittingly paired with an event
honoring an equally luminous soul, Mr. Dan York
unveiled a sign designed in his son’s honor.
It was Thursday, August 14, 1997, when two gang
members on a crime spree took the life of Mr. York’s
son, Deputy Shayne Daniel York.  Shayne and his fiancée, also a deputy with the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department, were off-duty that evening and
went to visit a relative at a Buena Park hair salon. The
couple met while both were assigned to the Pitchess
Detention Center-East Facility in Castaic, and were
planning to marry soon.
The two armed suspects entered the salon to rob it
and ordered everyone in the salon to lie on the floor.  
Even in the face of danger, Shayne was the premier peacemaker who asked for reason and calm,
but received merciless violence instead. As the
suspects rifled through their victims’ pockets, they
found Shayne’s badge and shot him in the back
of the head, simply because he was a deputy.

With careful investigation, keen eyes, cooperation, and the exemplary professional standards of
the Buena Park and Fullerton Police Departments,
the suspects were caught and brought to justice.
Deputy Shayne York fought for his life for two days
following the shooting, and succumbed to his injury on
Saturday, August 16, 1997. He was just 26 years old.
On the morning of Wednesday, August 10, 2016,
almost 19 years to that fateful day, Sheriff Jim
McDonnell and Mr. York unveiled the “Deputy Shayne
Daniel York Los Angeles County Sheriff Memorial
Highway” sign, dedicating the stretch of Interstate
Highway 5, between Newhall Ranch Road and Hasley Canyon Road in an unincorporated area of Los
Angeles County, in Castaic, to Shayne’s honor.
The unveiled sign was symbolic of two larger, official
signs installed on the northbound and southbound
sides of the highway.  Mr. York specifically requested
this portion of highway to be dedicated to his son because this was the route Shayne drove to work, the area
he knew and the surroundings he saw on a daily basis.
The event took place in the Shayne Daniel York
Memorial Park, located in front of the Pitchess
Detention Center-East Facility, where Shayne and
Mr. York, who was also a deputy sheriff, and now retired, both worked. Friends, former academy classmates, supervisors, and people whose lives Shayne

Mr. York, who waited patiently as legislation for the highway signs was processed, and funding was obtained,
and while the signs were created and installed, attended
the event with his wife, Mary; Shayne’s brother, Brandon;
along with many family members. He spoke kindly at the
event with emotional, heartfelt words, and expressed
a deep appreciation for those who honored his son.
Mr. York mentioned each person by name, who obtained the signs and made the dedication event possible. “Thank you to all. Our family has truly been
blessed by the family of law enforcement and friends;
and I have truly been blessed by a very loving and
supportive family and extended family,” he said.
Sheriff McDonnell also addressed the York family and guests. “I didn’t have the privilege of meeting Shayne,” he said, “but from learning of his bravery during the incident, hearing his story and meeting
his family, I can see what a great person he was.
An all-American guy who grew up in a loving family, played sports and was liked by everyone he met.”

The sun shone brightly on everyone in attendance
that morning; the weather was perfect and everyone
was in good spirits. An enlarged academy portrait
of Shayne and an equally-large compilation of
age-progressive photos, depicting Shayne as a baby
through young adulthood, were posted behind the lectern. It was a good day and a long time coming.
Funding from the Association for Los Angeles
Deputy Sheriffs (ALADS), the Los Angeles County Professional Peace Officers Association (PPOA), and the
Peace Officers Professional Association Federal Credit Union (POPAFCU) allowed for the purchase of the
signs and made the dedication event possible.
Shayne, you represented goodness and what is right.
You were the ultimate peacemaker. Rest in peace,
Brother.

“He was a stand-up young man with integrity and honor, who followed in his father’s footsteps to be an agent
for what is good and right,” he said.
California Assembly Member Scott Wilk, 38th Assembly District, authored and introduced Assembly Concurrent Resolution 16 (ACR 16) on January 29, 2015.
The resolution was passed and ultimately made the
dedication of the indicated stretch of highway possible.
The dedication event came almost one year after
ACR passed on Wednesday, July 1, 2015. Representing Assemblymember Scott Wilk, 38th Assembly
District, Press Secretary Wyatt Woodson attended and
presented Mr. York with a certificate proclaiming the
dedicated stretch of highway officially referred to as:
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Mr. York was absolutely beaming with happiness
that morning as he unveiled the sign and saw
the realization of his wish, undoubtedly proud
to have his family with him to share the day for
which he waited so long to recognize his beloved,
lost son, whom he considered his best friend.

In MEMORIAm

Deputy Shayne Daniel York Memorial Highway Dedication
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Deputy Shayne Daniel York
Los Angeles County Sheriff
Memorial Highway

Deputy Shayne Daniel York
1971-1997
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In his last act of leadership, Al left Compton Sheriff’s
Station to provide assistance with a stolen vehicle pursuit. He drove his vehicle out of the parking lot and
was immediately involved in a slow-speed traffic collision. The man who was ready at all times to help
others became the one who needed help. Sensing urgency, citizens rushed to aid the beloved sergeant and
ran for help. With friends by his side, Al passed away
shortly after his arrival at the hospital.
Al was always a leader and knew exactly what to do.
He was fearless, and had tenacious willpower to do
what was good and right; he was a decent man who
did not shy away from danger or responsibility. Al was
a hard-charger whose actions were deliberate and impeccably-timed, and his mere presence offered comfort in knowing things would be alright, no matter the
situation. Al represented the best of us.
During a 26-year-long career with the Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department, Al worked a variety of assignments and made a difference in the lives of countless people.
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Sergeant ALFONSO LOPEZ E.O.W. October 24, 2016

It was October 24, 2016, when Sergeant Alfonso Lopez spent his last moments making a regular Monday
morning a little brighter with his signature sense of
humor and rolled without hesitation to a call to assist
deputies in a pursuit.

In MEMORIAM

Compton Sheriff’s Station

Al was a consummate professional and skilled investigator. Widely respected for a 14-year assignment at
Special Victims Bureau, he was a champion for those
who could not defend themselves, and carried the burden of knowing the suffering of the many victims whom
he aided. He was the kind of guy you wanted to have
as a partner at work, and one for whom victims were
thankful that he investigated their cases…criminals,
not so much.
In 2015, Al promoted from detective to sergeant and
ventured into a new level of leadership at Compton
Sheriff’s Station. It was there he had new opportunities
for mentorship and guidance of upcoming deputies.
Al had a unique sense of intellectual humor, but was all
business in the blink of an eye, if the occasion called
for it. He collected many friends throughout the years,
and if you met him, you never forgot him. He wouldn’t
let you.
Nor shall we ever forget you, Sergeant Alfonso Lopez.
You were the best; we knew it all along and respected
you for it. You were a husband, father, brother, son,
and so much more. A genuine soul with so much goodness inside. We honor the memory of you with heartfelt gratitude and cherish the time you were with us.
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Sergeant Owen, a 29-year veteran of the Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department, joined the department in
March, 1987. He dedicated 24 of his 29 years to working Lancaster Station in the Antelope Valley.
Sergeant Owen worked a variety of assignments and
promoted to the rank of sergeant in 2011. He was a
savvy and dedicated street cop, beloved by everyone
who worked with him. He was a Meritorious Service
Award recipient, honored for his outstanding police
work and ethic; and a Meritorious Conduct - Gold
Award recipient, recognized for his participation in an
armed carjacking call. Sergeant Owen enjoyed riding
in many forms, as a member of the Mounted Enforcement Detail and the Off-Road Motorcycle Enforcement
program.
Sergeant Owen was a genuine person, well-intending
and straight forward. He was devoted to family and
loved football. He coached many youth teams, such
as the Highland Youth Football League and Paraclete
High School. He also mentored many kids throughout the years, volunteering his time with the Explorer
program. Many times, people questioned how he was
able to adeptly juggle so many activities, working full
time, coaching and being a family man. They concluded he must have been a superhero.
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Sergeant Steven C. Owen E.O.W. October 5, 2016

Wednesday, October 5, 2016, will forever be one of
the darkest hours in Lancaster Sheriff’s Station history.
Sergeant Steven Owen was shot and killed as he responded to a residential burglary in progress.

In MEMORIAM

Lancaster Sheriff’s Station

With his unforgettable, deep voice, Sergeant Owen
was affectionately nicknamed Bullfrog. He was witty,
and quickly returned the favor by bestowing some incredibly clever nicknames on his colleagues.
Always motivated and a motivator of others, Sergeant
Owen led by example in his personal and professional
lives, and served the community with pride and distinction. As a tribute to Sergeant Owen, the Lancaster City
Council rededicated the Lancaster City Park, a centerpiece of many local activities, and renamed it the
Sergeant Steve Owen Memorial Park.
Sergeant Owen impacted the lives of those he served
and with whom he worked. He will always be remembered as a gentle giant with a caring and loving heart,
who was always willing to lend a hand to anyone.
Sergeant Owen is survived by his wife, Tania; his sons,
Chadd and Brandon; daughter, Shannon; mother, Millie; brother, Dave; daughter-in-law Nicole; sister-in-law,
Terri; niece, Cassidy; and nephew, Daniel.
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Throughout 2016, Avalon deputies upheld a high level of visibility on busy tourist-centered front streets
with foot patrols. They were mobile on wheels too,
with bicycle patrols and use of three-wheeled, electric vehicles, maintaining a safe and fun environment for residents and visitors on the sunny island
getaway. Staff levels were supplemented by the in-

valuable presence of reserve deputies who provided
greatly-appreciated support at our station for the last
twenty years, particularly during certain holidays and
events to ensure a safe and festive environment.
Regularly-assigned station personnel clearly recognize
the benefits of having those who live and work in our
community as part of Avalon Sheriff’s Station’s Volunteers on Patrol program. Ever so versatile, our twentyplus volunteers created a ham radio class to teach an
alternate source of communication, completed a cardio
pulmonary resuscitation/first aid certification course,
and participated in the Citizens Emergency Response
Team. Our volunteers promote police-community
partnerships; their support creates neighborhood solidarity and made events like the National Night Out a
large success. We are proud of our volunteers, and
in appreciation of their time and efforts to create a
safer, more caring place to live and work. Assigned
station personnel hosted a barbecue in their honor.
The patrol program was expanded this year in the village of Two Harbors, an unincorporated area on Catalina Island. Two deputy items were added, which in-

creased the number to four full-time resident deputy
positions in that area. Resident deputies patrol the
west end of the island with boats, 4x4 trucks and allterrain vehicles; they are trained and prepared to assist fellow residents and visitors experiencing boating, camping, diving, fishing, and hiking emergencies.
Station pride beamed when Law Enforcement Technician Hugh Carson, assigned as a station dispatcher,
left the island to be recognized for demonstrating outstanding service, commitment and leadership to effect
positive change. On June 15, 2016, Sheriff Jim McDonnell presented Hugh with the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department Exemplary Service Award.
The Bicycle Education and Registration (BEAR) program was brought to Avalon in 2016. The curriculum,
which evolved into a national success, involves five in-

structional sessions during which young students learn
bicycle repair skills, safe riding practices and the importance of good citizenship. At the end of the course,
each student is allowed to keep the bicycle they repaired. Implementation of the BEAR program brought
community youth closer to law enforcement on the
island, and we were proud to see the kids in program classes #8 and #9 complete their courses.
In an effort to raise funds as part of the Department’s
charitable giving campaign, Avalon Sheriff’s Station
personnel sold computer flash drives, customized
to look like miniature radio cars. This creative idea
was enthusiastically received and proved itself successful by raising almost $3,800 to benefit non-profit
organizations such as 999 for Kids and the March of
Dimes.
Station personnel worked very hard in 2016, and upheld the delicate balance of keeping crime at a minimum while preserving an environment for relaxation,
enjoyment and tourism. Visitors and residents felt safe
during a variety of events, and thank the Avalon deputies on a daily basis for their service while they enjoy
the beautiful scenery.
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Avalon is the only incorporated city on the renowned
Santa Catalina Island. Although each year close to
one million travelers pass through there, the prominent
resort town has a population of only 4,096 people, according to the 2010 census. Avalon Sheriff’s Station patrol jurisdiction stretches beyond these city limits to include Santa Catalina Island, San Clemente Island, and
the ocean water between the islands and mainland of
Southern California. Since Catalina Island’s economy
is largely dependent upon tourism, prompting a variety
of activities and events are scheduled year-round. With
so many possibilities for adventure and as much activity on and around the islands, the insurance of smooth
sailing for Avalon Sheriff’s Station during 2016 was
overseen by unit commander, Captain Doug Fetteroll.

Central Patrol Division
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Century Sheriff’s Station had an exciting and
eventful year in 2016.
Captain Kerry A. Carter
assumed station command in late February
and, under his leadership, the station moved
forward at a strong pace building positive relationships
within the communities we serve.
Station personnel hosted
a variety of constructive
events and meetings designed to build rapport
and increase communication with residents and
business owners. Annual events, such as the
station’s Public Safety
Dinner served each February honoring community
leaders, and Prayer Breakfasts observed in March and
September to build strength and unity between community members and station personnel, are important occasions. These simple acts of sharing a table
and breaking bread with neighbors display our care,
concern and connection on a human level with those
whom we see, and see us, daily. It is refreshing to be
reminded at the events that local residents appreciate

our work and have compassion for us on a personal
level, as well.
Warmer months brought the Summer Cops Team back
to the field.  Their hard work and diligence helped enhance arrest statistics in furtherance of public safety.
Station doors opened in June for our second annual
Community Open House event. Relationships were
built and enhanced in a fun and educational environment which included a clown for the kids, jail tours and
displays of curricula for becoming personally invested
in their sheriff’s station, plus an introduction to personnel from LASD specialized units, and local, state and
federal agencies.
An intense Active Shooter Training seminar conducted at Saint Francis
Medical Center returned
with positive feedback
from deputy personnel
and hospital staff. The
July event proved itself
invaluable with its design
to assist sworn and civilian personnel in the event of a
crisis.  With this training, Century became the first and
only POST-certified sheriff’s station qualified to teach
Arrest and Control courses, and subsequently, five
courses were conducted in 2016.
The People for Community Improvement’s seventh annual Walk for Life
event also took place in
July, during which deputies walked alongside citizens, local agency representatives and community
leaders in a two-and-onehalf-mile event dedicated
to open dialogue between
concerned citizens and
law enforcement. Around
800 residents marched
through their neighborhoods carrying a sense
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National Night Out, which was hosted in the Florence
Firestone and Walnut Park areas and the City of Lynwood, is always a big hit with residents. The earlyAugust event prompted community policing awareness
and enlightened neighbors about policing programs in
their areas.  Our first Community Academy kicked-off
that same month. Over the course of eight weeks, participants learned about criminal elements, traffic laws
and parking enforcement, and included a jail tour and
role playing. The program’s design to build strength,
knowledge and communication was well-received by
the public, and inspired the creation of a Teen Academy in 2017.
In September, over 150
station and Community
Oriented Policing Bureau
personnel went door to
door in the Willowbrook
community to conduct
a survey. The residents
offered valuable information to assist in combating crime and improving quality of life issues in their area. Two town hall meetings
grew from the seeds sown during the Willowbrook survey, and were hosted in October and December at two
local churches. Community members attended to hear
survey results, voice opinions and ask questions in an
open forum setting; Captain Carter answered each and
every question. The town hall meetings were not only
effective in addressing issues, airing concerns and
ironing-out differences,
but another step forward
in building stronger relationships.

The scariest haunted house in the county was visited
by over 600 kids and adults at our first Halloween Carnival. That same month, games, prizes and a LOT of
candy ensured everyone had a memorable and safe
holiday.
Whether by hosting an array of events like Coffee and
Pizza with the Captain, sponsoring charity, providing
holiday meal baskets and toys to families and kids, or
assisting homeless families, our personnel realized a
commitment to see our communities not only receive
exceptional policing services, but an enhanced quality
of life standard for everyone.
Over the course of 2016, our investment of time, resources and desire to connect through humanitarian
and benevolent acts had the return dividend of smiles,
appreciation, trust, and respect from the neighbors –
OUR neighbors!- whom we see, and who see us, daily.
And it was all worth it.

Central Patrol Division
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of peace and unity
with them. Undersheriff
Jacques La Berge, Chief
Joe Gooden and Captain
Carter addressed the
crowd, offering encouragement and support in
this endeavor.

October brought the
return of our Lacrosse
coaching program to Enterprise Park, providing
inner-city kids an opportunity to learn a unique
sport, and develop their
senses of team work,
sportsmanship,
conditioning, and coordination
in a guided environment.
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It was on a Monday morning, October 24, 2016, when
we lost our beloved friend, respected investigator and
valued coworker, Sergeant Al Lopez. Al was a man
dedicated to his craft, whose depth of knowledge
was as deep as the Mariana Trench, and whose
experience and energy abounded. His troops knew
they had his support and ability to lean on him for
guidance in any situation; he always knew what to
do and moved forward with confidence.   Anyone
who knew Al will find it difficult not to chuckle when
remembering his unique sense of humor or recalling any one of his quips. We miss our cherished
friend and are thankful to have worked with such a
compassionate, courageous and steadfast person,
even if only for a little while.
Other brave hearts lost in years past were honored
by Compton Station personnel on Saturday, November 19, 2016, during a ceremony for Fallen Heroes.
A portion of the 710 freeway between the 91 and
Alondra Boulevard was dedicated to Compton Police
Officers Kevin Michael Burrell and James Wayne MacDonald, who were shot and killed by a gang member
on Monday, February 22, 1993, during a traffic stop.  
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Compton Police
Officer
Dess Kingsley
Phipps, a United States Navy
veteran
who
served
during World War
II, was killed
on Saturday,
October
27,
1962, during a
vehicle pursuit. The 710 overcrossing at Alondra Boulevard was dedicated in his honor. The project of procuring the signs was led by Sergeant Frederick Reynolds, a former Compton Police Officer himself.  He was
assisted by Compton City Councilwoman Janna Zurita
and Assemblyman Mike Gibson, who introduced the
legislature. Sheriff McDonnell spoke at the event and
praised the courageous men who lost their lives while
in the service of a noble profession.

It’s not a pleasant subject, but certainly never a question when it comes to safeguarding at-risk children from
exposure to the harshness of street life. The innocence and happiness of
youth are stolen from minors worldwide, and they
are unwillingly subjected
to unforgettable experiences and inhumane
surroundings. Compton
Station deputies took this topic to heart and garnered
assistance from the Department’s newly-formed Human Trafficking Bureau to combat it; with the two working together, approximately 25 juvenile victims were
recovered. The city’s quality of life also received an
upward bump with the arrest of approximately 250 sex
workers, seven pimps and around 100 solicitors.

As citizens who have daily interaction in the city of
Compton with residents,
business owners, patrons, and passersby, our
personnel have a vested
interest in our upcoming
generation. To build relationships and trust with local children, we implemented
several programs for interaction with kids of all ages.
The Compton Youth Activities League boxing program
is always a big “hit” and flourished this year under the
discipline and guidance of experienced coach, Joseph
Zanders. Coach Zanders volunteered much of his time
to help countless at-risk
youth learn a confidence
and all-around wellnessbuilding skill, and we
have greatly appreciated
his dedication to mentoring our kids.

In furtherance of considering our children and
empowering them to be agents of positive change,
deputies participated in a five-week Team Kids program, partnering with
Compton School Police
and Clinton Elementary students. Kids from
kindergarten
through
eighth grade learned
about critical community
issues such as homelessness, hunger, literacy, and
the environment. They also learned how to address
these issues humanely and affect them constructively by collecting towels and blankets for local animal
shelters, gathering books for a regional library,
thoughtfully crafting bookmarks to accompany
the donated books, and remembering our
hospitalized military veterans with handmade holiday cards. Through the Team Kids program, children learned to recognize often unseen needs within
their community; they received the guidance, and

Deputies demonstrated an elevated level of
cool-headed professionalism and incident management during a chaotic incident during the early morning hours of Sunday, March 6, 2016. They responded
to an illegal shooting call at a commercial building in
the 900 block of West
Victoria Street, in Compton, which was updated
with information of multiple wounded victims
exiting the location. Arriving deputies heard
gunshots and saw muzzleflashes inside the building,
which housed hundreds of people attending a concert. They came upon a scene of panic and pandemonium, with frantic people running away, crying,
screaming and shocked. Upon learning the shooter
was still inside, deputies formed an entry team and
searched the building, all the while encountering fleeing and wounded victims. The suspect was gone, but
numerous critically injured victims remained, and deputies administered crucial, lifesaving measures until
paramedics arrived. Their coordination was without
pause, and their actions seamlessly and deliberately
executed. Although one victim was lost after succumbing to injuries, it is certain the deputies’ training, skill
and commitment to their craft led to the preservation
of life for others, as well as the integrity of the scene.
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This past year was a time when incidents and
events had us on our toes and held us by our hearts.
Exemplary acts of courage; unforgettable displays
of compassion, competence and concern for others;
and even coaching and cooking further defined our
character as true professionals who care for our
communities, and ensured each month was chock-full
of events and emotions.

Central Patrol Division
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encouragement to address them, and built the
confidence to engage them.

Central Patrol Division

Compton Sheriff’s Station

The Youth Activities League introduced lessons of
personal and community wellness, education, good
citizenship, and service to others through celebrity
chef Curtis Aikens’ new
program, Farm Growing
Ambassadors for a Better Community.
Chef
Aikens introduced the
kids to a hands-on curriculum, aimed at highlighting responsibility, teamwork and communication,
which took them from harvesting produce grown in the
YAL garden, to preparing it in the kitchen, to serving it
as a meal at the table. This was a great teaching moment for many children who, beforehand, never knew
the source of their food.
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At the scene of a dynamic call for service, East Los
Angeles Station deputies looked deeper into the
present circumstances of an emergency and
rescued a victim in immediate need of care.

During a check of the location for any other potentially
injured victims, Deputy Rojas discovered an eightyear-old girl sleeping in bed. Deputy Rojas collected
the little girl, who was later identified as the injured
woman’s daughter. Compassionately, he covered her
head with a blanket to shield her young eyes from seeing her severely injured mother and quickly walked her
outside.

Just minutes after 4:00 a.m. on Friday, October 21,
2016, East Los Angeles Station deputies responded to a possible assault with a deadly weapon call,
indicating a potential stabbing victim at the scene.
Deputies Miguel Ortiz and Christopher Gonzalez
responded to the emergency and found a male
Hispanic adult lying on the sidewalk, on his back with
two large kitchen knives protruding from his body.
Medical rescue response was summoned for the man
and the deputies immediately initiated an investigation into the circumstances surrounding his injuries.
Deputies Ortiz and Gonzalez saw lacerations on
the man’s wrists, which he confirmed were from a
self-inflicted suicide attempt.   With keen eyes of
observation, the deputies recovered a set of car keys
next to where the male was being medically attended
and located the man’s vehicle. Without having yet identified the man, deputies believed there might be information in connection with the car which would assist them.

Deputies Rendon and Rojas ensured paramedi gained quick access to the victim, who was
in critical condition and was immediately attended by trauma surgeons at a local hospital.
The victim survived, but because of sustaining severe
head trauma, she may likely suffer permanent brain

The investigation revealed the injured man found at the
beginning of the chain of events had created the dynamic and ghastly scene. Detectives learned he became
enraged and struck his wife in the head with a
hammer, causing her permanent brain injury and the
loss of her quality of life. Equally cruel, this suspect
diminished the quality of life for his daughter, who became virtually deprived of both parents as a result of the
incident and was put into the care of her adult sister. The
suspect was arrested for Attempted Murder and is being held in lieu of a bail amount over one million dollars.
In support of the little girl, whom Deputy Rojas
plucked from the scene of a gruesome assault and
who touched the hearts of the men who rescued her
mother, Deputy Rendon organized a fundraising barbecue. East Los Angeles Station personnel raised
$2,100 to purchase toys, clothing furniture, and
food to make sure the little girl had some holiday
happiness and knew she was not forgotten. It was the
best day in a long time for her and that made everyone
feel good.

CENTRAL Patrol Division

East Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station
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damage and require long-term care. The treating physician acknowledged that, had deputies not found the victim and taken lifesaving action to have her immediately
transported to the hospital, she would not have survived.

Lifesaving & Compassionate Act

Deputies Adrian Rendon and Jonathan Rojas assisted
in the investigation and ran a check of the license plate
number; they discovered the registered owner’s address was less than a mile away. Instead of merely
locking the man’s legally parked vehicle and sending
the keys with him to the hospital, the deputies responded to the car’s registered address to gather more information and notify any contacts there. Deputies Rendon
and Rojas arrived at the home and noticed the lights
were on inside; they knocked on the door several times
but got no answer. Again, in earnest will to assist the
injured man, the deputies pressed forward by knocking on neighbors’ doors and inquiring about the location. From this, deputies learned of another entrance
to the home and gained access through the kitchen.
Once inside, Deputies Rendon and Rojas located a woman suffering severe head trauma, bleeding and unresponsive.
Deputy Rendon immediately requested medical rescue to
respond to the second scene attached to the call.
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Learning Note:
One incident... needs to reflect station as a whole.
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Marina del Rey Station personnel had a year full of community interaction on several levels, all with positive and
fulfilling results.
In May, station personnel oversaw the oceanic arrival
of an external tank used in the NASA Space Shuttle
Program. The giant, orange fuel tank, known as ET94,
sailed from New Orleans, Louisiana, and docked at the
Marina del Rey launch ramp. Once transitioned to terra
firma, Marina deputies assisted in escorting ET94 along
its highly-anticipated transfer to its new home at the California Science Center. The event drew thousands of
onlookers and media who waited curbside to get a look
at the enormous tank and watch its amazing journey as
it delicately wove through the streets of Los Angeles.
Everyone who saw it was in awe of its enormous size
and what it took to move it. Our team took great pride in
having been a part of making it happen.

For the second year, Marina del Rey station personnel continued their partnership with the Challengers Boys and
Girls Club, and Corey Dantzler, the new director and son of the club’s founder, Lou “Papa Lou” Dantzler.
In the club’s second Youth Summit Series event, local youth sat with Marina del Rey
deputies and candidly discussed current social and controversial topics, and asked
questions about law enforcement tactics, applications and scenarios, including deputy-involved shootings, force and probable cause. Because many deputies go back to
serve in areas where they were raised, a deep rapport was built between several participating kids and deputies. By addressing the kids on a personal level and in an honest, straightforward approach, the conversation flowed; information was well-received,
myths and misconceptions were dispelled, and bonds were formed.
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On Friday, September 30, past and present station personnel gathered at Mother’s Beach, Marina del Rey, to
remember lost fellow law enforcement partner, Patrolman Harold Edgington. Patrolman Edgington, a 15year Los Angeles County Harbor Patrol veteran, was
killed on Sunday, September 30, 1979 in a violent attack. He was stabbed to death at Mother’s Beach while issuing a citation to a resident, whom deputies described
as mentally ill. As assisting units responded to the stabbing, a deputy-involved shooting occurred and the suspect
was killed. The 37th anniversary of Patrolman Edgington’s death, brought his widow Donna, and their son Gary, to
the site where they remembered their loved one and the sacrifice he made while honoring his commitment to serve
the community.
The 2016 calendar year closed with the cohosting of
the Days of Dialogue event, held at Knox Presbyterian
Church. This event celebrated the legacy of Martin Luther King, Jr. and brought over 250 community members together in conversation with law enforcement regarding events of the past and present. The purpose of
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Marina Del Rey Sheriff’s Station

In July, two men who hail from Texas Christian University and share the same alma mater as unit commander, Captain Joe Stephen, joined station personnel in a back to school program for kids enrolled in the
Challengers Boys and Girls Club. Over 500 pairs of
Nike brand tennis shoes were generously provided,
with each pair given upon the promise of each child
to be a good citizen, obey their parents, follow the law,
and do well in school.

the Days of Dialogue event is to recognize and accept cultural differences, and celebrate them by coming together
and socializing over a meal.
At the event, Pastor Reggie Ragland, a Marina del Rey Clergy Council member, introduced several key figures in
the community who made it their goal to bring the community and law enforcement
closer. By bringing them together at the event, citizens enjoyed opportunity to become
personally acquainted with neighbors, and the men and women who safeguard their
streets.
The night had such an overwhelmingly positive outcome, it was scheduled for future
events and to include clergy, additional outreach programs, and neighboring community members and law enforcement agencies.
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SOUTH LOS ANGELES Sheriff’s Station
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The station welcomed Captain April Tardy in October,
2016, who hit the ground running in her first command.  
Captain Tardy is often out in the community and made
a point at the beginning of her tenure to go door to door
in areas known for violent crimes and shootings. Her
objective in doing this was to meet with residents and
speak with them on a personal level, establishing an
honest conversation about improving the community.
Patrol deputies made several noteworthy arrests during 2016. One of these was a large seizure of narcotics; the investigation led to the recovery of dozens
of weapons and produced some very good observations.   It came during a traffic stop where more
than ten pounds of methamphetamine were recovered hidden in candy and foam peanut packaging.

served a warrant at the residence and recovered 52 firearms, several of which were banned assault weapons.
Station detectives were also quite active with investigations this year. They made 195 suspect
arrests stemming from investigations, and authored 118 warrants; of the 118 warrants, 73
were location warrants which yielded 64 firearms.
In one particular case, detectives received a report of an
armed robbery. During follow-up interviews, detectives
determined two of the victims were really suspects, who
confessed they conspired to rob the victims. The armed
suspect was positively identified and a search warrant
was served at the suspect’s residence; a firearm, money
and the victim’s wallet and identification were located.
During another field investigation, patrol deputies recovered 52 firearms.  It was after responding to an assault with a deadly weapon call in an unincorporated
area of Hawthorne that deputies were led to the suspect’s home at a second location; there, they located
the suspect’s wife who was a second assault victim.
Detectives learned the suspect had prior military experience and possessed a large cache of firearms.  They

South Los Angeles Station offers a high standard of
professional law enforcement services and is also
home to a Youth Activities League program which is
operated by station personnel. Each year, the program
provides a supervised safe haven in an otherwise high-

crime area, and offers services to thousands of kids to
keep them busy with positive, constructive and character-building activities. The South Los Angeles Youth
Activities League center hosts numerous after school
activities, summer adventures and holiday events. Annually, staff stage a haunted house event on Halloween,
a harvest festival and food basket giveaway at Thanksgiving, and a toy giveaway for hundreds of kids during
the winter holiday. The annual holiday party was a big
hit, as always, with 65 kids celebrating the season at a
pizzeria in Buena Park. Everyone had a fantastic time.
The Youth Activities League doubles as the South
Los Angeles Explorers Post. South Los Angeles Station Explorers excelled in competitions with other
posts and brought home several awards. Throughout the year, these youth participated in many community service events and provided valuable assistance, such as during a fire safety education
promotion. They went door-to-door and delivered
250 smoke detectors to residents in the communities
we serve. The life-saving devices were donated by
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South Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station serves a diverse
community between the Lawndale, Lennox and Vermont/Athens areas. South Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station is nostalgically referred to by many as the New
Lennox Station, and its personnel continue the tradition of hard work and outstanding service. The station,
however, is establishing a name of its own, with deputy
personnel and professional staff positively impacting
the lives of the residents it serves on a daily basis.

CENTRAL Patrol Division
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Even on the busiest of days, there was always time
for an expression of kindness and act of compassion. As South Los Angeles Station deputies patrolled the streets in December, they shared a spirit
of giving and caring, and passed out holiday gifts
to children in our neighborhoods. The gleeful kids
thanked the deputies and enjoyed talking to them,
but obviously, they loved their gifts even more.
On the cusp of the holiday season, the dynamics of
a young family was changed forever. It was Thursday, November 10, 2016, when a mother of two from
the unincorporated area of Gardena was struck and
killed by a vehicle as she crossed the street at the intersection of Marine and Lemoli Avenues. The suspect vehicle fled without offering any aid to the dying
woman. Proactive deputies located the vehicle and
arrested the driver, but the victim’s family was still
devastated by their loss. As a testament to the over-

whelming compassion and sympathy felt by the deputies for the victim’s husband and two elementary-aged
children, they purchased gifts and brought them to the
family. The sincere gesture was offered in hope of providing a small level of comfort during a season when
the family were certain to be suffering heartbreak.
In a long-standing tradition of aiding others in time
of need and having a deeper consideration of another’s plight, Deputy Marco Magana reflected on
the families suffering losses after five police officers were shot and killed in Dallas, Texas. The fatal ambush occurred on Friday, July 8, 2016, and
sharply affected South Los Angeles Station personnel because one of the officers, Senior Corporal Officer Lorne Ahrens of the Dallas Police Department,
was a former Law Enforcement Technician assigned
to our preceding station, Lennox Sheriff’s Station.
Deputy Magana enlisted the help of his partners and
coordinated a benefit barbecue, from which all funds
raised were donated to the Dallas Police Memorial

Fund, to go to the families of the fallen.  Firefighters,
first responders, law enforcement agencies, and prosecuting partners came from agencies all around to
contribute to the benefit which raised almost $9,000 for
the memorial.
As is the South Los Angeles way, when it was learned
another member of our staff suffered hardship, we all
came together. Sergeant Jose Lopez’s four-year-old
daughter was diagnosed with a rare disease and, to
assist his family, a fundraising barbecue was held.
More than $4,000 was collected and given to the Lopez family to alleviate some of the financial strain from
medical bills and other needs surrounding their care.
There is no doubt, South Los Angeles Station has
some of the finest, hardest working and most committed deputies and professional staff around.
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a local vendor and a non-profit fire prevention organization, and widely appreciated by the community.
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South Los Angeles Sheriff’s Station Continued
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Crescenta Valley Sheriff’s Station
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Fundraising efforts began this year for a new mobile
command post. The old one is to be retired, with
its replacement better suited to assist field units in
handling large-scale emergencies. Station personnel teamed up with Crescenta Valley Support Group
members and coordinated charity events to promote
sponsorship, one of which was a western-themed
party. Sheriff Jim McDonnell attended the event in
style, cowboy hat and all. With additional support
from the city of La Cañada Flintridge and the County

drilled at 10,000 feet on a frozen waterfall. It was for
certain this training, in combination with specialized
equipment, helped them effect the real-life rescue of a
ten-year-old boy and his father who fell 100 feet down
an ice chute in the Angeles National Forest.

Crescenta Valley Sheriff’s Station, located in the quiet
foothills of the Angeles National Forest and bordered
by the city of La Cañada Flintridge, had a busy year.
As 2016 drew to a close, Deputies Jeffrey Martin and
Eric Matejka, under the supervision of Sergeant Jose
Larios, escorted the La Cañada Flintridge parade float,
”Backyard Rocketeer,” to the city of Pasadena to appear in the internationally-broadcast Tournament of
Roses® Parade.   The float captured the Bob Hope
Humor Award and was proudly displayed post-parade
alongside other participating floats for the community
to view.
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The 29 members of the station’s Search and Rescue
team devoted almost 6,000 hours to patrolling the
mountains and rescuing victims. They are mountain
rescue experts, and one of only a few accredited underground search and rescue teams in California able
to perform rescues in mines and caves, some of which
are filled with water.  Spells of inclement weather often
prevented air support during rescue operations, but did
not stop the team from effecting challenging rescues.
Team members pinpointed lost hikers, assisted injured
people and even located a missing plane. The mystery
of a woman missing for three years was also solved.
Her vehicle drove off the roadway and it was discovered in dense trees and bushes below, where it landed. Team members participated in annual ice
training in Mammoth Lakes,
where they

Our volunteer group, headed by Sergeant Cynthia
Gonzales and Deputy Alejandro Covian, grew by five
people this year. With the welcoming of recent graduate, Rudy Espinosa, our staff increased to 47 active
members. This was especially helpful because our
volunteers were a great asset in assisting with many
station needs during 2016 and provided much appreciated support. Volunteers augmented station personnel
with crowd and traffic control during the annual Memorial Day parade and Thanksgiving Day, two large
events which drew several thousand spectators and
participants.
In December, community relations team members, in
conjunction with Los Angeles County Parks and Recreation, held the station’s annual holiday toy and food
drive. Local children from approximately 125 attending
families were thrilled to take photos with Santa Claus and tiptoe
through a maze of toys. After receiving their gifts, the families
were treated to a
free breakfast
and bags of
groceries.

of Los Angeles, the amount needed to purchase the
much needed command post is in sight.
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Longtime volunteer team member, Steve Goldworthy,
received the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department,
Reserve Forces Bureau’s Rescuer of the Year and the
Volunteer of the Year awards.

Patrol deputies and detectives worked hard to reduce
the number of residential burglaries, after a short period in April when they almost tripled. With the application of dogged proactive police work by field deputies
and diligent follow-up by station detectives, the number
was reduced significantly.
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Deputy for a Day

Industry Sheriff’s Station
East Patrol Division

The kind and sympathetic deputy thoughtfully coordinated assets and personnel from Industry Sheriff’s
Station, Aero Bureau, Special Enforcement Bureau,
the Los Angeles County Fire Department, and the California Highway Patrol to participate in the event.

Since Julian was an ‘official’ deputy, he was familiarized with his station on a tour. He moved on to ‘supervise’ other deputies training in the weapons training
simulator, then spent time training, too, with Special
Enforcement Bureau Special Weapons Team, K-9 and
Aero Bureau deputies.
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Wednesday, July 20, 2016, was a big day for Julian,
chock-full of activities and surprises. The deputies
worked hard to make it a day he would remember for
a long time and give him a good boost. Seeing Julian
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On Tuesday, May 3, 2016, Industry Sheriff’s Station
Deputy Marianne Oliver responded to a call for service
to assist 13-year-old Julian Cardenas. When she met
with him, she learned that three months earlier Julian
experienced an unusual bout of severe back pain. Julian was examined by doctors and diagnosed with leukemia.

Moved by Julian’s circumstances, Deputy Oliver felt a
need to do something more than just handling a regular call for service; she was personally touched by his
situation and wanted to take an active role in improving
his morale and quality of life. As she drove back to
the station, the story of Julian weighed heavily on her
heart.

Although he is on a path to wellness and undergoing
treatment, Deputy Oliver learned Julian felt dejected
and struggled emotionally because of physical limitations in some play activities with others kids; skateboarding, bicycle riding or even attending school regularly was difficult while his immune system and health
were in repair. Julian was quite fond of learning and
wished to become an engineer one day.

When Deputy Oliver returned to the station, she shared
the story with coworkers who came up with a plan to
perk Julian up. They decided to make him an honorary
deputy for a day! With the support of unit commander,
Captain Timothy Murakami, plans to make one of the
best days of Julian’s young life moved forward.

happy again was important for them, and knowing his
parents would have harmony back in their home again
with a content child, a blessing.
Imagine Julian’s face when Deputy Oliver pulled up to
his house that morning in the Department’s customized
Chevy Camaro show car. It was fantastic! With Julian’s parents in on the surprise, Deputy Oliver picked
him up and drove back to the station, where the event
kicked-off with Acting Assistant Sheriff Anthony La
Berge swearing in Julian as the Industry Sheriff’s Station Deputy of the Day.

So Julian could have some tokens to remind him of his
special day in law enforcement, different Department
bureaus donated a collection of souvenirs and challenge coins. The deputies hoped these items would
show Julian how much he touched their hearts, and
might quietly offer him encouragement and support on
the harder days of his medical, emotional and physical
challenges.
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To complete the day, station personnel hosted a barbecue fundraiser, with all the proceeds going to support
Julian and his family.

Deputy Oliver continues to mentor Julian. Her dedication to one little boy is a bright example of how deputy
personnel are not just working in the communities we
serve, but are part of them.
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San dimas Sheriff’s Station

San Dimas Sheriff’s Station is one of six stations within the East Patrol Division of the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department. The station’s jurisdiction encompasses approximately 276 square miles, and it serves
the city of San Dimas; the unincorporated communities of Azusa, Covina, Glendora, La Verne, Claremont,
and Pomona; a portion of Mount Baldy; a large por-
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tion of the Angeles National Forest along California
State Route 39; and portions of Angeles Crest Highway along California State Route 2. The population
for these areas is approximately 105,000 people, with
more than 36,000 in the city of San Dimas and nearly
69,000 in the unincorporated areas.

favorite way for deputies to raise money for a worthy cause, and members of the public love to have
the deputies wait on them hand and foot. Deputies
from San Dimas Station participated in the fundraiser held at Red Robin restaurant and every dollar
raised from the event helped fund Special Olympics
programs in the community. Special Olympics enriches the lives of athletes with intellectual disabilities.

A few months later in August, a group of deputies once
again stepped up when their hearts saw a need. A
young man with disabilities, known for riding his bicycle
around the neighborhood many hours a day, was the
victim of a theft; someone stole his prized bicycle from
an open garage. The word quickly reached others on
the shift and within hours, deputies bought a replacement bike at a local shop and delivered it to the young
man in the station lobby. His joy was apparent and
he resumed his daily rides in and around San Dimas.

This year on National Night Out, in addition to the traditional block parties planned and hosted in selected
neighborhoods, a community family picnic was held at
Via Verde Park in San Dimas. The picnic included displays and exhibits from first responders and station personnel, a balloon toss with deputies and live entertainment. This event is a unique opportunity for deputies to
engage in a social interaction through a fun environment.

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s deputies give a whole
new meaning to A Tradition of Service at Tip-A-Cop
fundraisers. Deputies served as guest waiters at
participating, local restaurants and the tips were donated to benefit Special Olympics.   Tip-A-Cop is a

Annually, on the first Tuesday of August, our nation celebrates National Night Out. This event is designed to heighten crime and drug prevention awareness and show general support for local anti-crime
efforts. It also strengthens neighborhood spirit and
police-community partnerships. National Night Out
is an event in which we try to humanize the uniform,
get out and mingle, and let our guard down a little bit.
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The men and women assigned to our station strive to
have meaningful engagement with this diverse population, and found the most rewarding successes through
impromptu acts of kindness. It turns out, deputy sheriffs are not immune to the losses felt by crime victims.
In June, 2016, a resident was shocked to learn
someone stole more than $900 cash from her purse,
which was intended to be her rent money. Touched
by the victim’s predicament and empathizing with her
loss, deputies at the scene quickly took up a collection among their patrol peers and around the station.
Before the evening shift was over, most of the rent
money was replenished, much to the amazement of
the distraught victim. The single mother of four children was extremely grateful and surprised. She expressed deep thankfulness to the deputies and told
them they saved the roof over her family, literally.

East Patrol Division
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The residents of our station area are by nature, a
mixed group from all walks of life; but on this night,
they universally expressed their gratitude for all we do.
They spoke of our daily risks, the challenges of modern
police work and the ever-present dangers we encounter. We were grateful to have this genuine display of
support.
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EAST Patrol Division

On October 15, 2016, Deputies Macias and Morales,
worked their patrol assignment and neared the end of
their shift. As they drove back to the station on Las
Tunas Drive, they saw smoke in the air, coming from
somewhere near Broadway Avenue, in the unincorporated area of San Gabriel. Realizing there may be an
emergency, they drove toward the source of the smoke
to investigate.
Deputies Macias and
Morales discovered the
origin of the smoke came
from a residence in the
8800 hundred block of
Broadway Avenue, and
immediately requested
a response from fire department personnel to
the location. The deputies ran to the front of
the house and banged
on the door to get the
attention of anyone inside.
The smoke grew
thicker inside the
residence, and after
minutes of banging
and yelling at the
front door, an elderly man opened it
up. Deputy Macias
asked him to exit
the house immediately,
but a language barrier inhibited communication and it
appeared the man did not want to leave. The deputies entered the residence and rescued the man from
the residence, escorting him outside through the front
door.
The thick, black smoke which built up made it difficult to see and breathe but Deputy Macias went back
into the house to see if anyone else was still inside.
He crawled through the interior on his hands and
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When a neighbor arrived and translated for the elderly
resident, the deputies learned the man’s wife was still
inside. Deputies Macias and Morales rushed back into
the residence to search for the elderly woman but did
not locate her and were forced to exit because of the
thick smoke.
Deputies Macias and Morales did not give up. They
paused to catch their breath and made another entry
into the home to search for the wife. Finally, Deputy
Macias spotted her at the rear of the house, walking
with the assistance of a mobility walker. Both deputies
went to her and escorted her through the dwelling, but
she moved slowly and the stifling smoke began to affect them.
Fearing they may not
have enough time to
exit before being overcome, Deputy Macias
lifted the woman up and
carried her out of the
house to safety. Without
apprehension, Deputies
Macias and Morales went
back inside to check for
anyone trapped; no one
was located and they exited safely.
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knees and searched, but did not locate anyone. The
smoke became too much and he was forced to exit.

East Patrol Division

TEMPLE Sheriff’s Station

Most deputies go about their daily business without the
need or desire for fanfare or attention. Many actively
avoid the spotlight and wish to quietly disappear into
the background and head to their next call. Temple
Sheriff’s Station Deputies Orlando Macias and Jacqueline Morales are no different. They are two modest
professionals who prefer to be unsung heroes, rather
than bask in the spotlight of their actions.

By that time, fire department personnel and assisting patrol units arrived at
the scene. Deputies Macias
and Morales were transported to a local hospital for
smoke inhalation and later
released. The husband and
wife they rescued were also
transported to a hospital and
treated for smoke inhalation,
and released.
The cause of the fire was determined to be grease
catching fire in the kitchen.
The quick and brave actions taken by Deputies Macias
and Morales were commendable. Their selfless decision to step into harm’s way and make multiple entries
into the home to save the life of another exemplified
heroic actions. This is the type of people they are, and
because of them, two lives were saved.
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Heroes and Helpers

Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station

This year, four deserving families were selected to receive a complimentary holiday shopping trip at a local Target discount retail store. Gift cards generously

donated by First General Bank allowed our community
members to take part in the holiday event, and ensured
the deserving kids had their holiday wishes granted.
As each family shopped for gifts, they were escorted
by a Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station deputy and
a Target store employee, ready to assist them. At the
conclusion of the event, the families were invited to
Chili’s Grill and Bar where they were served complimentary dinners graciously provided by Chili’s management. The evening was enjoyed by all.
Each year, this event creates a great opportunity for
Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station staff to have a
positive and rewarding experience with local residents
and members of the business community. Our personnel look forward to the annual event and are rewarded
and inspired by the experience.
The Heroes and Helpers program was very successful, and grew over time in attendance and donations.
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For the fifth consecutive year, members of the Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station partnered with the
Target Corporation, Rowland Unified School District
Family Resource Center, First General Bank of Rowland Heights, and the Chili’s Grill and Bar restaurant
in Diamond Bar to hold the Heroes and Helpers program for 2016. The program is designed to bring together local businesses, law enforcement personnel
and community members, to identify families in need
or for special recognition. The program pairs public
safety officers with youth and families for a day of holiday shopping, and promotes a strong relationship in
the process. Building stronger bonds and relationships
with members of the community serves to strengthen
public safety and trust by enhancing communication
and understanding.

Its advancement is because of the strong partnership
between community members, local business leaders
and our compassionate staff. Captain Alfred Reyes attended the event and took the opportunity to continue
cultivation of the police-community relationship by talking with the parents and children and learning more
about them. Captain Reyes continues to promote his
philosophy of dedication to the community by building
partnerships, maintaining strong communication and
reinforcing public trust.
The station maintains an average of 80 community
volunteers, 12 reserve deputy sheriffs, and an active
sheriff’s Explorer program, which develops teens
and young adults considering careers in law enforcement. Our volunteers support daily station
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functions by assisting sworn personnel, thus allowing
them to focus on other priority tasks. In some way,
each of our 100-plus combined civilians are involved
with supporting Walnut/Diamond Bar Sheriff’s Station
and law enforcement, in general.
We are proud of the high level of professionalism and
performance our sworn personnel, professional staff
and volunteers display on a daily basis. The Heroes
and Helpers program is just one of many events we
participate in to interact and share with members living
in the community we serve. It is a good reminder of
the challenges others face, and a positively rewarding
experience for everyone involved.

East Patrol Division
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Since the signing of the Antelope Valley Settlement
Agreement with the United States Department of Justice in April, 2015, the Compliance Unit, the United
States Department of Justice and the Federal Monitors maintained a collaborative relationship with an eye
toward reform. Prior to signing the settlement agreement, several of the agreed mandates were either
implemented by the Antelope Valley/Department of

Justice Compliance Unit or are being developed. The
settlement agreement is not viewed as merely a set
of mandates, but as a set of opportunities which will
enable our agency to continue improving in several areas. In 2016, many of the required mandates were
submitted to the United States Department of Justice
and monitor, and were either approved or progressed
in the approval process.

The Antelope Valley/Department of Justice Compliance Unit created or revised Department policies on
traffic stop procedures, documentation and supervisory review of stop data. Other new policies implemented include guidelines and duties for station Community
Advisory Committees, interaction with limited English-

The Antelope Valley/Department of Justice Compliance
Unit developed training regarding constitutional policing, bias-free policing and use of force de-escalation
techniques. Additional training is being developed for
supervisors, to aid them in conducting investigations of
force, complaints and personnel issues.
The Lancaster and Palmdale Sheriff’s Stations continued their partnership with their Community Advisory
Committees in order to receive vital feedback from the
community on outreach and policing priorities. Both
stations, along with their Community Advisory Committees, established quarterly public town hall meetings in
which the community could voice their concerns, and
provide vital feedback to the stations on community priorities and policing efforts.
This collaborative process between the Antelope Valley/Department of Justice Compliance Unit and the
United States Department of Justice is an important reminder of how we can engage in meaningful dialogue
to enhance our knowledge, employ emerging training,
and continue improving our policies and practices.
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proficient individuals, rights of citizens who photograph
or video record deputies performing their duties, investigation of public complaints, and several others.

NORTH Patrol Division

Antelope Valley/Department of Justice 
Compliance Unit

The Antelope Valley/Department of Justice Compliance Unit personnel coordinated the implementation
of two Mobile Digital Computer/Computer Aided Dispatch programming updates which allowed the capture
of additional data on traffic stops in order to improve
collection and analysis. This additional data collection
includes information on back seat detentions, search
authority and vehicle impounds. These updates, along
with improved supervisory review implemented by the
Antelope Valley/Department of Justice Compliance
Unit, are aimed at identifying or preventing any possible biased or discriminatory conduct.
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2016 was one of opportunity, challenge, mourning and
growth for Lancaster Sheriff’s Station personnel.
Wednesday, October 5, 2016, was one of the hardest
days when we lost our friend, Sergeant Steve Owen.
Steve was an all-around amazing person whose life,
humor, wisdom, faith, and mannerisms touched many
people. He was a cop’s cop, Straightforward with a
deep-seated sense of right and wrong, and performed
his duties with polish, courage, confidence, and sincerity. Our friend, affectionately dubbed the Bullfrog by
his mentees, was a humanitarian who held the interest
and benefit of others in high regard.  Even in his last
moments, Steve was a warrior for goodness and what
was right, as he responded to assist someone in despair. Our beloved friend lost his life that day and we
mourned the loss of a man without equal.
It was through Steve’s death we realized the vastness of support from our community. People came
from miles around to mourn with us. They shared our
loss, extended hands; comforted us with meaningful
embraces; they nourished us with homemade dishes
brought to the station; and they lined the streets to salute and pay their last respects. They cared. In turn,
we shared our gratitude through social media and during memorial services and gave a rare glimpse into our
world, which is often closed to the public.

Through enduring a grievous and deeply emotional
event together, station personnel and the community
grew closer than ever. Our relationship became more
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than just police and citizens, we were neighbors. Since
that tragic day, station personnel worked even harder
to keep the lines of communication open with the community we so proudly serve. At local events or just
talking to people in the street, our deputies welcomed
opportunities to hear concerns or ideas on how to better police the community.
One method to further foster our improved relationship
was involvement in the Antelope Valley Coffee for Vets
activity. Once a month or bi-monthly, a sworn station
member who is a military veteran attended the meetings; they listened to the other veterans’ concerns and
helped address them. Participation in these meetings
presented excellent opportunities to draw on the resources of a concerned population to promote the station Volunteer and Explorers Programs. Public service
announcements and crime prevention lessons were
also offered and the interactive experiences with our
Antelope Valley veterans was positive.
Another facet of these efforts was establishment of
the Community Advisory Committee in 2012, a diverse
group of fellow townspeople who represent nearly every socioeconomic level and geographic area within
our policing jurisdiction. The committee hosted several
Days of Dialogue events throughout the year. The dialogues were moderate exchanges between the com-

munity and law enforcement, aimed to create opportunities for meaningful conversations. Controversial
issues and topics, such as public perception of law en-

forcement were discussed and allowed our personnel
to see how the public perceived their actions.
Station personnel participated in developing the Making Appropriate Choices program, facilitated by the
Community Advisory Committee members partnered
with Antelope Valley Hospital employees. The program
lived up to its name, aimed towards alerting local youth
of the dangers of drugs, alcohol and tobacco and guiding them toward making informed choices for happy
and healthier lives. The Making Appropriate Choices
successfully used peer mentoring and positive role
models to convey its message and continues its practice at Cole Middle School with a goal of expanding into
multiple local schools.
Other school programs organized by Lancaster Sheriff’s Station deputies were the Red Ribbon Week and
Every 15 Minutes national programs. Red Ribbon
Week was celebrated on more than 20 school campuses and focused on encouraging children to stay
away from drugs. Students were encouraged to take a
pledge and stay healthy and drug free. Several show
cars, patrol cars and specialty vehicles were taken to
the various campuses for the students to sit in and
play, which opened opportunities for conversation with
the deputies. The Every 15 Minutes national program
taught high school students, in a vivid presentation,
the dangers of alcohol intoxication. Personnel from
the Antelope Valley stations, California Highway Patrol, Los Angeles County Fire Department, Los Angeles

Station personnel participated in an innovative program, which literally opened dialogue between the
community and law enforcement, called Coffee with a
Deputy. A monthly meeting held in a local coffee shop
allowed local residents to talk with deputies in a relaxed environment and ask about crime or nuisance related issues in their neighborhood and business communities.  Officials from the City of Lancaster’s Office
of Public Safety also participated in the meetings and
discussed available city resources.
The Antelope Valley has a large homeless population.
Because so many of these individuals suffer mental
illness, Lancaster and Palmdale Sheriff’s Stations,
through a partnership with Mental Health America, provided mental health crisis intervention training to hundreds of local law enforcement officers.  The goal of the
program was to reduce the need for use of force when
contacting persons in mental health crises.

NORTH Patrol Division

LANCASTER Sheriff’s Station
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County Department of Medical Examiner-Coroner and
a local tow company collaborated to present several
events. Students observed law enforcement in action
in a simulated vehicle accident scene where a peer
was arrested and booked for drunk driving, the students interacted throughout the event.

Lancaster Sheriff’s Station also participated in the AV
Pride event. The day included a festival and open
house at the Outreach Center, craft booths, entertainment, food and camaraderie involving the LGBTQ
community. Sergeant Theresa Dawson took part in the
planning committee for the 2016 event and deputies
interacted with its members in a celebratory environment.
The Explorer, Neighborhood Watch, Vital Intervention and Directional Alternatives programs, along with
monthly participation in Criminal Justice Commission
and National Association for the Advancement of Colored People meetings; and the offering of self-defense
classes for women, continues to foster a greater understanding between Lancaster Sheriff’s Station staff
and the communities we serve.
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Malibu/Lost Hills Sheriff’s Station

To address this concern, Malibu/Lost Hills Sheriff’s Station personnel worked closely with the City of Malibu;
the Office of Supervisor Sheila Kuehl, Los Angeles
County Board of Supervisors, Third District; the Community Assistance Resource Team; local clergy, and
various homeless advocacy groups on issues related
to the homeless. In May, deputies participated in a
Homeless Connect Day event in Malibu, which drew
more than 80 people seeking to reach out to members
of the homeless community. Because of this outreach,
many men and women received a variety of resources
and much needed aid, and the event was a great success.

Throughout the year, unit personnel worked closely
with city officials on several emergency readiness
training days, such as El Nino preparedness, tsunami
warning plans, Pacific Coast Highway Safety, Community Emergency Response Teams, and evacuation
planning. Preparedness information was disseminated and gleaned by personnel
at local community events. Active shooter training was conducted at local high schools,
along with the station’s
annual, large-scale, multiagency, active shooter
training day at Pepperdine University.

The Volunteers on Patrol program is a fantastic resource of support for our station, and during 2016,
members gave their time and energy to help keep
Malibu safe by providing a number of greatly-appreciated services. They offered valuable assistance with
community events, traffic control, vacation
checks, and parking enforcement, among
many other things.

Members of the Malibu Public Safety Commission and
the Malibu Public Works Department worked tirelessly throughout the year to improve public safety while
maintaining the quality of life by the sea for which the
city is universally known.
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The City of Malibu stretches more than 27 scenic miles
along the Pacific Ocean.  Each year, an estimated 7 to
10 million people visit the city’s local beaches. In recent
years, we saw a significant increase in visitors to the
Malibu area and 2016 was no exception. The abnormally warm weather and ocean temperatures brought
enormous crowds to our area beaches throughout
most of the year. In addition to these crowds, came a
significant increase in the homeless population.  

NORTH Patrol Division
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With the significant increase in the visitor population,
there also came a significant rise in traffic-related issues. Station personnel worked closely with local
legislators, Malibu City officials, public safety agencies, and community members on the Pacific Coast
Highway Safety Study and the Pacific Coast Highway Taskforce. All of these stakeholders worked extremely hard during the year to improve things, such
as traffic accident response, clearing traffic congestion, infrastructure and communication improvements,
pedestrian safety, bicycle safety, and other issues.
The Pacific Coast Highway Taskforce email group was
instituted to ensure all stakeholders received timely information regarding issues on the renowned highway,
and the information could be disseminated quickly to
the public.   As a result, considerable traffic enforcement was conducted in the City of Malibu over the
course of the year, and the overall collision rate, along
with the injury collision rate, did not increase from previous years.
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Community Engagement 2016

Palmdale Sheriff’s Station
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In 2016, Palmdale Sheriff’s Station hosted 37 community engagement events, partnered with our neighbors
at 48 community events, facilitated over 100 station
tours, and transacted more than 500 ride along requests. Over 80 percent of our station personnel attended at least one event during the year.
The keen staff at Palmdale Station understand their
role to ensure the safety of our fellow community members and recognize it cannot be done alone. Building
relationships and creating public partnerships are essentials to combating crime and helping create tomorrow’s vision of our community. Although tremendous
progress was made through community engagement,
we eagerly look forward to several future endeavors
and partnerships to deepen our civic relationships.

Kids, cops and frozen yogurt. Sounds like an iconic
painting of a policeman and a runaway little boy, right?
Well, it’s not, but it’s close. The concept developed
when a young man stole a tip jar from the counter of
a local frozen yogurt shop. The responding deputy
found the young man and returned the jar and money
to the owner. Since the deputy was already there, how
could he pass up a frozen yogurt? That led to a conversation with the owner and the next thing you know, they
put together the Kids, Cops and Frozen Yogurt social
event. The concept is simple: The kids come for the
yogurt, the deputies strike up conversation with them
and their parents, and everyone has a great time.
Two yogurt shop events were hosted in 2016 with
more planned for 2017. To draw even more interest to the 2016 events, several specialized vehicles were brought over to show the kids and their
families. The events were very well received, with
the second event garnering over 100 attendees.
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Throughout the years, committed staff at Palmdale
Sheriff’s Station have sought out innovative community policing strategies and worked hard to establish
partnerships with local area organizations. Outreach
efforts were enhanced to include more community engagement activities, and as a result of their efforts new
alliances were developed and a wider spectrum of citizenry were engaged.
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Kids helping kids; that’s how the Muddy Explorer Fun
Run got started. Our station Explorer post wanted to
help raise funds for the 999 for Kids charity, a worthwhile, altruistic effort which raises funds for children
in the care of the Los Angeles County Department of
Children and Family Services. With the cooperation
and partnership of an Acton-based mud run business,
a 5K mud run event with over 50 obstacles and 10 water slides was coordinated. One of the water slides
was over 60 feet long, making the fundraiser a lot of
grimy fun for a good cause that cleaned up well.
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Over 1,000 people attended the open house and
joined in the festivities. There was a rock climbing
wall, bounce house, shooting gallery, and a fast pitch
competition using a mobile radar speed trailer to keep
everyone busy. Other highlights included a dunk tank,
in which you could dunk one of our traffic deputies, a
demonstration of our MILO Range training system, and
tours of the station, from the dispatch area to the jail.
On the first Friday of each month, Palmdale station invited the public to meet station deputies for a
hot cup of coffee and great conversation for the Coffee with A Cop social event. It was an extremely
successful outreach, with more than 30 community
members at each event. They came to meet Captain Dennis Kneer and station deputies in different

coffee shops, restaurants and senior centers around
the city, and enjoyed opportunities to discuss local and national issues in a relaxed environment.
Deputies assigned to Palmdale Sheriff’s Station stop
and engage children in the areas we serve at every opportunity. Acknowledgement of these little
ones and even a few moments of positive interaction with them carries a lot of weight in their young
lives. Richard Hammack was one of those deputies.
Unfortunately, Rich’s life was taken on Monday, May
11, 1992, when he was shot and killed while serving a narcotics warrant. He was only 31 years old.
In his honor, the Hammack Activity Center was named
for him. As a way of recognizing Rich and bringing
attention to the center, Palmdale Sheriff’s Station partnered with the Boys and Girls Clubs of the Antelope
Valley who occupy the facility and presented our inaugural Trunk or Treat and Car Show event on Sunday,
October 29, 2016. There was a live band; a show of
classic cars, some decorated with Halloween motif;
games; and a rock wall, brought by the Antelope Valley
Search and Rescue Team. And, of course, there was
candy. In fact, there were so many people at the event,
we had to make a special trip to buy more candy!
Despite the looming threat of rain, over 800 people
came out to trick or treat from the trunks of cars and
to check out some incredibly beautiful vehicles. It was
a fun day filled with smiles, a safe Halloween experience for the kids, and a fantastic opportunity to interact
within our local circle.
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This year marked the tenth anniversary of Palmdale
Sheriff’s Station opening for business. In honor of the
momentous occasion, an open house event was hosted, to which all Department bureaus were invited to
join in the celebration. Food and lots of exhibits and
activities made it a fun day for kids and adults, but the
highlight was an appearance by Sheriff Jim McDonnell,
United States Congressman Steve Knight, 25th Congressional District, and California State Assemblyman
Tom Lackey, 36th Assembly District.
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Palmdale Sheriff’s Station Continued
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Youth Activities League Partners with Boston Scientific

Santa Clarita Valley Sheriff’s Station

When Deputy Lee is not performing rescues with the
team, she tends a career at Boston Scientific, a world
leader in developing and manufacturing cutting edge
medical equipment. She presented the need for tutors
to her fellow employees and many of them expressed
a desire to help. As a result of a meeting taken between a large group of Boston Scientific employees
and representatives of the Santa Clarita Valley Station Youth Activities League, a cadre of 20 volunteers
from Boston Scientific were identified to serve as tutors
throughout the school year.

League students who spent every Monday for several
months learning computer programming, coding and
robotic building. Participants were introduced to basic
engineering techniques and unique problem solving
strategies.
As the school year progressed, the team contended in
their first robotics competition.  There were 35 teams
from all over southern California present at the event,
many of which were competition veterans with significant experience in robot construction. Only the top ten
finishing teams qualified to move on to the regional

competition, and in an impressive showing for a firsttime team, the Santa Clarita Valley Sheriff’s Station
Youth Activities League team placed tenth, ensuring
them a place in the regional competition! The experience gained from competing at a regional level encouraged the participating students to pursue their interests
in the field.  Planning is underway for the 2017 competition.

with tutoring. The volunteers established relationships
with these kids, enabling them to be mentors and role
models. Their staff is continually coming up with, or
offering to help with, events and needs of the Youth Activities League. This community partnership is the culmination of great people working at great businesses,
where they are allowed and encouraged to give back to
the community.
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In late 2014, Reserve Deputy Jessica Lee, a member
of the Santa Clarita Valley Station Search and Rescue Team, became aware the station’s Youth Activities
League center needed volunteers to serve as tutors.
The center, located in the community of Val Verde, provides complimentary, after-school tutoring services to
more than 60 children on a daily basis.

This positive and benevolent partnership continues.
Boston Scientific sends volunteers every day to assist
NORTH Patrol Division
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The impact seen by the volunteer tutors from Boston
Scientific was immediate.   Having the 20 volunteers
present daily, Monday through Thursday, provided the
ability to help participating children on a one-on-one
basis. The opportunity to address unique concerns of
individual students greatly enhanced the learning experience. The proof of the partnership’s effectiveness
was demonstrated in a survey of the students, which
found a significant increase in grade level ability in the
vast majority of the participants.
The partnership between the Santa Clarita Valley Station Youth Activities League and Boston Scientific expanded over the last two years and included tours of
Boston Scientific facilities, and lectures from employees working in the science, technology, engineering,
and math fields.  These outings and lectures were presented in hopes of encouraging the children, many of
whom come from impoverished backgrounds, to pursue careers in science and engineering.
In 2016, representatives from Boston Scientific proposed introduction of a robotics class at the youth center, which included grant funding, materials and the use
of the tutors from Boston Scientific to teach the class.   
The robotics class was attended by 12 Youth Activities
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West Hollywood Sheriff’s Station

In February, 2016, Captain Holly
M. Perez was heartily welcomed as the new unit
commander, bringing
over 29 years of law
enforcement experience with her.
Captain Perez initiated the popular
Coffee with the
Captain meetings
and connected with
local residents on a
monthly basis at various locations throughout the city of West Hollywood. These events were
very popular and well received
by the community; they allowed community members and business owners to communicate their concerns and ideas regarding public safety
directly to Captain Perez and city public safety staff.
From Friday, June 10, through Sunday, June 12, 2016,
West Hollywood Sheriff’s Station partnered with the city
of West Hollywood and the Christopher Street West
Association to celebrate the 46th Annual Los Angeles
Pride parade and festival, also known as LA! Pride.
LA! Pride is the world’s first gay pride parade and festival. Originally held in 1970 on the one-year anniversary of the Stonewall Riots, the first LA! Pride event
was a foundational event of the west coast gay liberation movement. Since 1979, LA! Pride was held in
West Hollywood, the historical center of Los Angeles
gay life. It evolved into a three-day festival dedicated
to celebrating equality and defending the rights of les-
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bian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning individuals; it incorporates music, art, exhibits, speeches,
parties, and a large, world-renowned parade.
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The West Hollywood Sheriff’s Station enjoyed another
eventful year of law enforcement services to the city
of West Hollywood and the unincorporated areas in
its patrol jurisdiction, which include Universal City, the
Universal Studios Hollywood theme park and Universal Studios CityWalk Hollywood.

West Hollywood Sheriff’s Station personnel joined the
city of West Hollywood and other public safety partners
in hosting the annual City of West Hollywood Halloween Carnaval, during which thousands of costumed
visitors arrived on that Halloween Monday and walked
along Santa Monica Boulevard. Visitors indulged in
some harmless fun with good-spirited attendees eager
to show off their costumes and revel in the city’s nightlife. The street party of 500,000 guests was a spectacle and watched worldwide.
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September saw the station host its first open house in
several years. Again partnering with the city of West
Hollywood for the event, the city’s Public Safety Awards
were presented. During ceremonies, Deputy Grehtel
Barraza was recognized by the West Hollywood Public Safety Commission as the West Hollywood Sheriff’s
Station Deputy of the Year, and Sergeant Shawn Cohen was recognized for his 30 years of County service.

The Universal City Sub-Station hosted thousands of
guests at the annual Halloween Horror Nights event,
which featured seven terrifying mazes based on the
most frightening films and television shows ever produced.  It was a fun-filled night in West Hollywood and
Universal City, making for an exciting Halloween celebration.
The thirty-first episode of the annual Los Angeles
Marathon played out on Sunday, February 14, 2016,
and drew over 25,000 runners from across the nation and more than 60 countries. Competitors set out
from Dodger Stadium and finished in the city of Santa
Monica. Miles 13 through 17 of the famous footrace
traversed through West Hollywood, for which the necessary road closures were coordinated and staffed by
station personnel.

A new and modern facility along CityWalk was inaugurated in July to house station personnel assigned
to the Universal Sub-Station. Several NBC/Universal
executives and department executives joined Sheriff
Jim McDonnell for the Grand Opening. Having a new
space at the Universal Sub-Station offered a larger
area for sheriff’s personnel to collocate with NBC/Universal public safety partners, and better serve guests
and visitors at the theme park and surrounding entertainment venues.
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Carson Station Sergeant Gives of Himself for a
Friend in Dire Need

Carson Sheriff’s Station

For Deputy Kevin Ay, assigned to Lakewood Sheriff’s
Station, the gift of life took on a whole new meaning.
Diagnosed with renal failure in 2013, his ambition to
continue as a Field Training Officer was tempered by
hours of dialysis treatment. In stepped his close friend,
Sergeant Darrin Offringa, assigned to Carson Sheriff’s
Station, who offered to help in an unimaginable way.
Their relationship began in July, 2010, when the two
men worked a patrol assignment together at Lakewood Station. Sergeant Offringa, then of deputy rank,

was an established Field Training Officer assigned to
train Deputy Ay as a participant in the field training program. What began as a student-teacher relationship
in a patrol setting evolved into a friendship after Deputy Ay successfully completed the training program.
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The winter holiday season is always a time of giving,
but this year, two deputies took this tradition to one of
the highest and most personal levels.

Not long afterward, Sergeant Offringa left the station
for another assignment and Deputy Ay took Sergeant
Offringa’s old beat; despite working at different units,
they remained in close contact.
In November, 2013, Deputy Ay promoted to the position
of Field Training Officer, in his own right.  Things were
in line for him professionally, but his personal life was
significantly challenged when he was diagnosed with

Deputy Ay and Sergeant Offringa after a successful four hour surgery.

Carson Station Sergeant Darrin Offringa (left) with Deputy Kevin Ay of Lakewood Station

renal failure just one week later. After a short hospital
stay and beginning regular dialysis treatment, Deputy
Ay returned to work in a light-duty capacity. Sergeant
Offringa learned about Deputy Ay’s diagnosis and
checked on him regularly to see how he was feeling.
Deputy Ay resumed his position in the field as a training
officer.  Darrin also returned to the field at Lakewood
Station, and the two worked together again, now both
as Field Training Officers.  Since then, Darrin promoted
to the rank of sergeant and was assigned to Carson
Station.
The friends met routinely and discussed Kevin’s deteriorating condition. During one of those conversations,
the men discovered they shared the same blood type.
Sergeant Offringa felt emotionally pulled to help his
friend, and without hesitation, asked to be considered
as a donor. Deputy Ay was initially hesitant and did
not want to place any strain on the kind sergeant and
his family, but Sergeant Offringa was insistent. Even
though their teacher-student phase was in years past,
Sergeant Offringa extended his mentorship by demonstrating another level of benevolent compassion, in the
offering of a precious and valuable gift to sustain the
life and health of another.

Sergeant Offringa told Deputy Ay he and his wife discussed the possibility of donation and they were both
prepared for it. With this, Sergeant Offringa provided
Deputy Ay with the information and they moved forward with the process. Sergeant Offringa submitted to
a medical evaluation process, and was determined to
be a suitable and compatible candidate for donation.
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On Tuesday, November 29, 2016, Sergeant Offringa
courageously underwent a four-hour surgery to provide his friend with a life-saving gift: His left kidney.
The donation was accepted and both men recovered.
Although the two colleagues already shared a strong
friendship, this act of humanitarianism solidified a
deeper level of bond between them, and connected
them forever.
The two reflected on the experience with much the
same outlook.  “We’re definitely family now,” Sergeant
Offringa said. “For whatever reason, this relationship
was put together.”
Deputy Ay relayed how much he appreciated the gift
which not only prolonged his life, but improved the
quality of it. “I always considered Darrin as a mentor;
now he’s my brother,” he said reverently.
A brother indeed.
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Volunteers live locally and know their city well; they
act as eyes and ears for the patrol deputies and report suspicious activity. The volunteer mission at Cerritos Station is to identify threats or hazards to the
community, notify proper authorities if a problem is
observed and assist as needed in various activities.
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Station volunteers are a valuable resource of information and insight, and act as fantastic conduit for positive
partnerships with our neighbors. They assist with our
mission to proactively engage the community in many
ways, provide a bond with the town and its people, voice
support for our community, and encourage positivity and
The city of Cerritos began their contract of police services with the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department in April of 1956. Over the years, the city experienced changing demographics and evolved into one
of Los Angeles County’s most diverse communities.

Cerritos Sheriff’s Station enjoys a robust Volunteers
on Patrol program. These generous people who offer
their time and services to support local law enforcement are affectionately known as VOPs, and during
2016 their number swelled to 43 at our station. As

leadership.  The wealth of their benefits enrich Cerritos
Sheriff’s Station as a whole, and allow sworn staff to police the great community we serve even more effectively.
The Volunteers on Patrol program is a bright example of successful community partnership. Volunteers
meet bi-monthly to discuss community needs, events,
crime trends, training, and future collaborative projects. Crime trend and prevention information is disseminated to each member, to share with their family
and friends. The volunteers act as force multipliers
who enhance our ability to engage the community, and
when leaders within the city were invited to join our station family, an overwhelming response was received!
Since Cerritos Station is a single-city contract area, the
Volunteers on Patrol program proved essential in managing daily needs such as patrol and vacation checks,
decoy deployment and the car wash detail. Our volunteer staff devoted countless hours day and night
throughout the year to ensure smooth function of the
station and local events. We appreciate our civilian
volunteers and all the ways they help us make Cerritos
a safer, more pleasant place to live and work.
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Cerritos Sheriff’s Station

their numbers increased, so did their representation of the diverse culture of the community. Members are fluent in several languages including Chinese, Filipino, Korean, and Spanish; all instrumental
in assisting station personnel and the community.
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South Patrol Division

In the late evening hours of Thursday, June 23, 2016,
deputies assigned to the Lakewood Sheriff’s Station
conducted a driving under the influence vehicle checkpoint in the city of Bellflower.  Deputy Christopher Allende, who was assigned to the checkpoint as a motorcycle deputy, saw a vehicle approaching that abruptly
turned on a side street in an apparent attempt to avoid
the checkpoint.
Deputy Allende followed the vehicle into a residential
neighborhood to conduct a traffic stop.   The driver
turned down a dead-end street, turned off the head
lights and came to a stop along the curb. Without
warning, the vehicle sped forward, made a left turn
maneuver and the driver’s door opened. The driver
pointed a handgun at Deputy Allende and fired, striking him several times. Deputy Allende let go of the
motorcycle, which dropped to the ground. He also fell
to the ground and immediately sought cover behind the
motorcycle.
Deputy Allende sustained gunshot wounds to his right
wrist and lower abdomen; a round struck his left wrist,

but was deflected by his watch.   Although severely
wounded, he drew his firearm and returned fire using
his opposite hand. The suspect exited his vehicle and
took cover near the end of the cul-de-sac.
The injured deputy assessed the severity of his wounds
and field-dressed his severely bleeding right wrist.  He

The suspect opened fire on assisting units as they arrived to help their injured partner, but Deputy Allende
maintained situational awareness and remained calm.
He waited as fellow deputies traversed the length of
the street, neither knowing where the suspect hid, nor
if he would resume shooting. Deputy Allende left his
position of cover and retreated toward the assisting
deputies. As he was transported to the hospital in a radio car, Deputy Allende remained alert; he coordinated
his own transportation, as well as advising other units
of his direction of travel and assigning intersections to
block on the route.
Deputy Chad Vanden Berg,
who at the time was assigned
to an unrelated plain-clothes
surveillance operation, responded to the request for
assistance. When Deputy
Allende broadcasted that the
suspect was last seen jumping over a fence at the end of
the cul-de-sac, Deputy Vanden Berg drove to the street
north of that location to prevent his escape and apprehend him. Despite knowing the suspect just ambushed and wounded a fellow
deputy, Vanden Berg disregarded his own safety and
chose to enter the area, placing his life in extreme danger.

Although acutely injured, bleeding and laying in the
street, the deputy remained calm, and was able to
broadcast his status and location. He remained conscious and alert as his partners responded to him.
Once they arrived, Vanden Berg provided the suspect’s
description and last known direction of travel. Using
this information, the deputies contained the suspect
inside a nearby residence, where he was ultimately
taken into custody.
Deputy Allende’s injuries were determined to be nonlife threatening, with the most serious injury to his right
wrist and hand. With practice, he transitioned to shoot
with the left hand. Deputy Allende was assigned to the
Tactics and Survival Training Unit, where he offers personal experience to assist other department members.

SOUTH Patrol Division

LAKEWOOD SHERIFF’s Station
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applied a tourniquet on his upper-right arm as he broadcast his status and the suspect’s last known location.

Lakewood’s Heroes

The suspect saw Deputy Vanden Berg park and exit
his vehicle. As soon as the deputy got out, he encountered the suspect who emerged from a nearby yard
and stood only a few feet away.  The suspect fired his
handgun at Deputy Vanden Berg striking him in the
upper-right shoulder. The deputy fell to the ground
and the suspect ran past him, continuing his attempt
to avoid capture.

Deputy Vanden Berg also began a transition to shoot
left-handed.
Both deputies inspired others within the station and
community we serve. Their levelheadedness and
awareness throughout a dangerous and dynamic situation were laudable, not to mention their iron wills to
live, admirable. Deputies Christopher Allende and
Chad Vanden Berg are two respectable partners who
touched many hearts with their stories of survival and
sources of hope for others to emulate.
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Patrol in the 21st Century with Automated
License Plate Recognition

Lomita SHERIFF’S Station

In early 2016, the four peninsula cities in our patrol jurisdiction, Rancho Palos Verdes, Rolling Hills Estates,
Rolling Hills and Palos Verdes Estates, collaborated to
jointly purchase 45 Automated License Plate Recognition cameras. In response to the sharp increases in
property crimes over the previous two years, the cities
worked together to add this technology-based crime
fighting tool as one of several strategies to address the
upward trend. The collaboration between the four cities was unprecedented.
An agreement was reached with Vigilant Solutions
computer hardware and software consultation company for this project and their staff provided valuable
assistance integrating and installing the system. The
Advanced Surveillance and Protection Unit personnel
provided technical support and were an integral role
in the proposed Automated License Plate Recognition
projects for the city of Rancho Palos Verdes. In December, 2016, the Rancho Palos Verdes City Council
approved $360,000 to fund additional Automated License Plate Recognition cameras.
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with a vehicle, and stolen license plates. Detectives
have access to the database of license plates to assist
in a myriad of criminal investigations, however, access
is limited on a need-to-know basis and policies are in
place to ensure the information is obtained for criminal
investigations only.

Installation of the Automated License Plate Recognition cameras at strategic
locations throughout the
peninsula began last summer and are nearly complete. The license plate
scanners read the plates
of vehicles driving past it,
in all lanes at each location. Our law enforcement
dispatch centers receive
an immediate alert for any
vehicle reported stolen,
wanted in connection with
crimes, missing persons,
arrest warrants associated

This technological breakthrough aided station detectives in capturing a serial commercial burglary crew.
On Sunday, October 16, 2016, Lomita Sheriff’s Station
Surveillance and Apprehension Team investigated a
commercial burglary which occurred at a beauty supply
store located in the city of Rolling Hills Estates. Lead
investigator, Detective Jason Smith, along with Detectives Todd Hoy, Jerry Neureither, Rick McKaig and
James Dondis and Sergeant Mark Moffett, recovered
video surveillance footage from the crime scene and
worked diligently with Crime Analyst Teresa Husoen
to identify the suspects involved. A review of the surveillance video captured several suspects entering the
store as a mob; they separated and went into different
directions within the store and shoplifted merchandise.
The large group of suspects then fled the store, into
awaiting car and fled the scene with the stolen merchandise, estimated to be worth more than $3,000.
With the use of facial recognition technology and social
media, a male suspect and several accomplices associated with the crime were identified.  Detectives used
the Automated License Plate Recognition to provide
investigative leads on locations frequented by the es-

cape vehicle used in the crime. Through the database
the vehicle was located in the city of Lynwood and its
movement was tracked by detectives. The investigation led detectives to the City of Irvine, where they observed the crew of seven suspects commit a mob-style
burglary at another beauty supply store. Surveillance
and Apprehension Team detectives coordinated with
Orange County based police agencies, California Highway Patrol and Aero Bureau personnel to capture the
burglary crew. All seven suspects were arrested and
search warrants were executed. Detectives recovered
approximately $100,000 worth of property stolen from
numerous locations of the beauty supply store chain
throughout Los Angeles, Orange and San Bernardino
Counties. Ultimately, 20 counts of burglary, robbery,
assault with a deadly weapon, and gang enhancement
charges were brought against the criminal street gang.
Their lawless enterprise was thwarted, thanks to this
technological tool.
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Few deputies on
the department
remember
the
days when the patrol car radio had
to be turned to the
exterior speaker to
listen to the radio. Paper
logs were written to document patrol activity; the .38
Caliber Smith and Wesson Model
15 revolver and the Ithaca shotgun were
the firearms approved for on-duty deployment; and
Taser electrical weapons and computers were devices
seen only in science fiction movies.   The twenty-first
century arrived and launched an evolution in policing
and technology we once found hard to imagine. As we
hyper-drive into the future, we now use Automated License Plate Recognition to help solve crime and bring
criminals to justice.

SOUTH Patrol Division
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South Patrol Division

Since Thursday, August 25, 2016, when the first cameras became operational, Lomita Sheriff’s Station deputies developed a high level of proficiency in employing
the system to locate and arrest car thieves and solve
other crimes. The arrests relieved the fears of many
residents who were victimized and offered them some
peace of mind.
So far, millions of license plates were scanned using
the Automated License Plate Recognition system, 25
stolen vehicles were located and 31 occupants were
arrested. The system is also credited with assistance
in three warrant arrests, detection of one vehicle associated with a robbery in another policing jurisdiction
and the location of two missing persons. Station investigators used the database to solve three burglaries
and two unrelated stolen vehicle investigations.
These successes would not have been possible without the strong support from each of our city council
members. They made a statement on behalf of their
constituents and law enforcement that crime on the
peninsula will not be tolerated and those who choose
to victimize our communities will be caught.
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Commitment to the Community

Norwalk Sheriff’s Station
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To uphold a commitment of service to those working
and living within these communities, maintaining a
continuum of training and collaboration between sworn
station personnel and local, outside agencies is essential, especially in preparation for large-scale and major
incidents.  As first responders working in close proximity, planning and preparation for natural disasters, and
rapid response incidents, such as an active shooter,
are imperative.
Norwalk Sheriff’s Station’s Emergency Preparedness
staff are tasked with the recruitment and training of
qualified civilian volunteers to become part
of the Community Emergency Response Team. Training for
this team promotes
partnership be-

tween emergency services personnel and community
members. The goal is for emergency personnel to
train members of the community, local organizations
and businesses in basic response skills. In turn, Community Emergency Response Team members are expected to pass their new-found knowledge on to their
families, friends and neighbors. The hope is to make
the community self-sufficient during an emergency until first responders can arrive.  Community Emergency
Response Team members become a vital component
in the recovery efforts of a community, following a disaster or wide spread emergency.
In the event of a disastrous event overwhelming or
delaying first responders, the members of the Community Emergency Response Team can assist others
by applying the basic tools and organizational skills
they learned during training, which may help save
and sustain lives until help can arrive. This year, the
number of station Community Emergency Response
Team volunteers increased by more than 20 percent.
They received training on incident command, disaster

preparedness, fire safety, and light search and rescue
techniques. These devoted and motivated volunteers
are ready to serve the communities in which they live
and are prepared for deployment.
Recently, Community Emergency Response Team
members from the Norwalk Sheriff’s Station attended
the Thirtieth Annual Community Emergency Response
Team Conference held in Universal City. They were
trained in a wide range of topics, such as using social
media to save lives during a disaster and educating the
community on emergency preparedness. They were
able to refine their skills with practical application in exercises and activities.
In June, Norwalk Sheriff’s Station co-hosted a multiagency active shooter training exercise at Cerritos College. The purpose was to provide personnel from the
station, Cerritos College Campus Police Department,
Los Angeles County Fire Department and Special Enforcement Bureau, an opportunity to demonstrate their
skills and tactics in planning and handling situations
involving “Active Shooters” at locations with multiple
victims. Working as a team, sworn personnel, civilian
volunteers and students from the college participated
in the scenarios.

Participants included personnel from the Cerritos Sheriff’s Station, California Highway Patrol, Metropolitan
State Hospital Police Department, California Department of Corrections, Cerritos College Campus Police
Department, Los Angeles County Fire Department and
Care Ambulance. To authenticate the training exercise, Cerritos College drama students portrayed the
victims in need of rescue or triage.
During the course of the two training exercises, deputies responded to a call of “Active Shooters” on the
campus. These exercises addressed incidents of threat
assessment, situational awareness, tactical planning,
tactical awareness, force options, multi-agency coordination and rapid response tactics. Under the direction of members of the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Department, Tactics and Survival Training Staff, deputies from Norwalk Sheriff’s Station teamed with officers
from other agencies, both events strengthened our tactical awareness and community involvement.
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Norwalk Sheriff’s Station, under the command of Captain Curtis A. Jensen, provides police services to the
cities of Norwalk and La Mirada, and the unincorporated communities of East and South Whittier.
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South Patrol Division

It is Norwalk Sheriff’s Station’s belief that the collaboration with members of our community displayed the
overall compassion we feel for the safety of our residents.
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Pico Rivera Sheriff’s Station

On February 25, 2016, deputies from the Pico Rivera Sheriff’s Station were called to a Whittier area elementary school regarding a student who had brought
a knife to school.   Field Training Officer Deputy Roberto Catalan and his training partner Deputy Eberto
Loera, contacted a 10-year-old by the name of James
and detained him as part of their investigation. As their
investigation progressed, Deputy Catalan came to believe that James was not a delinquent, but a child who
needed guidance. Digging a little deeper, Deputy Catalan discovered that James was the youngest of five
children to a single mother.  His siblings were all significantly older than him and his mother, Esther, worked
two jobs to support them all.
Due to the incident at the school, James was relocated to another elementary school. Deputy Cata-
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lan recognized the need in James’ life and began
to provide continued guidance to him. He often
met with James to go over his school week and the
decisions he made during the school day. Soon
James was quickly making new friends and became involved with the school counseling program.
James was also a huge football fan. During their
progress meetings, Deputy Catalan made a deal with
James and told him that if he kept his grades up and
his nose clean, deputies from Pico Rivera Sheriff’s Station would play a flag football game against James and
his friends. James was excited with the idea of a football game and quickly recruited his friends to play on
his team. On Saturday, May 28, 2016, Deputy Catalan
made good on his promise! Deputies from the Pico
Rivera Sheriff’s Station met James and his team on
the field at Pioneer High School for a game of flag football. It was a huge success and both teams had a
great time. Deputy Catalan has remained in contact
with James and his family and continues to mentor and
provide resources for them as needed.
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Last year, Pico Rivera Sheriff’s Station deputies displayed the connection and compassion they have with
the community they serve. One incident in particular
stood out as a shining example of both duty and outreach.

SOUTH Patrol Division
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South Patrol Division
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Bureau of Labor Relations and Compliance

Personnel Command

The Sheriff’s Department Sustainability Project,
organized in 2010, is a unique concept which creates
layers of benefits and savings for our agency, the taxpayer, the environment, and general society through a
variety of programs. The Sustainability Project actively
champions the deployment of distributed, renewable
energy, conservation measures such as recycling programs, and adoption of zero-emission transportation
for Sheriff’s operations. These efforts include grant
funding procurement, solar photovoltaic system procurement, LED lighting retrofits, piloting of all electric
vehicle technology, collaboration with local and state
stakeholders, and support of the county’s impending
Community Choice Aggregation efforts.
An example of advancing these efforts is the Pitchess
Detention Center Recycling Center. Through recycling a variety of materials there, an impressive
$85,000 of revenue was generated in the 2015-16 fiscal year. The monies were deposited into the Custody
Division budget and used to offset inmate vocational
training program costs and to purchase field equipment for use at the facility. The center diverts 1,000
tons of waste each year from landfills; this process
was greatly assisted by the purchase of a conveyor
sorting system in September, 2016, which increased
the level of material recovery, diversion and speed.

The Sheriff’s Online Report Tracking System allowed
the public to file police reports in circumstances which
do not require immediate response by deputies. This
system is internet-based, saves driving time, fuel and
paper costs, as well as frustration and waiting time
for the reporting party. The system provides free,
downloadable copies of successfully submitted
and approved reports for insurance claims or other
purposes. Public response was quite favorable,
and it allowed field units to devote significantly more
time to critical tasks and proactive policing. In 2016,
groundwork for a pilot ‘shoplift’ program was laid, to
enhance the online reporting system; this will allow approved loss prevention details to submit reports online
and it is projected to greatly reduce time spent by patrol units processing this type of incident.
Since being relocated in 2016 to other agricultural areas on Pitchess Detention Center grounds to
make way for upcoming Emergency Vehicle Operation Center construction, three new fields were sown
where recent rains were received as an extraordinary
and timely gift. The farm stands as an inmate vocational training program with three teachers to instruct
between 18 and 24 students, with hours of operation extended to provide more education to more inmates. The long term goal is to expand the program
to be a full farming operation which produces fruit and
vegetables for the entire county inmate population,
eventually to include protein production.
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INMATE DORM
Recyclables

In-house farming and food preparation is not a
new practice to our agency, but a sensible program
to reduce the cost of groceries and help manage
operational resiliency. It also provides educational and vocational opportunities for inmates, such
as learning about agriculture, food processing and
preparation skills, and exposure to the culinary arts;
all benefits which organically lead to lower recidivism
rates. It also supports expansion of pre-packaged inmate meal preparation, reduces our greenhouse gas
emission footprint, and reduces packaging and disposal of packaging waste.
Seasons of drought, fire and plant disease created a large need for reforestation throughout the
county. Several sister departments addressed the
Unincorporated Los Angeles County Climate Action
Plan in 2016 and are working together to replenish the
verdure of trees and shrubs with native and drought
tolerant species. In a holistic approach to this action, the Sheriff’s Department was tasked with growing the trees and using this opportunity to educate inmates on urban forestry, landscape maintenance and
nursery management; the saplings and seedlings were
nurtured from acorns and seeds received from the Los
Angeles County Fire Department. Efforts to grow the
nursery large enough to accommodate the volume of
required trees are moving forward.
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Funds to add a water recycling system to the Pitchess
Detention Center laundry center were secured
in 2015 from the Productivity Investment Board,
established in 1984 with funds from the Board of Supervisors and the Chief Executive Office.   Once installed, this system will recycle 70% of the 230,000
gallons of water used daily to process laundry, while
conserving the majority of heat energy in it. The system will also recover 20% of the graywater, treat it
and use it for irrigation, therefore reducing the cost
of water softening salts and brine disposal by 70%.
After factoring a 10% loss to evaporation, a total of
100% of waste water will be diverted from the sewer system. Approximately 53 million gallons of water will be conserved annually, and after a three-year
return on investment, the Department will realize an
amazing $217,000 in annual cost reductions of sewer
fees, water softener salts and brine disposal.

Personnel Command

Sheriff’s Department Sustainability Project

The Sustainability Project was created by Captain
Gregory Nelson, assigned to the Bureau of Labor Relations and Compliance, who remains the project manager, collaborated by Assistant Director Adrianne Ferree.
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Professional Standards and Training Division

Field Operations Training Unit
The Field Operations Training Unit, often referred to as
Force Training, taught arrest and control techniques to
over 300 in-service deputies and deputy sheriff trainees each week during 2016.
Deputy personnel who attended the Women in Law
Enforcement seminar in October, were introduced to
a unique defensive tactics skills course. The course
presented on-duty defensive tactics and off-duty techniques. In addition, the self-defense training classes
were presented to professional staff members and high
school students.

Emergency Vehicle Operations Center
Staff from the Emergency Vehicle Operations Center
instructed over 1,400 personnel throughout the year in
behind-the-wheel, high-speed pursuit and defensive
driving courses, and educated approximately 1,600
sworn deputies during Continued Professional Training courses.
Plans for a newly designed permanent Emergency Vehicle Operations Center track at the Pitchess Detention
Center are underway.

Recruit Training Unit
A total of 636 deputy sheriff trainees graduated from
the 22-week training academy, along with 124 custody
assistants from an eight-week academy course.

During 2016, the weapons training unit proposed a number of new optional on and off-duty firearms.  The most
significant additions were the 1911 style handguns for
on and off-duty carry and the addition of the .380 caliber
optional off-duty handguns.

In March, the Training Bureau and Academy staff
strengthened their partnership with the Los Angeles
Sheriff Athletic Association, which resulted in their
purchase of a fitness box for use by personnel and its
members at the Biscailuz Center Training Academy.
The box contains medicine balls, kettlebells, sandbags,
weights, and other strength and fitness equipment.
In June, deputy sheriff trainees from Class 413 completed their five-mile Colors Run at Oak Creek Community Park, in the City of Irvine, to honor the memory
of Sheriff James Barton. Sheriff Barton was the second Sheriff of Los Angeles County and the first to be
killed in the line of duty. The sheriff and three of his
men were surprised by a wanted prison escapee in an
area approximately one mile south of Oak Creek Community Park, where they were all shot and killed.

Professional Development Unit
When the Television Academy held their 64th Annual
Los Angeles Area Emmy Awards, the Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department was in attendance. The
department was not providing security for the event but
was there as a nominee for its film, “Surviving an Active
Shooter” in the Independent Programming category.
The nine minute film has been seen well over 800,000
times by viewers on YouTube and on the Department’s
website www.activeshooter.lasd.org. “We made ‘Surviving an Active Shooter’ as a way to educate members
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“…And, the Emmy goes to…,” with those words, the
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department achieved

something that has never been done before. In the
process of saving lives and educating the public, LASD
became an Emmy winner.
Education and Training Records Unit /
Civilian Training Unit
One of the unit’s projects in 2016 was the conversion
of the Field Training Program’s records and tests into
the Learning Management System. This automated
process will help save the Department in time management and will be environmentally friendly based on
the enormous amount of paper each one of these tests
generates. It will also improve the trainee’s ability to
complete their training more efficiently and provides
immediate feedback based on testing results. It will
provide the capability of having each trainee log onto a
Department desktop, laptop or mobile digital computer
and be able to take the tests at any time, without the
need for a proctor. The savings in time and convenience will be an incredible luxury for station training
staff and afford them additional time to train in other
critical areas of the Field Training Program.
Additionally the Civilian Training Unit is using the Learning Management System to help train professional staff personnel.
A recent course developed in the system is
the Dispatcher Stress
Training.

Tactics and Survival
Numerous courses were
conducted in 2016 which
included Continuing Professional Training, Entry
Training for Investigative Units and High Risk
Contact training. The Enhanced Active Shooter
training included several
field training exercises and incorporated our personnel
with various other regional policing agencies in simulated
active shooter scenarios.
Advanced Officer Training
During 2016 we were fortunate to have trained approximately 3000 members ranking from deputy sheriffs to
lieutenants, throughout our Department and over 400
personnel from other agencies. The unit oversees approximately 65 training classes ranging from patrol
school tactics, crisis intervention training, investigator,
child abuse, first aid, and supervisory courses.
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Professional Standards and Training Division

Weapons Training Unit
In 2016, the Weapons Training Unit continued their ongoing duty of training deputy sheriff trainees, security officer trainees and in-service personnel through the many
classes they have to offer.

Professional Standards and Training Division

Training Bureau

of the public on what they should do in the event of an
active shooting event” said Sergeant Harry Drucker,
who supervises the Department’s Video Production
Unit. He stated, “Law enforcement trains constantly
on active shooter response, yet the stark reality is that
most of these incidents are over before first responders arrive. We owe it to the public we serve to offer
them tools to survive a mass shooting.”

The Advance Officer Training Unit is also responsible for
coordinating and training the Security Officer/Security
Assistant Academy. During 2016, we trained approximately 150 security officers and approximately 100 security assistants.
Over the past two years, the Training Bureau, Advanced
Officer Training Unit in conjunction with Psychological Services Bureau, has sought to certify four courses
through the California Commission on Peace Officer’s
Standards and Training (POST), targeted at helping patrol personnel at every level to develop basic, intermediate and advanced skills for dealing with persons who are
mentally ill.
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a thorough review of the incident would eventually be
conducted.

Risk Management Bureau

The Risk Management Bureau is staffed by 75 personnel, both sworn and professional, and is responsible
for the Civil Litigation Unit, Corrective Action Unit, Discovery Unit, Field Operations Support Services, Random Drug Testing, Safety Management Unit/Wellness
Program, and Traffic Services Detail.

There were a total of 1,239 lawsuits and claims received in 2016. The amount paid to plaintiffs during
2016 totaled $66,876,458 and were a result of either a
settlement or a verdict after trial. Monies paid throughout the year included cases received in prior years, but
for which the adjudication processes occurred in 2016.

In addition to a multitude of tasks and assignments
processed daily through these areas, some noteworthy accomplishments of the Risk Management Bureau
were performed over the past year, in the furtherance
of the Department’s risk management efforts.

Corrective Action Unit
Last year, the Board of Supervisors requested more
accountability at local levels of the Department during
the corrective action process. In early 2016, the Corrective Action Unit worked closely with the Los Angeles County Chief Executive Office to establish a new
process for corrective action plan development and
processing. In the past, corrective action plans were
produced by the Corrective Action Unit, then forwarded
to the concerned unit commander and division chief for
review, concurrence, and signature.

Civil Litigation Unit
In 2016, the Risk Management Bureau implemented
a new approach to the litigation process, whereby
Department executives were included in the strategy phases of the planning and mediation process,
to evaluate and assist in formulating an approach on
how to best proceed with pending litigation. The concerned executives for the division from which the litigation originated attended top-priority roundtable meetings. This new approach enabled decision makers to
have input into the litigation strategy which provided a
more responsive method to the process. Developing
stronger litigation strategies will improve our agency’s
indemnity during legal actions and assist in facilitating
the best future preventative measures.

In March, 2016, a restructured process was created,
requiring concerned division chiefs, area commanders
and unit commanders to write their own corrective action plans. Concerned command staff were also requested to attend roundtable meetings with members
of the Los Angeles County Counsel to discuss litigation strategies, and with members of the Los Angeles
County Claims Board and Public Safety Cluster Agenda Review to discuss the corrective actions taken for

The Critical Incident Review Panel served as an excellent opportunity for the Department to conduct a timely
review of an incident and act quickly to address any
issues involving training, tactics, policy, risk management, or personnel-related matters. The Critical Incident Review Panel helped the Department manage
risk, limit its liability exposure and improve service to
the communities we serve.
each incident. This new process causes the affected
division and unit to take ownership of their corrective
action plans, have a better understanding of the causal
factors for their civil claims and/or lawsuits, and foster
changes within their unit to minimize reoccurrences.
Lessons Learned Project
Professional Standards Division and the Corrective
Action Unit worked closely with Los Angeles County
Counsel members to identify several causal factors in
rising litigation costs, and to better understand which
topics caused exposure to the Department and which
units were most susceptible to litigation risks. Based
on current, identified topics and issues, Risk Management Bureau personnel worked closely with Training
Bureau and Master Field Training Officers to establish
a training program entitled Lessons Learned.
The goal of the Lessons Learned program was to take
a proactive approach in reducing the Department’s liability exposure. By implementing training at patrol
stations and custody facilities, focus was placed on improving employees’ decision making, while decreasing
liability and the reoccurrence of similar future incidents.
Critical Incident Review Panel
During the past year, the Risk Management Bureau
oversaw the Department’s Critical Incident Review process, governed by a three-member commander panel
and known as the Critical Incident Review Panel. The
panel conducted preliminary risk management assessments and professional best practice analysis of critical
incidents to identify training, tactics and policy issues.
Recommendations made by the panel were based on
the independent facts of each incident which may have
required immediate action with the understanding that
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Discovery Unit
In 2016, the Discovery Unit staff processed a high volume of cases and files requiring data entry into the Department’s Personal Performance Index database, as
well as other requests for information. Some of these
items included 3,594 force packages; 2,884 Watch
Commander’s Service Comment Reports; 466 custody
complaints; 48 allegations of force; 97 force packages
for the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office;
481 preventable traffic collisions; and 1,113 Public Records Act requests.
Field Operations Support Services
The Field Operations Support Services staff completed three new Field Operations Directives, 21 newsletters, and 57 revisions to 103 sections of the Manual of
Policy and Procedures. The topics ranged from Department standards and procedures, tactical issues, liability exposure, use of firearms, drug usage, and new
laws for 2017. Additionally, 44 new research projects
were completed at the request of various divisions and
executives throughout the Department.

Professional Standards and Training Division

Professional Standards and Training Division
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The Critical Incident Review Panel reviewed critical
incidents, such as deputy-involved shootings, significant uses of force, vehicle and foot pursuits, or other
incidents which may have potentially exposed the Department to civil liability. The panel also conducted
shooting reviews, which generally pertained to deputy
personnel involved in multiple shootings.

Selective Traffic Enforcement Program Grant
Traffic Services Detail staff applied for and received a
Selective Traffic Enforcement Program Grant for nearly
$1.2 million from the California Office of Traffic Safety.  
Traffic Services Detail personnel managed this grant
for the entire Department, which benefited 11 contract
cities throughout ten sheriff’s stations. As a result of
the grant, 52 Driving Under the Influence checkpoints;
65 Driving Under the Influence saturation patrols; 15
Primary Causal Factor Enforcement Operations focusing on speed; 18 Bicycle and Pedestrian Enforcement
Operations; and ten Distracted Driving Enforcement
Operations were conducted throughout Los Angeles
County.
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Aero Bureau
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Aero Bureau flight crews are highly-trained professionals who undergo regular proficiency training coinciding with their positions. All pilots, regardless of
their duties, are at minimum, commercial helicopter
pilots. Many received hundreds of additional hours of
training to achieve an instrument helicopter rating, to
prepare them for flight into inadvertent, poor weather

conditions. Once they achieved the requisite number
of hours in flight experience, pilots are trained by the
in-house Certified Flight Instructor staff in mountain flying, long-line flying and the use of night vision goggles.

tional training including the use of night vision goggles
and advanced training by the Certified Flight Instructor staff to learn how to land the aircraft in the unlikely
event the pilot were to become incapacitated.

The pilots assigned to air rescue duties are the most
experienced pilots at Aero Bureau. All are instrument
rated and proficient in long-line missions, essential for
the large number of hoist operations conducted wherein injured patients are brought aboard the rescue helicopters utilizing the hoist cable. The air rescue pilots
attained the highest rating of Federal Aviation Administration standards available, the Airline Transport Pilot rating. The rescue aircraft are especially complex
and require this extra level of training to be proficient in
their operation.

The Aero Bureau fleet of aircraft include 15 patrol helicopters, three rescue helicopters, two small, fixed-wing
airplanes used for surveillance, and one twin-engine,
larger airplane used primarily for transportation missions.

The fixed-wing airplanes are all flown by Aero Bureau
helicopter pilots who also receive an extensive amount
of additional training.
Tactical flight deputies, called observer
deputies, undergo a rigorous, six-month
training period upon assignment to Aero
Bureau. They, too, receive ongoing, addi-

The year 2016 was a busy one for Aero Bureau personnel.  Flight crews flew a total of 12,132 patrol flight

hours; they were directly responsible for the capture of
1,029 felony suspects and 55 misdemeanor suspects;
2,198 FLIR searches were conducted; they assisted
with 211 canine searches and 8,394 area searches
conducted by patrol personnel; they participated in
310 vehicle pursuits and 138 foot pursuits; and air rescue personnel conducted approximately 500 rescues,
many of which were life safety operations.
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Providing airborne support to patrol personnel is the
primary mission of the Los Angeles Sheriff Department’s Aero Bureau. Flight crews assist with response
to crimes in progress, pursuit management, coordination of containments during searches for suspects,
communication with outside agencies, the utilization
of specialized equipment such as the Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) cameras, and night vision goggles;
during major incidents such as Special Enforcement
Bureau operations or the management of large-scale
incidents managed by Emergency Operations Bureau
personnel, Aero Bureau provides Department incident
commanders with real-time images of the incident
using a video downlink.   Every aspect of the flight
crew’s mission is geared toward increasing the margin of safety for personnel on the ground and safety
to the public. Other Aero Bureau missions include
search and rescue, surveillance, radiation detection,
transportation, and long-line marijuana eradication.
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Criminal Intelligence Bureau

As part of Sheriff Jim McDonnell’s vision, the intelligence and information sharing gap had to be narrowed, not only between federal, state, and local partnerships, but within the Department itself. In order to
achieve this, and further combat crime and terrorism,
the Criminal Intelligence Bureau was created.
The goal of the Criminal Intelligence Bureau is to efficiently address the myriad of continuing and emerging threats surrounding twenty-first century policing.  
The Criminal Intelligence Bureau is constructed of
the Sheriff’s Intelligence Unit, the Joint Regional Intelligence Center, the Sheriff’s Analysis Unit, the Los
Angeles Regional Crime Information System, and the
Law Enforcement Information Sharing Program. This
bureau seeks to better connect investigators, analysts,
supervisors, and command staff with the information
and intelligence to operate more effectively. Its priorities include the fusion of information and intelligence,
intelligence gathering, law enforcement information
sharing, crime analysis, and dissemination.
As a new bureau, the Criminal Intelligence Bureau was
rewarded with very talented and competent personnel who bring tremendous expertise in their respective
fields.  It is with great passion these members work diligently, literally behind the scenes, to ensure events like
the Tournament of Roses Parade or the annual City
of West Hollywood Halloween Carnaval are monitored
and as comprehensively protected as possible. The
quality of work produced by our team is exceptional
and it is shared with federal, state and local partners
at many different levels throughout the United States.
Understanding Sheriff McDonnell’s wish to enhance
our agency’s partnership role, the outreach by the Joint
Regional Intelligence Center-Terrorism Liaison Officer
Program managed by Sergeant Chris Kusayanagi and
Deputy Remon Girgis, to Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Ventura Counties, hosted numerous counterterrorism and homeland security training courses and
conferences, which were delivered to representatives
of 346 law enforcement and public safety agencies.
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The Sheriff’s Intelligence Unit sub-units are the Intelligence Protection, Cyber Intelligence, Joint Terrorism
Task Force, Intelligence Investigators, and Intelligence
Analysts. In 2016, the Sheriff’s Intelligence Unit followed up on hundreds of tips and leads from the community, assisted United States Secret Service staff with
the protection of President Barack Obama, and worked
closely with the Federal Bureau of Investigation on

The Law Enforcement Information Sharing Program
took many steps forward in 2016. The COPLINK national data exchange program added five searchable
nodes in the states of Arizona, Colorado, Florida,
Louisiana, and Texas, plus two nodes in California.

In 2016, Sheriff’s Intelligence Unit personnel coordinated the first annual intelligence academy. The academy
was two weeks long and had distinguished instructors
from all disciplines of homeland security. Students in
the class came from local, state and federal agencies,
and were selected based on their elite homeland security background.  This was the first intelligence academy
created specifically for local law enforcement, tailored
to local threats and hosted by local law enforcement.
Some of the topics covered were federal and state intelligence guidelines, First Amendment rights, psychology of terrorists, history of the Middle East, cyber intelligence, and a variety of other intriguing topics. The
intelligence academy proved to be a success, as other
agencies looked afterward to the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department to guide their intelligence efforts
and train their employees.
MOVING FORWARD
In 2016, a predictive policing solution was identified
and its implementation will move forward in early 2017
within all patrol stations. The Sheriff’s Analysis Unit
created the Proposition 47 Executive Summary and
provided it to Department executives as talking points
on crime activity as it relates to Proposition 47. The
Statistics Unit is identifying processes to analyze crime
activity as a result of the passage of Propositions 57
and 64. Statistical and clearance codes were created
to properly focus on mental illness and homelessness.
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New servers were added to make COPLINK process
faster, and the current COPLINK version was upgraded to allow quicker returns. The process of instituting our Knowledge Based Policing layer was begun by
the Law Enforcement Information Sharing Program,
and it will be added to the Omega Crime Map Dashboard. The Knowledge Based Policing layer will allow
line deputies to be more proactive in the prevention of
crime during their shift.
Driven by a passion to modernize our agency’s information technology, the Los Angeles Regional Crime
Information System team continues with their relentless efforts to enhance our records management system by adding new functional modules; one of which
is the Custody Crime Analysis module. This module
will keep track of incidents occurring within our custody
facilities.
An enhancement is also underway to ensure the Los
Angeles Regional Crime Information System can support the United States Department of Justice National
Crime Statistics Exchange Program, which would expand the Federal Bureau of Investigation National Incident-Based Reporting System. The program’s goal
is to collect detailed crime information and come up
with a good statistical representation of the various
crimes which occurred nationwide, as opposed to the
current collection of summary-only statistics. Sheriff’s
Department crime data constitutes a large portion of
information in the National Crime Statistics Exchange
federally-sponsored program.
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Another major undertaking is the acquisition of a new
records management system to replace the Los Angeles Regional Crime Information System. The new
system will combine field-based reporting, a detective
case management system and the collection of information on crime incidents which occur within our jurisdiction.

cases involving everything from terrorism, to cyber investigations, to overseas threats against our citizens.
Each member of the Criminal Intelligence Bureau team
displayed the courage, perseverance, competence,
and determination to take on large and complex projects this year, to help move our agency further into the
twenty-first century.  As a bureau, we will continue to
explore new technology and resources, to develop a
comprehensive system for sharing intelligence and
crime information; this will, in turn, promote enhanced
officer safety, investigative efficiency and informed decision-making throughout the Department.
The year 2017 will bring new endeavors and prospects
for the Criminal Intelligence Bureau to further advance
the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department as the
leading law enforcement intelligence and informationsharing agency in the advocacy of combating crime
and terrorism.
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Since its inception in 2007, the Muslim Community Affairs Unit focused on building a foundation of trust with
the Muslim and Arab-American communities living in
Los Angeles County and the surrounding areas. The
unit outreach program is like no other, as it was established to build trust and a stronger relationship for better understanding and
cooperation with law enforcement.

The program consists of several components. In addition to maintaining a trusted relationship with various mosques, Islamic centers and private organizations, a youth leadership program was made available
for young adults. The Muslim Community Affairs Unit
leads and manages a coordinated group which in-

For the past few years and especially in 2016, the
Muslim Community Affairs Unit continued its service
to the community, and was recognized not only as an
engagement model, but a renowned and highly-valued
contact, sought for advice and guidance by law en-

forcement agencies nationwide. Unit personnel were
invited to participate in the development of the national
Countering Violent Extremism, and Community Engagement Policy and Strategy hosted by the federal
government in Washington, D.C. Knowledgeable unit
staff educated law enforcement officers on culture, traditions and diversity by presenting law enforcement interaction with the Muslim community.
In 2017, the Muslim Community Affairs Unit will continue with courage and compassion to face many of
the challenges facing our communities; from combatting hate crimes and incidents, to working toward a
solution, to the growing threat of home grown violent
extremists.  We move forward with confidence to engage those in the communities we serve to cultivate
trust and cooperation,
while protecting them
with integrity, honor
and courage.
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Criminal Intelligence Bureau

cludes local, state and federal partners. A Countering
Violent Extremism and Radicalization Program is being
developed to become the national model. The Muslim
Community Affairs Unit serves as an international, diplomatic partner for numerous visiting police agencies
where discussions on outreach and Countering Violent
Extremists are a principal point.
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Emergency Operations Bureau

Emergency Operations Bureau staff provide tactical,
operational and strategic intelligence to incident commanders in the field, and is the mutual aid coordinator for the operational area. Subject matter experts in
emergency management provide incident command
training to the Department, ensuring response personnel possess the required skills or knowledge, equipment and leadership to effectively prevent, mitigate
or respond to any emergency. This bureau is also responsible for managing and facilitating the movement
of Department assets throughout the operational area.

After many years of planning and preparation, and
with the vision of Sheriff Jim McDonnell, the opening
of the Department Operations Center became a reality in 2016. The active center is staffed seven days a
week, twenty-four hours a day by sworn personnel and
professional staff. It is a regional asset, providing situational awareness to the Department, and other law
enforcement and governmental agencies within our
region. The Department Operations Center provides
awareness for criminal activity, protests, terrorism, and
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weather-related incidents, such as rain or debris flows.   
Working with our operational area partners, the Department Operations Center provides the number
of personnel and tactical
assets available on a daily basis in a daily tactical
brief, which includes
neighboring police
agencies’ assets, as
well.
This past year was
extremely busy for
bureau personnel.
The Tactical Planning Unit provided over 400 hours
of incident command training, which included classes
in subjects such as Incident Command System 300
and 400, Incident and Emergency Action Plan Writing,
County Emergency Operations Center, and Incident
Management Team Responder Training.
The Tactical Planning Unit managed 57 pre-planned
events for 2016, including the renowned Tournament of Roses Parade, which, alone, required more
than six months of preparation. Because of a heightened concern of potential terrorist attacks, the security measures were significantly enhanced.  With over
1,000 sheriff’s sworn personnel assigned
to work the event, a security operation of
such magnitude required not only a large
number of personnel and assets to accomplish it, but a compulsory collaboration
between the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department and multiple local, state and federal
agencies. Fortunately, Tactical Planning Unit staff built
strong relationships with law enforcement partners
throughout the years, which was of great assistance.

During the 2016 presidential campaign, Tactical Planning Unit staff worked tirelessly, and managed visits by
the President and Mrs. Barack Obama, Vice President
Joe Biden, and presidential candidates United States
Senator Bernie Sanders, Former United States Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump.
The Emergency Operations Bureau was certainly an
exciting place to work throughout the happenings of
2016. This small unit with highly trained, skilled and
dedicated staff of sworn and professional staff worked
with and experienced people from the law enforcement
community worldwide.
The difficult and painful side to working this detail,
however, was planning and managing funerals. The
losses of Deputy Philip Borja, Deputy Gary Claypool,
Sergeant Sean Geske, Sergeant Alfonso Lopez, Deputy Ismael Loya, Deputy Dominic Miller, and Sergeant
Steve Owen were devastating, but Tactical Planning
Unit personnel worked hand-in-hand with Injury and
Health Services Unit staff, to ensure our lost brothers
were memorialized in a dignified and respectful manner.
The sudden and tragic loss of Sergeant Steve Owen,
and the manner in which he was taken broke our
hearts. Every member of the Tactical Planning Unit

either knew Steve personally or worked with him; this
made the mission to plan his funeral extremely difficult
and painful to complete. We pulled together, however,
for the sake of our friend, his wife, family, and beloved
friends and coworkers, and with the support of Sheriff
McDonnell and executive staff, designed a ceremony
for Steve, befitting of a man of his great stature and
character.
Despite their grief, Lancaster Sheriff’s Station personnel were supportive and worked closely with Tactical
Planning Unit staff to ensure a flawless and memorable
outcome. Sympathy and compassion abounded during
planning, and was seen by the countless offers which
came from throughout the county to patrol Lancaster
and Palmdale Sheriff’s Stations, so deputies closest to
Steve could attend his funeral, and from law enforcement families nationwide who offered their support.
Throughout the entire planning process, the one person who showed the most strength to push forward
was Steve’s wife, Deputy Tania Owen. In the midst of
a storm, her mettle and courage were the beacon.
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The Emergency Operations Bureau is responsible for
the coordination and response to complex emergencies and disasters.   Managing and staffing both the
County Emergency Operations Center and the Department Operations Center allows bureau staff to maintain situational awareness of issues, threats or events
which impact available resources within the operational
area, and manage personnel response in a systematic, controlled environment, working within the Incident
Command System.
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As time marches forward, we remember people we lost
and savor meaningful moments from 2016, then set
our sights on 2017 and look forward to the challenges
the new year will bring.

In addition to the parade, Tactical Planning Unit staff
managed the security for the LA! Pride Parade, the City
of West Hollywood Halloween Carnaval, all Copa LA
soccer games, a UCLA Bruins football game, the Rose
Bowl Game, and a concert held at the Rose Bowl.
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Street gangs are more focused than ever before on
criminal enterprise beyond jurisdictional boundaries or
national borders.  Drug trafficking, street-level narcotics,
extortion, human trafficking and weapons dealing have
been the common funding sources of organized street
gangs for many years; the profits from illegal drugs and
gun sales are in the millions of dollars annually. There
is a direct link between street gangs, drug cartels and
prison gangs because they all profit by working together.

Currently, there are more than 1,030 active criminal
street gangs with members totaling more than 60,000
within Los Angeles County. As of December, 2016,
more than 140 criminal homicides committed within
our jurisdiction were gang-related, an increase of 32
percent compared to 2015. In addition, there were
more than 697 gang-related assaults involving firearms. This correlated to a 17 percent downward trend
in gang-related assaults, compared to 2015. Operation Safe Streets personnel served over 708 search
warrants, of which many were written for multiple locations; conducted 61 probation compliance searches
and 10 parole compliance searches; and were responsible for managing ten court-ordered gang injunctions.
Street gangs are more sophisticated today
than ever before, employing smartphones, laptops and other technology to further their criminal enterprise. Their leadership is far more mobile and networked because of this technology.
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Human trafficking emerged as organized crime’s best
kept secret. Local, state and federal law enforcement agencies now recognize street gangs were involved in local sex trafficking for many years.   To
combat this, Operation Safe Streets personnel work
in collaboration with the recently-formed Human Trafficking Bureau and Criminal Intelligence Bureau.

At all 13 sheriff’s stations where Operation Safe Streets
teams are quartered, bureau personnel maintain open
dialogues with community entities by attending school
events, city council meetings, town hall meetings, cultural events, and other community events. Operation
Safe Streets personnel are engaged with community
youth and gang intervention programs such as the Vital Intervention Directional Alternatives program, the
Youth Activities League and other community-based
youth activities, and involved with community sponsored events, including recruitment job fairs and school
events where interactive displays and K-9 demonstrations are conducted. Operation Safe Streets personnel engage in a variety of forums to educate others on
the threat of gangs within their communities, firearms
surrender programs and human trafficking issues.

Operation Safe Streets Bureau personnel are rooted
in the station areas they serve. Minimal personnel
movement and rotations from team-to-team builds
strong community relationships, bolsters gang suppression efforts and investigations by having institutional knowledge, and affirms a commitment to a respective community. A primary strategy is to maximize
community interaction through day-to-day contacts,
thus playing an integral role in weakening the recruitment of future gang members by way of intervention.
With open lines of communication, diligent investigation and methodical steps, a number of toxic gang
members, illegal firearms, narcotics, parapherna-
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Because of the proliferation of gang membership and
gang-related crimes throughout the communities of Los
Angeles County in the 1970s, the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department created the Street Gang Detail.
With further funding, the detail expanded in 1979 to
what is known today as Operation Safe Streets Bureau.
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lia, and funds were purged from many communities
across the county during 2016. On Tuesday, February 9, 2016, with the assistance of an Operation Safe
Streets K-9 team, Pico Rivera Sheriff’s Station Operation Safe Streets detectives served a search warrant
targeting a local criminal street gang associate. The
associate’s house was used to store illegally possessed firearms for the gang.  An SKS assault rifle, a
mini-14 rifle, an illegally-modified AK-47 assault rifle,
three shotguns, two Winchester 30/30 rifles, a .357
caliber revolver, a .44 caliber revolver, a.32 caliber
revolver, a Derringer pistol, methamphetamine, various calibers of ammunition, and $2,000 were recovered. The suspect was arrested for related charges.

Special Operations Division

Operation Safe Streets

Operation Safe Streets partnered with federal, state
and local agencies for the purpose of reducing violent
crime in the city of Compton with a program called
the Violence Reduction Network. The Operation Safe
Streets Bureau maintains a Gang Surveillance Unit, as
well as two K-9 handlers, who each have two narcotics
and firearms detection dogs.  The Gang Surveillance
Unit and the K-9 teams were pivotal in assisting other
Operation Safe Streets detectives with their cases and
search warrants for this program.

On Wednesday, February 10, 2016, Compton Sheriff’s Station Operation Safe Streets detectives served
a search warrant targeting a local criminal street gang
member for a shooting which took place on a nearby
freeway.  A loaded .223 caliber AR-15 assault rifle, a
loaded .38 caliber revolver, live ammunition of various calibers, and gang paraphernalia were recovered. The suspect was arrested for related charges.
South Los Angeles OSS detectives also served a
search warrant on Wednesday February 10, 2016.
Assisted by an Operation Safe Streets K-9 team, the
search warrant targeted a local criminal street gang
member who was suspected of illegally possessing
firearms.  A 9mm handgun, a .45 caliber handgun, a
large amount of marijuana, several magazines for various semiautomatic handguns, and various calibers of
ammunition were recovered. The suspect was arrested for related charges.
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a Federal Emergency Management Agency asset and
its staff were requested numerous times for their expertise and services in California and across the nation
involving natural disasters.
The Air Rescue 5 helicopter crew and tactical members
of the Special Enforcement Bureau spent 2016 coordinating a regional active shooter response. Through
joint training with local fire agencies and a curriculum which defines an appropriate tactical medical response, the Special Enforcement Bureau developed
an air-ground active shooter response program which
leads the nation.
Special Enforcement Bureau consists of five details:  
The Special Enforcement Detail, Emergency Services
Detail, Canine Services Detail, Arson/Explosives Detail and the Hazardous Materials Detail. Each of the
details are primarily trained as Special Weapons Team
members and come together to form the six Special
Weapons Teams which exist within the bureau, each
with its own specialty to the overall teams.
The Special Enforcement Detail is centered mainly on
Special Weapons Team tactics. Team members are
trained in a variety of disciplines to address a variety
of incidents such as hostage recovery, high-risk warrant service, barricaded suspects, armored vehicle tactics, firearms, breaching, technology, rural and mountain operations, maritime interdiction operations, and
weapons of mass destruction.
The Emergency Services Detail team members are
tactical paramedics who specialize in rescue and recovery operations, and are trained in rural and mountain rescue, ocean and swift water rescue, helicopterbased rescue, and public safety diving. Each member
is a licensed paramedic and certified tactical medic,
capable of delivering advanced life support care in any
of the austere environments they are deployed. Advanced specialized training involves combat medical
care, combat technical rescue, confined space rescue
and recovery, and advanced underwater recovery operations. The Emergency Services Detail functions as
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Canine Detail members are trained to conduct searches
for felony and armed suspects with the use of speciallytrained dogs. Canine handlers are specialists in urban
and rural tracking operations, and can be inserted into
tactical operations with their dogs using a rappel or fast
rope technique. Handlers also train and operate in the
highly- specialized area of maritime interdiction operations, and conduct specialized tactical canine courses
to integrate working police dogs with tactical teams.
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Special Enforcement Bureau

The Special Enforcement Bureau originated in 1958,
and came from humble beginnings with little manpower
and antiquated resources. In deep contrast to its days
of infancy, this bureau maintained itself during 2016 as
one of the premier law enforcement special operations
units in the United States. It is the home of our agency’s high-risk and tactical teams, with personnel who
hold expertise in solving dangerous situations through
experience, training, and the use of highly-specialized
weapons and equipment.

The Arson/Explosives Detail specialty is fire and explosive investigative, technical, and emergency response services. All team members are full-time, certified bomb technicians and arson investigators.   This
detail uses specialized equipment and certified bomb
and arson detection dogs in its investigations. They
are an integral part of the Special Weapons Teams
during tactical incidents involving improvised explosive devices and active shooter responses. Several
members are certified public safety divers and conduct
the specialized Post Blast Underwater Investigation
Course. These specialized divers also assist the Special Enforcement Bureau Maritime Cadre in Homeland
Security Operations involving suspicious devices in the
underwater environment.
Hazardous Material Detail members specialize in incidents and threats involving chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear weapons. Team members respond
quickly to terrorist threats with a mobile laboratory
vehicle to conduct field testing of suspicious subp191

It was business as usual for Special Enforcement
Bureau staff who conducted hundreds of tactical operations throughout 2016, including hostage rescues,
barricaded suspects, high risk search warrants, dignitary protection, arson and explosive devices investigations, and tactical medical support, as well as provided
teaching and training in these topics worldwide. Bureau members responded to over 300 tactical operations, 500 suspicious or unattended devices or packages, 125 hazardous material operations, 500 arsons,
200 canine requests, and participated in approximately
500 rescues.

On a regular basis, Special Enforcement Bureau personnel were confronted by armed or resistive suspects, and used their tactical expertise to safely take
them into custody. One of the year’s most memorable
and proud moments was when two bureau members
were awarded the California State Emergency Medical
Services Medal of Valor for risking their lives to save
a child trapped in a vehicle precariously dangling over
the side of a mountain.
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stances. The mobile laboratory is a valuable asset,
as specialized tests may take several days to process
if the suspicious substances were to be transported to
a national laboratory. The Hazardous Material Detail
incorporates its own working dog into investigations,
which is notably the only certified weapons of mass
destruction Chemical Biological Detection canine in
the United States. Each of these detail members are
an integral part of the Special Weapons Teams during
Tactical Hazardous Material incidents, and are certified
emergency medical technicians, tactical medics, and
public safety divers.

Special Enforcement Bureau members traveled to Munich, Germany, to train with the elite German police tactical unit, Grenzschutzgruppe 9, also known as GSG9,
and recognized as one of the world’s premier hostage
rescue teams. It did not go unnoticed the Special Enforcement Bureau team was uniquely integrated when
an improvised explosive device was encountered during a training operation. The device was immediately
rendered safe by a Special Enforcement Bureau tactical bomb technician already present inside the target
location. The GSG9 commander explained that in a
similar situation, he would have had significant delay
in rendering the device safe, requiring response from a
member of the military explosive ordinance detail.
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Special Enforcement Bureau Continued

Several tactical events concluded with Special Enforcement Bureau members receiving our agency’s
highest honor, the Medal of Valor. It was for one of
those events, in particular, they were awarded for heroic actions displayed during a hostage rescue of more
than 40 people held hostage inside of a barbecue restaurant in Downey by an armed suspect. Sergeant Kamal Ahmad, Deputies Darell Edwards, Gonzalo Galvez
and Ricardo Munoz were awarded the Medal of Valor
for their tremendous courage, heroism and determination to save the victims. With full knowledge of the risk
involved by engaging an armed suspect, Deputy Daniel Leon was awarded the Meritorious Conduct MedalGold for his display of great bravery and decisiveness
during the difficult and deadly situation, and knowingly
placing himself in immediate, life-threatening peril.
As the Special Enforcement Bureau moves toward
its 60th anniversary, the future looks bright. Improvements and new technology applied in a tactical environment will directly affect the safety and efficiency of the
men and women who use it. Technological advances,
coupled with the hard working and heroic actions of
Special Enforcement Bureau members, will significantly enhance efforts to safeguard the residents of Los
Angeles County and achieve this bureau’s number one
goal: Saving lives.
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The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department and the
Department of Mental Health paired specially-trained
deputy sheriffs and mental health clinicians together in
what became known as the Mental Evaluation Team.
The program was established to assist patrol personnel with a co-response to 911 calls involving a mental
health emergency or critical incident, and was the first
of its kind in the nation. Each team consists of a deputy and a psychiatric social worker; the two are paired
for a shift dressed in civilian clothes for approachability,
and respond throughout the county.
The Mental Evaluation Team began as a pilot program
in October, 1991. It proved so successful, the Board
of Supervisors approved funding in July, 1992 for four
field teams and one supervisory team.  Subsequently,
a 40-hour cross training for deputies and clinicians
was developed to better understand the relationship
between the two very different organizations and the
populations they serve.
Since being officially established on Sunday, January
31, 1993, the number of residents in need of the team’s
services increased, creating a need for more teams.
Seeing the importance and benefits of the program,
Supervisor Michael Antonovich, Fifth Supervisorial District, and the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
approved the use of discretionary funds to add another
team, which was specifically dedicated to needs in the
Antelope Valley. Another expansion to the unit, which
falls under the supervisory umbrella of the Special Operations Division, occurred in 2015 with three teams
added in northern Los Angeles County.

In 2016, the Mental Evaluation Team consisted of two
sergeants to supervise ten deputies and one professional staff member; seven Psychiatric Social Worker II positions were committed to the team and directly supervised by a licensed clinical social worker.
In Fiscal Year 2015-16, team personnel responded to
958 calls for service. In this total, 79% resulted in hospitalizations for mental health treatment. Overall, 97%
of cases handled by Mental Evaluation Team staff re-

The Mental Evaluation Team is headquartered in the
city of El Monte, and in late 2016, a new satellite office
was established at Santa Clarita Valley Station for additional coverage in the North Patrol Division service
area. Another satellite to be established at Cerritos
Station will provide increased service within the corridor parallel to the California Interstate 605 highway
and the San Gabriel Riverbed, where a significant
increase in 5150 California Welfare and Institutions
Code involuntary psychiatric hold cases were reported
in South Patrol Division during 2016. There are three
mental health treatment facilities in the area making
Cerritos Station an excellent location for pre-staging
team personnel.
Mental Evaluation Team and Department of Mental
Health management personnel meet regularly to evaluate all new incoming cases, update status on prior

Risk assessment and monitoring ensure the patient
and/or caregivers are properly linked to available community and health care resources. The goal is to help
find long term solutions to mental health concerns,
thus reducing or eliminating protracted patrol calls for
service.  This intiaitve is beneficial for the patient, the
local community and fewer calls for service to de-escalate potentially volitile situations. A properly linked
mental health patient means patrol deputies are free
to respond to other calls for service and emergencies
with a shorter resonse times. This also frees up Mental
Evaluation Team units to handle other calls.
This innovative, co-response program is an award-winning endeavor, receiving the Productivity and Quality
Award, the National Association of County Organizations Award and the Extra Miles Award at the annual
Mental Illness and Law Enforcement Seminar.
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The Mental Evaluation Team

cases, and archive the risk assessment and monitoring
program cases for future reference once a patient is
confirmed properly linked to appropriate services.  
During 2016, with a new management team in place,
a new risk assessment and monitoring initiative was
implemented.  New criteria was established to flag certain patients who received compassionate care in the
field by patrol and Mental Evaluation Team personnel,
with particular emphasis on helping team members
identify patients considered protracted users of policing services. Mental Evaluation Team personnel now
follow up and make contact with caretakers and patients when a field investigation is necessary beyond
the initial handling of a crisis by patrol or team personnel. Through this new initiative, the Mental Evaluation Team, as a unit, are working diligently to break the
cycle of repeated triage in favor of long term solutions
to help patients, which is a more compassionate approach than in years past.

Special Operations Division

sulted in mental health treatment and diversion outside
the criminal justice system.

The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department is at the
forefront among local law enforcement agencies with
renewed efforts and new initiatives to provide more
specialized care to the underserved mentally ill population within the communities we serve.
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Communications and Fleet Management Bureau

In July, 2016, project managers traveled to Houston, Texas, to share lessons learned, discuss future endeavors
partnering with the FirstNet telecommunications service provider and talk about expanding coverage for the 4G LTE
PSBN system. LA-RICS team members capped off the year by providing communications for more than 1,000 law
enforcement personnel who handled security operations at the 2017 Tournament of Roses Parade.

Fleet Management Unit
The Fleet Management Unit manages nearly 6,400 pieces of deployed assets. It is also involved with the construction and management of the vehicle maintenance contract, currently at a cost of approximately $20 million per fiscal
year. Associated with this contract is the management of 30 maintenance locations, 160 maintenance vendor employees, and the verification of the accuracy of invoices for over 46,000 repair orders per year.  Department vehicles
traveled over 70 million miles last year and the fleet grew at a rate of 5 percent per year, over the past six years.   

The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department is one of only two law enforcement agencies nationwide to conduct
in-depth, annual, pursuit-rated vehicle testing of vehicles submitted by three major vehicle manufacturers. The test
information is compiled in a detailed document and disseminated to all law enforcement agencies both nationwide
and throughout Canada. During vehicle testing, Communications and Fleet Management Bureau partners with
vendors and vehicle manufacturers in a trade show. This is done to provide visiting law enforcement personnel easier access to vehicle manufacturing personnel, engineers, vendors, Emergency Vehicle Operations Center
drivers, and mechanics evaluating the vehicles. The Fleet Management Unit is heavily involved in research and
development, and partners with various vendors to develop new products specifically designed to enhance officer
safety and reduce cost.  The unit also partners with the County of Los Angeles Internal Services Department-Office
of Sustainability and the California Environmental Protection Agency-Air Resources Board to reduce emissions and
our agency’s carbon footprint.
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Los Angeles Regional Interoperable Communications System
The Los Angeles Regional Interoperable Communications System, known as LA-RICS, enjoyed a banner year in
2016. Construction began on the Land Mobile Radio System at mountaintop sites including Hauser Peak, Puente
Hills Nike, and the Los Angeles County Fire Command and Control Facility. The Public Safety Broadband Network
provided support for the City of West Hollywood Halloween Carnaval, one of the largest Halloween festivals in the
United States.  The LA-RICS personnel participated in the first-ever United States Department of Homeland Security electronic jamming exercise held at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico. Lessons learned from this
exercise will be shared with law enforcement agencies across the nation.

Technology & Support Division
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With technology evolving in patrol more rapidly than ever, and the last Ford Crown Victoria manufactured in 2011,
a new generation of vehicles was needed to significantly overhaul and modernize the black and white patrol fleet.  
In late 2015, Communications and Fleet Management Bureau introduced the new Ford Police Interceptor as the
replacement patrol vehicle.  To date, over 275 of the new vehicles were deployed in the field.  
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While the BC-14 channel is reserved for the public
safety sector, the modem is designed to revert back
to a long term evolution network, should an issue
arise.  In the foreseeable future, our patrol fleet will
have a data network which is functional, reliable,
fast, and secure. The Mobile Digital Computer Unit
built 65 patrol vehicles with a Sierra Wireless modem and a mobile digital computer with the Microsoft Windows 10 baseline, which are the first of its
kind nationwide. Of the 65 units, 55 were deployed
and work flawlessly.  According to patrol personnel,
the network connectivity improved significantly and
the Microsoft Windows 10 baseline performed much
faster. Log-on time was decreased to about one
minute

Body-Worn Camera Project
During the past year, Body Worn Camera team members attended training, conducted research and began
developing specifications needed for body-worn camera deployment. The team led a countywide workgroup involving various Los Angeles County-based law
enforcement agencies. The workgroup discussed various policies, agency body-worn camera deployments
and products, and organized the countywide Body
Worn Camera Implementation Workgroup with participating justice partners from the Los Angeles County
District Attorney’s Office, Law Office of the Los Angeles
County Public Defender, County of Los Angeles Alternate Public Defender, County of Los Angeles Probation
Department, United States Department of Commerce
Office of Inspector General, County of Los AngelesChief Executive Office, County of Los Angeles-Chief
Information Officer, Los Angeles County Internal Services Department, Countywide Criminal Justice Coordination Committee, Los Angeles County Countywide
Criminal Justice Coordination Committee-Information
Services Advisory, County of Los Angeles Office of the
County Counsel, the Superior Court of California County of Los Angeles, and the Los Angeles Police Department.  The workgroup was divided into fiscal, technical
and policy subcommittees, which met regularly and reported progress to the Countywide Body Worn Camera
Implementation Workgroup, as a whole.
Body Worn Camera team members used the information learned to develop a six-year body worn camera
plan and presented it to the Executive Planning Committee. Team members also developed a six-year budget and submitted it to the County of Los Angeles-Chief
Executive Office.   During 2016, just under $1 million
was awarded to the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department as part of a federal body-worn camera grant.
The team will continue enhancing and modifying the
body-worn camera plan as policies develop.
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Communications Solutions
The Communications Solutions section of Communications and Fleet Management Bureau consists of Logistics and Radio Services. In 2016, the primary focus
for the Communications Solutions Section was to replace aging communications equipment, including cellular devices and portable radios. The Logistics section assisted several Department units with replacing
older cellular phones which were no longer capable of
operating on our data network.

Mobile Digital Computers and
Band Class 14 Patrol Vehicle
The year 2016 saw significant improvements with
the Mobile Digital Computer. Mobile Digital Computer Solutions Unit personnel began a migration from
Microsoft Windows 7 to Microsoft Windows 10 Long
Term Service Branch. Long Term Service Branch is
a mission-critical version of Microsoft Windows 10;
with few unnecessary updates and features, it is perfect for the mobile digital computers. Additionally, the
new Band Class-14 data channel is now accessed
by means of a modem installed in each vehicle.

The Radio Services section, in addition to their regular
duties, was tasked with inspecting cellular equipment
replaced in Department vehicles. Quality control is a
labor-intensive responsibility which is a continuous responsibility and vital to the operation of the equipment.
The majority of our fleet must be upgraded and qualitychecked for maximum performance.
Communications Solutions is in the process of preparing to replace all portable radios with a new radio
compatible with the LA-RICS System. There are approximately 14,700 portable radios currently deployed
to sheriff’s personnel. The radio replacement project
is expected to be completed over the next five years
and LA-RICS is estimated to be fully operational in the
year 2020.

Radio Room
One week a year, we celebrate and honor our dispatchers and recognize their contributions helping
to keep our communities safe. During that week,
the Sheriff’s Communication Center dispatchers
and law enforcement technicians assigned to desk
operations are honored for their outstanding efforts and devotion to the communities they serve.

Technology & Support Division
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Communications and Fleet Management Bureau Continued

The tradition of recognizing one public safety dispatcher each year started in 1986. On Thursday, April 14,
2016, in celebration of National Public Safety Telecommunicators Week 2016, Sheriff Jim McDonnell recognized the dedicated service of public safety dispatchers.
He presented the 2016 Public Response Dispatcher of
the Year award to Public Response Dispatcher II Lisa
Hennessy, who began her career dispatching for the
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department in 2003.
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Data Systems Bureau is comprised of approximately 350
employees assigned to different
locations across Los Angeles
County. Together, they design,
construct, operate, secure, and
maintain information systems
and data, which support the business functions of the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department
and criminal justice agencies throughout Los Angeles
County. They provide law enforcement and public information to members of the community and provide
information pathways to state and federal agencies.

The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department Intranet
site received a much-needed remodeling job last year.
The previous site was cobbled together over time as

Transparency is
something heard
quite often in the
past few years.
Efforts toward providing this standard involved a massive deployment
of closed-circuit television cameras within Custody
Division facilities. During 2016, the Century Regional Detention Center went live with approximately 500
such cameras, after which installation of cameras and
infrastructure commenced at the Pitchess Detention
Center facilities. The installation of closed-circuit television camera systems required a significant amount
of equipment, which functions behind the scenes to

At any given time within Data Systems Bureau, there
are dozens of large, ongoing projects in various stages of completion.  The year 2016 was busy, filled with
growing demands for technology, to which the hardworking personnel on our team stood up and delivered.

The year 2016 saw big changes to Help Desk software. The previous software became antiquated
and was replaced with the Cherwell Service Man-

The Managed Print Services program was mandated
by the County of Los Angeles Board of Supervisors
several years ago with the goal of full implementation by summer, 2017. The program will replace most
printing, scanning and faxing devices in Los Angeles
County with devices owned by Xerox. The Department will only pay for paper and a cost-per-print fee,
projected to result in measurable cost savings. The
small team of dedicated personnel who manage this
massive program are responsible to map each facility
used by Department personnel, inventory and collect
the thousands of existing devices and create a plan
to replace those devices with new equipment. They
also procure the new equipment, and coordinate its
delivery, installation and set-up. With all of the moving
parts of this program and the extremely limited staffing,
the Managed Print Services team still managed to get
1,125 print devices installed and online during 2016.
Data centers are the heart and soul of a computer network. They act as a hub for all information
streamed across the Department. Due to the rapid growth and high demand for technology, a new
data center was inaugurated at the Sheriff’s Communication Center site. Although still not fully complete, the new data center is fully operational. With
the new equipment working, in conjunction with the
data center in Norwalk, the sites process data three
times faster than before and with few to no errors.

As this world-renowned agency relies increasingly
more upon information technology to operate, the
number of malicious individuals and organizations
looking to exploit weaknesses in its network grows,
as well. During 2016, vigilant Data Systems Bureau Security Group personnel filtered over 248 million potentially harmful emails sent to our network
and blocked almost 15,000 instances of malware.
Data Systems Bureau supports technology and infrastructure which surround us daily; they became
such an integral part of daily life in the modern
world, many people rarely think about them. That
is, of course, until they stop working. The Information Technology Help Desk is the most common point of contact between Data Systems Bureau and Department personnel.
The simple,
easy-to-use menu of the online Help Desk belies
the complex software which routes and tracks
each of the thousands of requests submitted each
year; last year, more than 44,000 were submitted.
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agement system.
Improvements and
upgrades
were
also made to the
Help Desk customer portal and customer support, allowing Data Systems Bureau to deliver a faster and more effective customer service experience to Department employees.
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tion System was developed but in 2016, replacement
of it with the most modern and state-of-the-art system
in the world began.  The Multimodal Biometric Identification System takes multiple biometric factors into consideration when identifying individuals, such as fingerprints, palm prints, and iris and facial recognition. The
Multimodal Biometric Identification System includes an
integration into the regional booking system and provides a fingerprint-based booking photograph for all
law enforcement agencies within Los Angeles County.

The year 2017 will be another busy epoch, filled with
enormous projects to meet even greater demands for
technology and automation. The experienced and
skilled staff at Data Systems Bureau are anxious and
ready to face the challenges!
the need for it grew, and as a result, it became a patchwork of incongruent content; different parts created on
different platforms by different people with very little
uniformity. The new and improved Microsoft SharePoint Intranet provided a much more user-friendly
experience with updated content and more helpful,
current information. For those of you who prefer the
familiar face of the old Intranet, fear not! It is still available, as well.

allow the cameras to be effective and efficient.   Fiber optic circuits, data storage servers and other
network upgrades were required for each additional
facility. Approximately 800 closed-circuit television
cameras were installed at different facilities last year.
The Los Angeles County Regional Identification System Unit made some exciting progress in the field of
criminal identification during 2016.  Over the years, the
Los Angeles County Automated Fingerprint Identificap201

One Hundred Years of Identification

Records and Identification Bureau
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During ceremonies, Sheriff Jim McDonnell delivered
the keynote address. In his speech, he recognized
the great importance of identification in law enforcement, the advancements made in fingerprinting and
DNA analysis over the years, and the vital role of
assistance these had in solidifying criminal convictions, exonerating individuals, and identifying victims
of crimes and victims of mass fatalities.

Division Director of Technology and Support Division
Dean Gialamas also addressed guests at the event.
“The use of DNA databases, fingerprinting databases,
facial recognition, and iris scanning are just a few examples of powerful technological advances in forensics supporting law enforcement and enhancing public
safety in our communities,” he said. “We are proud of
the last one hundred years of progress and look forward to the next century of advancements.”

YEAR IN REVIEW 2016

Guests were welcomed to view a gallery-style exhibition of historical and current photographs in a timeline
sequence depicting the last 100 years of identification, watch a LiveScan demonstration, and glimpse at
a showcase of historical fingerprinting tools and gadgets. Participants were also treated to a fascinating
documentary presented through the eyes of retired
and current department personnel which outlined the
history and amazing evolution of the scientific identification process, from its rudimentary beginnings of simple ‘Wanted’ posters, to today’s modern and advanced
technology systems like finger, DNA and iris-scanning
databases to communicate in real time on local, national and worldwide platforms.

Last year, Technology and Support Division proudly
celebrated 100 Years of Identification at an event
held on Friday, January 8, 2016. The affair was held
inside the Council Chambers of Norwalk City Hall,
located in the civic center, two blocks away from the
Records and Identification Bureau offices.

As a token of appreciation for contribution over the last
century from each unit of the Department to the identification process and advancement in technology, each
person in attendance received a commemorative coin
specially designed for the event by the 100 Year Committee, which assembled the event.

Technology & Support Division
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The 100 Year Committee members, led by Event Manager Lieutenant Brian Gellis, are: Supervising Photographer Arthur Balena and Forensic Identification Specialist II Cynthia Fortier, Scientific Services Bureau;
Operations Assistant II Margarita Roa, LACRIS; and
Sergeant Elizabeth Duncan, AFIS Operations Manager Gloria Coleman, AFIS Operations Supervisor Katrina Granger, AFIS Supervisor Lidia Reefer, and AFIS
Technician II Mireya Cervantes, Records and Identification Bureau.
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Scientific Services Bureau continued to provide support for department operations throughout 2016, and strove to provide the exemplary forensic science service for which it is widely known, to Los Angeles County’s criminal justice system.
Staff pursued innovative technology, helped develop new forensic standards, assisted detectives with investigations, practiced bureau teamwork and camaraderie, and demonstrated the importance of laboratory and department history.

Mandated DNA Kits Increase the Number of Loci Analyzed
In November, 2015, the Federal Bureau of Investigation mandated all Combined DNA Index Systemeligible laboratories begin the use of mega kits for DNA analysis by Sunday, January 1, 2017, in order to continue entering profiles into the Combined DNA Index System database. The mega kits are
named as such because they analyze a DNA sample at 24 to 27 loci, as compared to kits previously used by laboratories across the country, including ours, which analyzed a DNA sample at 15 loci.
Prior to the announcement, Forensic Biology staff began to research a variety of available mega kits to determine
which kit would be best for the Scientific Services Bureau.   Once the specific kit was chosen, the long process
of validation and method development began. Making a change of this type affects every aspect of the analysis,
including instrumentation, software, reagents, standards, and interpretation, among other things. Each of these
elements must be thoroughly validated according to strict procedures dictated by accreditation and Federal Bu-

Staff were trained to analyze and interpret the data results from the use of the new kits. By increasing the
DNA profile from 15 loci to 27 loci, the amount of raw
data produced nearly doubled. For samples which
contain a mixture of more than one contributor, which
nearly every sample other than a reference does, the
analyst must interpret and analyze twice as much data
in order to produce viable information which can be entered into the Combined DNA Index System database
or compared to a reference sample.
This was a big change for both staff and investigators. The generation of more data meant more time
was necessary for both data analysis and technical review. While implementation of the new kits increased DNA analysis time, there were benefits to the
change, which are three-fold:  Scientific Services Bureau was required to convert to the new kits in order
to enter DNA profiles into the Combined DNA Index
System database, the twelve additional loci meant a

While DNA analysis takes longer in the short-term, a
plan was implemented to shorten that time in the future through the use of other new technology. The
bureau is currently in the process of purchasing a
highly specialized computer program, STRMix, which
uses cutting-edge processes to complete analysis and
calculations the analysts do by hand. The software
produces a likelihood ratio for each of the profile possibilities in a mixture. This type of statistical presentation of DNA evidence is different from the random
match probabilities currently calculated, and is the
kind of next-generation technology recommended by
scholarly and judicial experts across the country. The
implementation of the STRMix software will increase
capabilities and shorten the amount of time necessary
to complete DNA analysis when multi-contributor mixtures are present. In time, this new technology will provide a useful service to assist in solving more crimes.

Participation in Organization of Scientific Area Committee Meetings
In July and August, six bureau members traveled to
Phoenix, Arizona, to participate in Organization of
Scientific Area Committee meetings. The organization is overseen by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, with the goal of addressing
ways to improve and standardize forensic science
service.
Forensic disciplines are organized into
several subcommittees under five scientific area
committees:
Biology/DNA, Chemistry/Instrumentation, Crime Scene/Death Investigation, Information Technology/Multimedia, and Physics/Pattern.
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profile obtained from an evidence sample was exponentially more unique than the same profile obtained
using the old kits, and there were more mini-sized
loci included in the kit, making it better at analyzing
difficult samples, such as old or degrades samples.

Technology & Support Division

reau of Investigation standards. In 2016, these validations and new methods of analysis were completed.

The meetings enabled members to collaborate in strategy sessions and discuss topics which could not be
fully addressed virtually. As the largest fully-accredited
municipal crime lab in the nation, it is important for Scientific Services Bureau personnel to be involved in the
process. The OSAC groups will be defining new standards and policies, which will determine how forensic
science is practiced in the future.
The ongoing work of the Organization of Scientific Area
Committee projects involved the development of scientifically-valid standards for inclusion on the Organization of Scientific Area Committee registries.  Additional
work focused on evaluating research and development
needs, and standardizing forensic terminology. During
the meetings, bureau staff had the opportunity to assist
in this important endeavor.
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Scientific Services Bureau Continued

developed to display historical items from both agencies in twin glass tower display cases in the second
floor lobby.

The Hall of Justice Time Capsule Project
In July, Scientific Services Bureau contributed
some items to the Hall of Justice Time Capsule
project, including documents describing the details of two cold cases from the 1980s.
The narrative explained how
DNA technology assisted
detectives, enabling them
to solve these two related
cases and take a child
predator off the streets.

Technology & Support Division

Scientific Services Bureau
Assists in Oregon Investigation
An article in the East Oregonian newspaper credited
Scientific Services Bureau personnel for finding clues
for police who investigated a homicide in Hermiston,
Oregon. The detective contacted bureau staff about
a suspect vehicle located in southern California. The
vehicle was seen in surveillance video being struck
several times during a gun battle. When the vehicle
was recovered and impounded, however, it showed
obvious signs of repair and repainting.
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Police department staff assigned to the Scientific Investigation Division already had a collection of historical items on display at the C. Erwin Piper Technical
Center location and transferred it to the Hertzberg-Davis Forensic Science Center for the exhibit. Their collection included a calculating machine from the 1930s,
a covert recording device from the 1950s, a breathalyzer from the 1960s, a chemist log book from 1928, a
breath alcohol field test, a fingerprint rolling kit, a colorimeter, and a pH meter from the 1930s.
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from the early 1900s, a microscope from the 1920s, a
camera from the 1940s, and a refractometer and vintage gas mask, both from the 1950s. Other exhibits
included pre-DNA electrophoresis tanks, vintage latent
print magnifiers and a typewriter grid used to measure
the letter spacing of typed materials.

Historically-important analytical equipment and instruments used in the past, and vintage photographs from
each laboratory’s beginning are highlighted behind
glass; especially thought-provoking during tours, when
visitors visually contrast them to the latest technology
at the state-of-the-art laboratory.

Bureau staff examined and photographed the vehicle
at the tow yard. By removing some automotive body
filler material, bullet and/or shot pellet impacts and
holes were uncovered.  One fired shot pellet was recovered, areas were swabbed for biological material
and the vehicle was processed for latent prints. The
evidence was collected and released to the detective,
who was very appreciative of the assistance offered by
bureau staff.

Items in the sheriff’s department display were located
by Scientific Services Bureau staff assigned to the
Controlled Substance group, when they packed up office equipment to move out of the Beverly Boulevard
facility to the Hertzberg-Davis Forensic Science Center. Many antiques were discovered behind cabinets
and in drawer bottoms, most which were likely used at
the North Main Street location between the years 1951
and 1976, and a few from between 1928 and 1951,
when the laboratory was housed at the Hall of Justice.

Historical Displays
Since the headquarters for the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department and the Los Angeles Police Department crime laboratories are co-located in the
Hertzberg-Davis Forensic Science Center, a plan was

The collection included a set of hydrometers used to
measure the physical properties of liquids prior to the
availability of current instrumentation, likely used to
confirm bootlegged whiskey during the era of Prohibition, a collection of pharmacology botanicals dating

Baker to Vegas 2016
The Los Angeles Regional Crime Lab Baker to
Vegas Team completed the annual relay, finishing
with a final time of 18:51:12 which was 20 minutes
faster than last year, and ahead of all other crime
laboratory teams from surrounding agencies.
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Alfonso learned about a career in law enforcement
from an uncle who is a police officer.  He collected law
enforcement challenge coins, and told his family and
friends he dreamed of being a K-9 officer someday.
In February, 2016, Alfonso’s mother noticed changes
to his body, which prompted several trips to the doctor. Alfonso was diagnosed with cancer. He and his
family face many challenges with three years of treatments ahead, and the first year anticipated as the most
intense.
On Wednesday, June 29, 2016, Alfonso’s career
dream came true! Commander Michael Claus met Alfonso and his parents on the front steps of the Metro
Transit Authority Headquarters Building, swore Alfonso in and appointed him as an honorary Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Deputy, assigned as a Transit Policing
Explosives Detection K-9 Deputy for the day. Alfonso
gleefully received his official assignment to train with
K-9 Deputies Beshai and Tweedy, and their K-9 partners, Xxara and Hhatton, and could hardly wait to get
to work.
The newly-deputized young man said he took his assignment very seriously, and would make sure the
dogs got plenty of good training, water and treats during their shift. He got quite the surprise when he was
fitted with a tactical vest and a Lenco BearCat armored
truck picked him up. Before being swept off to tend to
his new duties, it was clear to see from his smile he
was absolutely glowing with happiness. And that made
everything worthwhile.

Something else which makes these dogs unique is
their names; Xxara and Hhutton were named after 9/11
victims.  And, no, you are not seeing a typo; the first
letters were purposely doubled so one may readily distinguish the names to be of those whom they honor.
Acting Transit Division Chief, Commander Michael
Claus said, “We are always glad to have the opportunity to make even one kid smile. In this case, we’re
hoping to make a dream come true. Something that will
stay with Alfonso and his family for a long time. I really
hope to stay in touch with him and follow his journey to
recovery from this dreaded disease!”
Hopefully, if Alfonso experiences some tough days during his upcoming treatment, he can recall a few happy
moments from today’s adventure to give him a push of
emotional strength and put his mind back into the positive. Alfonso, we wish you wellness, happiness and a
quick recovery! Thank you for being our honorary K-9
Deputy for a Day!
The Transit Policing Division of the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department consists of four bureaus, with
over 600 sworn and professional staff personnel combined. Those bureaus have the contract policing responsibility for the Metropolitan Transportation Authority or Metro, and the Southern California Regional Rail
Authority, or Metrolink.

Seventh Annual Charity Golf Classic
On Monday, June 20, 2016, Transit Policing Division
hosted its seventh annual Charity Golf Classic at the
beautiful Black Gold Golf Club, in the city of Yorba
Linda. The proceeds benefited people affected by the
challenging birth defect, Spina Bifida.
The goal was to offer support to thousands of families
across the nation affected by Spina Bifida. The disease
occurs during fetal development, when the spinal column fails to close properly and leaves a gap or lesion
behind. This birth defect can lead to paralysis or other
mobility challenges, neurological complications, bladder or bowel control issues, and learning disabilities.
Contributions received from the humanitarian event
funded an outreach campaign which spread awareness and helped in the research of Spina Bifida, and
enabled the purchase of toys, blankets and games to
help comfort the children hospitalized by Spina Bifida
at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles.
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K-9 Deputy for a Day
When Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department Transit Policing Division executives learned about 12-yearold Alfonso Hoffman being diagnosed with leukemia
and that his wish was to be a K-9 officer, they wanted
to make it happen, even if just for a day.

Transit Policing Division

Transit Policing Division
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At any given time, Metro has trains travelling on over
100 miles of track, and over 2,000 buses on the road.
Metrolink has trains traveling through six different
counties, with trains that can hold over 1,000 passengers on board.

At the event, Alfonso and his family learned how special training with Xxara and Hhutton is because they
are a part the second largest Transportation Security
Administration-trained explosives detection canine
team on the west coast.
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Transit Policing Division

The Perris Valley Line Extension opened with new
service between downtown Riverside and South Perris, and because these lines never ran trains before,
Metrolink Bureau deputies provided crucial awareness
education. Prior to the extension opening, they visited schools, businesses and community events, and
stressed the importance of rail safety, and the dangers
involved with the crossings and tracks. They patrolled
the railroad tracks to contact trespassers occupying
areas along the tracks and educated those using the
railroad tracks as a shortcut to their destination.
Because law enforcement personnel from agencies
throughout the six counties in which Metrolink operates are most likely to respond first to incidents occurring within their jurisdiction aboard Metrolink commuter
trains, a Railroad Safety/Incident Response and Active
Shooter in-service training program was implemented.
Metrolink Bureau staff worked with local police and
sheriff’s personnel to educate them on several topics. The deputies and sergeants attended shift briefings, and provided training in a Rail Safety/Incident
Response class and an overview of a response to an
active shooter on a commuter train.
Deputy Daniel Eifert conducted the Rail Safety/Incident Response class, offering recommendations and
suggestions on how emergency responders can do
their job safer and easier. He provided an overview of
the trains, advised how to safely conduct law enforcement operations around the trains and the railroad
tracks, and provided information about enforcement of
railroad street-crossing traffic and railroad trespassing.
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Metrolink BUREAU

During 2016, Metrolink Bureau personnel continued
to provide the high standard of professional service to
patrons throughout the entire Metrolink commuter rail
system, for which they are known.

Sergeant Jeff Hardt developed an in-service training
program about response to active shooter incidents
aboard commuter trains. The training was not designed to teach active shooter tactics to local agencies, but to offer an overview and promote preplanning
for this type of incident. The training provided valuable
information about commuter train passenger car characteristics, and demonstrated how to access the trains
and disable them. The instruction was further instilled
by the use of short, table top exercises designed for
the respective jurisdictions.
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Transit Bureau North

The 22KILL Pushup Challenge movement began in
2013 after the Veterans Administration released the
staggering statistic of an average of 22 veterans commit suicide every day in the United States. The movement was committed to researching and understanding the genesis of this epidemic, and educating the
general public on the issues with which veterans are
confronted daily; it became a platform to raise aware-

ness, not just of veteran suicide, but of mental health
issues which may lead to suicide. These issues can
stem from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, traumatic
brain injury, or the struggles and stresses of transitioning from military life to civilian life. Many Department
members are touched by issues such as these; staff
assigned to Transit Policing Division are particularly
aware of these issues, as dealing with homelessness

and mental health are at the forefront of what they do
on a daily basis.
The 22KILL Pushup Challenge gained national traction on social media, wherein public servants and the
general public challenged each other to do 22 pushups in honor of the 22-average veterans who take their
own lives per day. Security Assistant McDaniel was
inspired to participate by her many family members,
friends and coworkers who served in various branches
of the military. She raised it to a new level by completing 22 pushups for 22 consecutive days, which she
documented on her personal Facebook page. KABC7
meteorologist, Bri Winkler, heard about Security Assistant McDaniel and invited her to perform the last day
of her 22KILL Pushup Challenge in uniform, live during
the late-morning news broadcast.
On Monday, May 16, 2016, Bri Winkler welcomed Security Assistant McDaniel, Transit Bureau North Captain Jennifer Bateman and Transit Policing Division
Public Information Officer Ramon Montenegro into the
KABC7 studios to witness the final day of the challenge. Security Assistant McDaniel realized her goals
to complete the challenge and raise awareness to an
important issue. Footage of the last portion of her challenge was viewed more than 70,000 times on social
media.
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At Transit Bureau North, our professional staff play an
extremely important role in daily operations. Security
assistants work in close partnership with sworn personnel to ensure the safety and security of our valued
patrons and employees along the entire Metro transit system. Security Assistant Jessica McDaniel was
assigned to Transit Policing Division for the past four
years, and her work ethic and professionalism are second to none.

Transit Policing Division
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Transit Bureau North personnel are proud of Security
Assistant McDaniel and her accomplishment! She
demonstrated courage and compassion by sharing
them with the world, and inspired many people with her
act of kindness. Security Assistant McDaniel’s next
goal is to become a deputy sheriff, certainly with more
good things on her horizon.
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Executive Officer Neal Tyler, Assistant Sheriff Richard
Barrantes, Chief Ronene Thomas and Commander
Judy Gerhardt attended the event, as did Threat Interdiction Unit, K-9, motorcycle, Recruitment Unit, and
STAR Unit personnel. Captain Karl Schow and Transit
Bureau South deputy personnel met with members of
the public, who also received a hands-on experience
with some of the tools used by Threat Interdiction Unit
personnel. On behalf of Metro, staff from the Immediate Needs Transportation Program, Los Angeles Sub-

Transit Bureau South

The Blue Line has an average monthly ridership of two
million patrons, while the Green Line has an average
monthly ridership of one million patrons. Located near
Martin Luther King, Jr. Community Hospital, several
schools and a number of county entities which offer
community services, Willowbrook/Rosa
Parks Station is the third-busiest transfer center for the Metro transit system.
The Rail Operations Center, in which
the dispatch center for all Metro
trains in the county and the dispatch
center for Transit Policing Division
are co-located, also lies
just east of this stop.
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In an effort to bridge the gap between our agency and
the communities we serve, Transit Bureau South personnel hosted a Partnership in Safety, Commuter Appreciation Day event at the Willowbrook/Rosa Parks
Station in August, 2016. The event was advertised
through social media and news outlets, and widely
received by patrons, Metro staff and command staff.
The Willowbrook/Rosa Parks Station is a major transfer point for the intersecting Blue and Green Rail Lines.
The station also acts as a major bus hub, serving many
bus routes operated by Metro, and other regional and
municipal transit agencies. The station additionally
provides a park and ride parking lot, with 975 stalls and
several bike lockers for patron use.

Transit Policing Division

Transit Policing Division
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Transit Policing Division

This station hosts a diverse ridership population, making it unique and another reason it was the best place
to present the Partnership in Safety, Commuter Appreciation Day event.

sidy Program and the Rider Relief Program attended,
with whom the public and media outlets interacted and
discussed their services.
The team work and dedication displayed by Department and Metro personnel resulted in a successful
event. The top priority in is to provide a safe environment for commuters who travel on this complex, mass
transit system using the bus and rail lines. Transit
Bureau South personnel provide professional, one-ofa-kind law enforcement service to a ridership population in constant motion. Metro’s mass transit system
is paving a new future by relieving traffic congestion,
connecting communities and reducing the region’s carbon foot print.
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Department Budget for Fiscal Year 2015-2016

Final Adopted
Fiscal Year
2015-2016

Final Adopted
Fiscal Year
2014-2015

$2,639,295,000

$2,508,984,000

5

$487,416,000

$475,070,000

3

Other Charges

$66,258,000

$61,342,000

7

Capital Assets - Equipment

$24,606,000

$35,055,000

-42

$31,000

$51,000

-65

$3,217,606,000

$3,080,502,000

4

$88,920,000

$85,615,000

4

Net Total

$3,128,686,000

$2,994,887,000

4

Revenue

$1,583,903,000

$1,559,984,000

2

Net County Cost

$1,544,783,000

$1,434,903,000

7

Salaries and Employee Benefits

Department Budget for Fiscal Year 2015-2016

Services and Supplies

Other Financing Uses

Gross Total

Less Intrafund Transfers
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Percent
Change
(%)

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

3

2

1

2

1

2

2

3

6

6

5

6

4

5

1

9

4

7

1

3

3

5

2

4

421

9

12

36

34

37

35

26

20

5

59

31

33

2

14

16

20

18

14

Sergeant

1,529

35

29

134

114

122

131

122

70

5

208

125

112

3

57

83

79

26

74

Deputy Sheriff

8,897

14

45

764

631

780

724

475

1,335

22

1,742

952

402

2

171

36

338

46

418

10,975

70

91

943

788

948

899

630

1,433

33

2,023

1,116

557

8

245

140

445

93

513

Executive Office
4

Division Chief

13

1

Area Commander

32

3

Captain

77

Lieutenant

(Bonus II, I and Generalist)

Total Sworn
Deputy Sheriff Trainee

175

175

Custody Assistants

1,412

Professional Staff**

7,455

64

Total Professional Staff

9,042
20,017

Total Department

1
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1

4

Transit Policing Division

1

Assistant Sheriff

Budgeted Positions for the Department

Technology & Support Division

Special Operations Division
including Reserve Forces Detail

Professional Standards Division
Including Advocacy Unit

Personnel & Training Command
including Training Bureau
and Custody Training

1

1

Medical Services

1

1

Detective Division

Countywide Services Division
including Parks Bureau

1

Undersheriff

Custody Services Division
Specialized Programs

South Patrol Division

1

1

Custody Services Division
General Population

North Patrol Division

1

1

Custody Services Division
Administration Command

East Patrol Division

1

Sheriff

Court Services Division

Central Patrol Division

1

Administrative & Training
Division except Personnel
Administration

1

Rank

Total Authorized

Budgeted Positions for the Department
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Department Budgeted Positions*

31

5

726

521

628

556

16

571

382

157

1,626

377

65

117

1,037

181

246

628

587

21

1,297

903

157

1,626

555

65

117

1,037

181

1,145

1,258

2,020

54

3,320

2,019

714

1,634

800

205

562

1,130

694

26

29

38

33

828

216

195

226

213

64

828

242

224

264

134

919

1,185

1,012

1,212

3

* Includes all Department Budgeted Positions for Fiscal Year July 2016-June 2017, reported by Administrative Services Division,
Financial Programs Bureau, revised on 08/30/2017
** Remaining Professional Staff
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Department PART I Crime Activity Summary

Part I Crimes

Calendar
Year 2015

Calendar
Year 2016

Percent Change
(%)

Violent Crimes
Criminal Homicide
Forcible Rape
Robbery
Aggravated Assault

201
823
4,174
8,483

227
845
4,756
9,134

13
3
14
8

13,681

14,962

9

Burglary
Larceny Theft
Grand Theft Auto
Arson

12,970
33,396
12,181
512

13,072
35,928
12,819
581

1
8
5
13

Total

59,059

62,400

6

Grand Total Part I Crimes

72,740

77,362

6

97,246
3,738

93,613
3,411

-4
-9

100,984

97,024

-4

$247,125,092
$88,728,959
36

9
13

Total
Property Crimes

Department Total Arrests
Adult Arrests
Juvenile Arrests
Total

Department Total Stolen and Recovered Property
Amount Stolen
Amount Recovered
Percent Recovered (%)
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$227,130,776
$78,646,197
35
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